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PREFACE

The Educational Services Officer, NAVEDTRA 10460-A, and the
nonresident training course (NRTC), NAVEDTRA 80460-A, form a self-
study training package covering the knowledge required of the men and
women of the U.S. Navy and Naval Reserve preparing to serve as an
educational services officer. Designed for individual study rather than
formal classroom instruction, the training manual (TRAMAN) provides
subject matter on various educational programs and benefits and the Navy
advancement system.

An NRTC has been designed for use with this TRAMAN. This course
consists of individual assignments. It must be ordered separately from the
TRAMAN. Ordering information is available in the List of Training
Manuals and Correspondence Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061-AT. Each
assignment is a series of questions based on the textbook. You should study
the textbook pages given at the beginning of each assignment before trying
to answer the questions in your NRTC.

This TRAMAN and its associated NRTC were prepared by the Naval
Education and Training Program Management Support Activity,
Pensacola, Florida, for the Chief of Naval Education and Training.
Technical review was provided by Naval Training Centers, Orlando,
Florida, Great Lakes, Illinois, and San Diego, California; the Naval
Technical Training Centers, Pensacola, Florida, and Meridian, Mississippi;
Chief of Naval Technical Training, Millington, Tennessee; Naval
Education and Training Support Center, Pacific, San Diego, California;
Naval Air Station, Educational Services Officer, Glenview, Illinois; Navy
Campus, Naval Station, Norfolk, Virginia; Defense Activity for Non-
Traditional Education Support, Pensacola, Florida; Office of the Chief of
Naval Operations, Washington, D.C.; and the Naval Military Personnel
Command, Washington, D.C.

Your sugestions and comments concerning this TRAMAN and its
NRTC are invited. Comment sheets have been included with both the
TRAMAN and NRTC.

1988 Edition
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Published by
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THE UNITED STATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the
sea and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of
strong action to preserve the peace or of instant offensive action to
win in war.

It is upon the maintenance of this control that our country's glorious
future depends; the United States Navy exists to make it so.

WE SERVE WITH HONOR

Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To
these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the

watchwords of the present and the future.

At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the
respect of our country, our shipmates, and our families.

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.

Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with
honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques, and
greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea,
under the sea, and in the air.

Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in
war.

Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of
the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the
future, in continued dedication to our tasks, and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.

Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.
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INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES OFFICER

- The educational services office has evolved to an efficient and

comprehensive point of contact for Navy personnel because of the Navy's
many organizational changes in the past. Not too many years ago,
questions about educational information were answered by personnel
assigned to the personnel office or ship's office.- If the information wasn't
available, the questions often went unanswered.The Navy realized the need
for a specialist in the education field. For this reason the educational
services officer billet was established.

Although the field of education and training is a function of the
Personnelman rating, each command is directed to have an educational
services officer (ESO). This requirement is found in the Standard
Organization and Regulations of the U.S. Navy (SORN), OPNAVINST
3120.32B. There are only a few full-time educational services officer billets
in the Navy. Depending on the command, the job of ESO could be
assigned to an officer or enlisted person. Normally sea commands assign
junior officers or senior petty officers the job of ESO as a collateral duty.
The only training available for ESOs are educational services officer
workshops, conducted by Navy Campus, and this training manual
(TRAMAN) and its associated nonresident training course (NRTC). This
self-study package will acquaint officers and enlisted personnel with the
duties and responsibilities of the ESO; the correct procedures for
establishing and managing an educational services office; the various
educational programs and benefits available to military personnel; the
Naval Correspondence Course Program; the preparations necessary for
advancement; the Navy Enlisted Advancement System; and examination
procedures for Navy advancement examinations.
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CHAPTER 1

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES OFFICER
FUNDAMENTALS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to do the following:

1. Determine the basic functions of the 4. Identify the organizational relationship of
educational services officer (ESO). the educational services officer (ESO) to the

command.

2. Recognize the duties and responsibilities of
the educational services officer (ESO). 5. Identify the references essential to the

educational services officer (ESO).

3. Identify the chain of command for the
educational services officer (ESO).

INTRODUCTION ESO are many, varied, and important to all
command members. Your success or failure as

The majority of educational services ESO directly affects the morale of the
officers have little or no experience in the field command. This chapter discusses the general
and are assigned the billet as a collateral duty. areas for which you and your office are
Therefore, the ESO should be equipped with responsible.
the information and training to do the job.
This chapter covers the responsibilities of the
educational services officer and the basic BASIC FUNCTIONS OF THE
references needed by the ESO to perform the EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
job. OFFICER (ESO)

As educational services officer, you should Standard Organization and Regulations
be familiar with of the U.S. Navy (SORN), OPNAVINST

* your responsibilities and duties, 3120.32B, defines your duties and re-
sponsibilities as the ESO. The basic job of the

* your role in the command, and ESO is to help the executive officer administer
educational programs for the command. In this

" essential reference material, capacity, you coordinate officer and enlisted
training and on-duty educational programs

You should also with department heads, division officers, and
the planning board for training. You also

* educate yourself and office members coordinate plans with the Navy Campus
regarding ESO responsibilities and educational adviser to influence personnel to

take part in Navy Campus educational
ensure personnel adhere to organi- programs.
zational procedures and relationships.

If you have recently become an ESO, you DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
are probably still learning your job and OF THE EDUCATIONAL
recognizing the extent of your responsibilities. SERVICES OFFICER (ESO)
You may still be trying to figure out just what
your job as ESO involves. You may be As the ESO, your responsibilities will be
surprised to find that the responsibilities of the many and varied. This section describes the
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major areas of responsibility for which you and of the media used are ship and station
your office members are responsible. newspapers, the Plan of the Day, and so forth.

Information regarding available
TRAINING OFFICE AND TRAINING corie~pondence courses and instructions for

ordering them is also provided by the ESO.
You supervise the members of the training

office and the use of training aids. You help the COMMAND LIBRARY
training officer execute and administer the
command's overall training program. You also You should establish and maintain a
serve as a member of the planning board for command library for training manuals,
training. You are responsible for the correspondence courses, and essential reference
administrative processing of all training quotas material. Later in this chapter we will cover the
requested by and for the command. basic references that should be in every

command's library.
EXAMINATIONS

You also assist the examining board by CHAIN OF COMMAND FOR ESO
providing material, space, and personnel as
requested. (You should also be assigned as a Normally, the educational services officer
member of the command examination board.) reports to the executive officer concerning the
Working with the examination board, you performance of duties of the personnel assigned
prepare, conduct, and grade E3 advancement to the ESO staff. The ESO reports to the
exams, military/leadership exams, and department head or appropriate division officer
performance tests as required. If directed by for the accountability and routine
proper authority, the ESO orders, safeguards, administration of personnel under his or her
and administers advancement, military/ supervision. The ESO also obtains professional
leadership, performance tests, and other direction and assistance from educational
educational testing materials according to advisers about the Navy Campus voluntary
applicable directives, educational programs.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS ORGANIZATIONAL
RELATIONSHIPS OF THE ESO

The ESO directs the educational programs

for the command, advises personnel about The educational services officer works with
available voluntary education programs, and the following people to execute and administer
encourages them to take part in these the educational programs for the command:
programs. The ESO also helps personnel apply
for educational programs and helps them 0 Members of the planning board for
obtain vocational/technical, high school, and training
college certifications. The procedures for
applying for the various educational programs 0 Division officers
will be provided in chapter 3. 0 Personnel officer/administrative officer

The ESO is the liaison between the
command and the Navy Campus office 0 Navy Campus personnel
supporting the command. As the educational
liaison, you obtain technical and administrative 0 Training assistants of department heads
information concerning the Navy Campus and division officers
programs. Such information includes voluntary * Command career counselors
education and training, educational counseling
and testing, and the availability of the various * Training petty officers
programs. You coordinate with the Navy
Campus office to ensure voluntary educational
programs are provided where compatible with RECOMMENDED REFERENCES
operating schedules. Various media is used to
publicize and promote the opportunities You have learned some of the broad
available through the education program. Some responsibilities of the ESO. You now need to
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know how you can educate yourself and your 0 Naval Military Personnel Manual
office members in each area. Obviously, you (MILPERSMAN), NAVPERS 15560A-This
need references that provide information in publication governs many programs and
each area. The following publications make up policies in the Navy. This publication is a
a recommended reading list. A brief description valuable tool to an ESO when it is available
of the subject matter of each is given, and up-to-date changes have been entered. The
Appendix I, titled "Where to Find It," contains manual provides eligibility requirements where
a comprehensive list of instructions and applicable and general information on the
publications that you will find useful in following ESO areas:
locating the right reference.

Limited Duty Officer (LDO)/Chief
BASIC EDUCATIONAL SERVICES Warrant Officer (CWO) Programs
OFFICER REFERENCES Physician's Assistant, Chief Warrant

The following references should be included Officer Training Program

in your library so that you can provide the SCORE (Selective Conversion and
proper guidance for the educational programs Reenlistment Program)
in your command: STAR (Selective Training and

Reenlistment Program)
* Manual of Advancement,

BUPERSINST 1430.16C-This manual Scholarships available to dependent sons

contains the procedures for the administration and daughters of Navy and Marine
of the Navy enlisted advancement system. The Corps and Coast Guard members
manual includes all aspects of the advancement Naval Academy Program
system such as advancement requirements,
military/leadership prerequisites, and NROTC (Naval Reserve Officers

performance tests. It is intended for enlisted Training Corps)

members serving on active duty with the U.S. BOOST (Broadened Opportunity for
Navy and U.S. Naval Reserve and for inactive Officer Selection and Training Program)
reservists. A complete explanation of this
manual is included in chapter 5. Definitions of enlisted rates and ratings

Change in rate or rating information
* List of Training Manuals and Corre- Advancement information (E-2

spondence Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061-AT- advancement, advancement after
This publication lists the latest available reduction, and identification of strikers)
training manuals and correspondence courses.
It also gives the proper procedures to follow Frocking information
when ordering them. This publication is ECP (Enlisted Commissioning Program)
updated semiannually.

Assignment of officers to service

* Catalog of Navy Training Courses colleges

(CANTRAC), NAVEDTRA 10500-This Service record information
microfiche publication contains information on
schools and courses. All are under the purview * Voluntary Education Programs in the
of the Chief of Naval Education and Training; Navy, OPNAVINST 1500.45C-This
Amphibious Forces, Atlantic and Pacific; and instruction provides policy, guidance, and
other Navy training commands. information concerning voluntary education

programs in the Navy.
* Bibliography for Advancement Study,

NAVEDTRA 10052-AK-This is an annual * Enlisted Commissioning Program
publication containing a comprehensive listing (ECP), OPNAVNOTE 1530-This notice,
of training manuals and other publications used issued annually, announces the eligibility
in advancement study. It is distributed requirements and application procedures for
annually, about the middle of the calendar the ECP program. ECP is a program for
year, so that personnel may use it to study for career-motivated personnel who have
exams administered the following year. completed at least 1 year of undergraduate
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college work and want to earn a commission in Command Detachment, Navy Occupational
the Regular Navy. Development and Analysis Center (NODAC),

develops, revises, and maintains both
I Limited Duty Qficer and Chief Warrant OCCSTDs and NAVSTDs. NODAC

Officer Programs, NAVMILPERSCOMINST coordinates standards revisions Navywide.
1131.1-These two programs allow highly Naval standards state the minimum
qualified and motivated senior enlisted knowledge required of enlisted personnel,
personnel to obtain commissions. This which is not specifically rating oriented. They
instruction provides the eligibility requirements describe the knowledge and abilities required of
and application procedures for both programs. every enlisted person in the Navy. They cover

*Retention Team AManual, NAVPERS areas and subjects of which personnel should
have knowledge in addition to their required

15878G-This manual contains a complete rating skills. NAVSTDs are cumulative; that is,
chapter on education programs, commissioning a person is responsible for the NAVSTDs of the
programs, and information on veteran's present paygrade, the advanced paygrade he or
educational benefits. she is seeking, and all paygrades below the

present paygrade. They are universal to all rates
* Enlisted Transfrr Manual and ratings. An example of naval standards is

(TRANSMAN), NAVPERS 15909C-This shown below:
manual contains eligibility requirements and
general information about the following ESO
areas: PETTY OFFICER SECOND CLASS (E-5)

Nuclear power training 950 NAVAL TRADITION

Submarine training 952 CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES

Service schools (procedures for
requesting service school quotas and for
determining obligated service 952501 Duties and responsibilities of
requirements for service schools) quarterdeck watch officer

Assignment to special programs
953 ORGANIZATION

* Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel Classifications and Occupational 953501 Names, abbreviations, and
Standards, NAVPERS 18068E-This manual broad responsibilities of the
prescribes enlisted skill requirements. It is vital bureaus and systems commands
to all enlisted personnel and to every command of the Navy Department
in which enlisted personnel serve. ESOs,
training officers, and all supervisors should be
familiar with the contents of this manual. You
should have a good working knowledge of this In other words, all PO2s and P02 candidates
publication's relationship to the training, should be able to define the duties and
advancement, and distribution systems. This responsibilities of the quarterdeck watch,
manual contains two sections: regardless of their rating.

SECTION I-This section contains the You should note that each NAVSTD is
Navy enlisted occupational standards identified by a six-digit number. The first three
(OCCSTDs) and naval standards (NAVSTDs). digits identify the topic title, the fourth digit
These standards list the minimum capabilities identifies the paygrade, and the last two digits
the Navy expects and requires of personnel sequentially identify the specific NAVSTD
within each rate and rating. The standards are sutiay ide
generally expressed as task statements (duties within a paygrade.
and responsibilities). They represent the OCCSTDs prescribe minimum
abilities, skills, and knowledge needed to requirements for skills expected of a person in a
accomplish those tasks, duties, and specific rating. OCCSTDs are written as task
responsibilities. The Naval Military Personnel statements. They form the foundation of a
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well-planned system that dovetails a person's *Enlisted Education Advancement
training, advancement, and job assignments. In Program (EEAP), OPNAVNOTE 1510-This
addition to prescribing tasks expected of a notice, issued annually, announces the
person, OCCSTDs also show general paygrade eligibility requirements and application
responsibility levels. For example, routine tasks procedures for the EEAP. This program selects
are assigned to lower paygrades; more difficult personnel to take part in a program in which
tasks and those that require additional they can earn an associate of arts/science
experience or supervisory ability are assigned to degree in 24 months or less. Only highly
higher paygrades. OCCSTDs, like NAVSTDs, qualified and motivated career enlisted
are cumulative. That means as a person personnel are selected for this program.
advances in a specific rating, that person is
responsible for the OCCSTDs of the rate to Navywide Examination Administration
which he or she is trying to be advanced, the Information for Each Advancement Cycle,
present rate, and all lower rates. An example of BUPERSNOTE 1418-This notice announces
OCCSTDs is shown below: the schedule for each Navywide examination

for advancement to petty officer. Personnel

BOATSWAIN'S MATE THIRD CLASS preparing worksheets and service record entries
(BlN43) relating to advancement should read and follow

this notice and the Manual of Advancement

34 SEAMANSHIP guidelines. These BUPERS notices are
published before the March and September E-4

34011 Distribute and attach running through E-6 examinations; the January E-7
rigging for handling cargo examination and its selection board; and the

34012 Erect station markers for E-8 and E-9 selection board.

replenishment at sea NAVY CAMPUS/DEFENSE ACTIVITY

FOR NON-TRADITIONAL
EDUCATION SUPPORT (DANTES)

All Boatswain's Mates, as well as BM3 REFERENCES

candidates, should be able to perform this task. You will also find the following Navy

OCCSTDs are identified by a five-digit Campus and DANTES references helpful:
number. The first two digits identify the topic
title and the last three digits sequentially • Navy Campus Instruction, CNET
identify the specific OCCSTD. INSTRUCTION 1560.3C-This manual is

SECTION II-This section contains all published by the Chief of Naval Education and
Navy Iclassificatins secn cAns NC Training. It is stocked at the NavalNavy enlisled classifications (NECs). An NEC Publications and Forms Center in Philadelphia.

code supplements the enlisted rating structure It ctins dscr s of al N a pCam

by identifying a specific knowledge or skill not proras deprid tion al serics
coveed y aratng esigatin. E~sare programs and provides the educational services

covered by a rating designation. NECs are officer specific guidance on all Navy Campus

identified by a numerical or alpha-numerical oras.

code. For example the NEC 9583 identifies a programs.

locksmith and NEC BM-0161 identifies a * DANTES Counselor's Handbook-This
tugmaster. handbook provides the guidelines and

application procedures for applying for any
* Navy Customer Service Manual, DANTES-related program.

NAVEDTRA 10119-B-This manual is
important to any service-providing office such * DANTES Examination Program
as the educational services office (ESO). It Handbook (DEPH)-This handbook contains
contains valuable information for all office most of the administrative information needed
members about customer service relationships. to manage and administer the DANTES-

sponsored (funded and nonfunded)
* Personnelman 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA examination programs. Publishers of various

10254-DI-This manual contains information examinations issue supplemental instructions to
concerning training, advancement, and aid in test administration, counseling, and test
educational services, interpretation. Note that DANTES test control
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officers are nominated from Navy Campus credits earned at other colleges and universities
education specialists. Only large ships and in the network.
shore stations without Navy Campus offices
have designated test centers. These centers can SUMMARY
serve personnel only after approval by the
Naval Education and Training Program Your duties and responsibilities as the
Management Support Activity (NETPMSA, educational services officer are wide in scope.
Code 0432). In the Navy, as well as other services, training

and education are a continuing process. From
* Handbook for Education Services the time of enlistment until separation from the

Officers Experiential Learning Assessment- Navy, personnel are expected to broaden their
Published by DANTES, this handbook explains knowledge and increase their skills. Training
how the Experiential Learning Assessment and education allow personnel to assume more
(ELA) portfolio leads to credit for college- responsible positions. Assuming more
equivalent learning, responsible positions increases their potential

for advancement to senior enlisted grades and
The Guide to the Evaluation of for selection to officer status. As the ESO, you

must be able to communicate effectively with
Educational Experiences in the Armed all personnel both up and down the chain of
Services-This guide, developed by the command. Remember, all areas of the
American Council on Education, has four educational process involve the ESO. Proficient
volumes (volume 3 is for the Navy). It provides and knowledgeable educational services officers
information about formal courses offered by have a definite impact on the success of each
the armed services and college credit member in the command.
recommendations. It also provides
recommended credit for courses completed
outside of a particular learning institution. For REFERENCES
example, it provides the recommended credit
hours toward postsecondary education for Bibliography for Advancement Study,
persons who completed PN class A school (3 NAVEDTRA 10052-AK, Naval Education and
hours). Training Program Management Support

Activity, Pensacola, Fla., 1988.

* Handbook to the Guide to the Catalog of Navy Training Courses
Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the (CANTRAC), Vol I, Introduction, General
Armed Services-The American Council on Information, NAVEDTRA 10500, Chief of
Education publishes this handbook. It will Naval Education and Training, Pensacola,
assist you in using The Guide to the Evaluation Fla., 1988.
of Educational Experiences in the Armed Counselor's Handbook, DANTES P-1560/27
Services. (5-86), Defense Activity for Non-Traditional

Education Support, Pensacola, Fla., 1986.
* DANTES Guide to External Degree DANTES Catalog of External Degree

Programs-Published by DANTES, this guide Programs (Formerly titled Guide to External
provides ESOs with a list of institutions that Degree Programs), DOD 1322.8-C2, Defense
allow military personnel to earn an academic Activity for Non-Traditional Education
degree without residency. Personnel may earn Support, Pensacola, Fla., 1987.
academic certification for completion of high
school, an associate's or a bachelor's degree, or DANTES Independent Study Catalog (DISC),
a degree for a graduate program. ESOs should DOD 1322.8-Cl, Defense Activity for Non-
use this publication with the Se: vicemembers Traditional Education Support, Pensacola,
Opportunity Colleges of the Navy (SOCNA V). Fla., 1988.
The SOCNAV program is a college associate- Enlisted Commissioning Program (ECP),
degree completion program for the Navy. Fully OPNAVNOTE 1530, Office of the Chief of
accredited colleges offer associate-degree Naval Operations, Washington, D.C., 1988.
programs on or accessible to Navy installations
worldwide. These colleges have formed Enlisted Education Advancement Program
networks that are agreeable to accept college (EEAP), OPNAVNOTE 1510, Office of the
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Chief of Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C., Active Duty Members to Petty Officer Third
1988. Class Through Petty Officer First Class,

BUPERSNOTE 1418, Bureau of NavalEnlisted Transfer M~anual (TRANSMAN), Personnel, Washington, D.C., 1987.

NAVPERS 15909C, Naval Military Personnel

Command, Washington, D.C., 1987. Naval Military Personnel Manual

Experiential Learning Assessment Handbook (MILPERSMAN), NAVPERS 15560A, Naval
for Education Services Officers, DANTES Military Personnel Command, Washington,

P-1562/24 (5-87R), Defense Activity for Non- D.C., 1987.

Traditional Education Support, Pensacola, Navy Campus Instruction, CNETINST 1560.3C,
Fla., 1987. Chief of Naval Education and Training, Naval

The Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Air Station, Pensacola, Fla., 1988.

Experiences in the Armed Services, American Navy Customer Service Manual, NAVEDTRA
Council on Education, Washington, D.C., 10119-B, Naval Education and Training
1986. Program Development Center, Pensacola, Fla.,

Handbook to the Guide to the Evaluation of 1984.

Educational Experiences in the Armed Services, Personnelman 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA 10254-DI,
American Council on Education, Washington, Naval Education and Training Program
D.C., 1987. Development Center, Pensacola, Fla., 1981.

Limited Duty Officer and Warrant Officer Program Handbook (DEPH), DOD Handbook
Programs, NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1131.1A, 1322.8-H, Defense Activity for Non-
Naval Military Personnel Command, Traditional Education Support, Pensacola,
Washington, D.C., 1986. Fla., 1987.

List of Training Manuals and Correspondence Retention Team Manual, NAVPERS 15878G,
Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061-AT, Naval Office of the Chief of Naval Operations,
Education and Training Program Management Washington, D.C., 1984.
Support Activity, Pensacola, Fla., 1988. Servicemembers Opportunity College (SOC)

Manual of Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C, Guide, Defense Activity for Non-Traditional
Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C., Education Support, Pensacola, Fla., 1987.
1986. Standard Organization and Regulations of the

Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and U.S. Navy, OPNAVINST 3120.32B, Office of
Personnel Classifications and Occupational the Chief of Naval Operations, Washington,
Standards, NAVPERS 18068E, Bureau of D.C., 1986.
Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C., 1987. Voluntary Education Programs in the Navy,

March 1987 (Cycle 115) Navy-wide OPNAVINST 1500.45C, Office of the Chief of
Examinations for Advancement in Rate of Naval Operations, Washington, D.C., 1984.
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CHAPTER 2

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES OFFICE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to do the following:

1. Recognize the role of the educational 7. Identify the workload of the office.
services office within the command.

8. Recognize when plans need revision.2. Recognize the factors that must be

considered in the arrangement of an office. 9. Identify the basic office products.

3. Identify the tools necessary for the efficient
operation of the educational services office; 10. Determine the duties and responsibilities of
determine sources of materials and each person and each person's capabilities.
procedures for maintenance and control. 11. Recognize the importance of properly

4. Identify the coordination between the grouping related tasks.
educational services office and other offices
in the command, and identify the purpose 12. Determine your responsibilities as a

supervisor in making decisions and
5. Identify the critical elements of coordinating office functions.

administration; formulate procedures for
implementing the correct methods of 13. Recognize the importance of training for
managing an office. office personnel; formulate procedures for

6. Identify and evaluate the skills of assigned the necessary types of training for ESO
personnel. personnel.

INTRODUCTION it serves. The office may occupy a separate
space or it may be located in the personnel

The main function of the educational office or the career counselor's office. Ashore
services office is to provide educationally it would be in the Personnel Support
related services to Navy people. The Detachment (PSD). Regardless of its location,
educational services office may have the best the quality of service given determines the
office space, a good office arrangement, and all reputation of the office. Personnel served by
the tools of the trade; however, if the office this office judge it by the measure of
does not provide knowledgeable and cooperation, quality of output, degree of
professional service, then it has no justification efficiency, and overall attitude of its workers.
for existence. Educational services offices are A well-run office reflects professionalism.
known for the quality of their customer service The knowledge and application of basic
and their basic office output. They are also management techniques by personnel through
known for some by-products in the areas of effective office administration directly affects
morale, pride, and character or reputation. As the educational services office.
educational services officer, you should
motivate, train, and supervise workers so that To maintain a well-run and productive
their capabilities accomplish the best office office, you should carefully consider the
production possible. following techniques and concepts:

* Office arrangement
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

OFFICE 0 Tools of the trade

The location of the educational services
office depends on the size of the ship or station * Command coordination
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" Elements of administration paperback books on or around desks. The
appearance of the educational services office

* Training program reflects the caliber of work being accomplished
by the office.

Office procedures, regulations, and COMFORT
guidelines may vary from office to office, but
the basic principles of good management Arrange the office to provide maximum
remain the same. comfort for both the office staff and the

customer. A cramped space tends to adversely
affect the work of personnel and cause them totire easily. Exercise whatever control you have

to make sure each worker has a suitable chairThe arrangement of the educational re and desk or table. Also make sure each officeoffice has a significant impact on the morale mebrhsaqutlitngwhamnmm

and effectiveness of office personnel. As the of g a Roomuteperature a venito

educational services officer, you should be sure ould Rod temest possibleon

office furniture and equipment is arranged in a enviro et

functional manner. The arrangement also

should allow proper supervision, offer a
pleasing appearance, and provide maximum TOOLS OF THE TRADE
comfort.

Each profession has its own tools of theAND OFFICE EQUIPMENT trade, and the educational services profession is
no different. Next to the worker, the tools are

Too much distance between desks and the most important factor in accomplishing the

office equipment results in time lost by office goals of the office. The educational services
personnel going from one location to the other. officer relies daily on office equipment, variousAll office personnel should have convenient types of office supplies, and many publications
alless offies, frerone , d vep cient and directives. The office cannot function
access to files, references, and reproducing properly without the required tools. The
equipment. educational services officer makes sure the

Locate personnel having the most frequent tools required for the efficient operation of the
customer contact near the entrance and service office are readily available and properly
area. Restrict access to the office except when maintained.
required. Establish an office policy requiring
customers to conduct their business at the door OFFICE EQUIPMENT
or service counter.

The office supervisor should examine all
SUPERVISION office equipment periodically and make the

following determinations:
The proper arrangement of the educational

services office should aid effective supervision. 0 Is the equipment presently in use the best
Arrange furniture and equipment so that you that is available?
can observe the office without leaving your
desk or interrupting people's work. This * Is the equipment appropriate for the
arrangement will also make you easily needs, job, or function it must perform?
accessible to office personnel.

APPEARANCE Is all of the equipment in good
condition?

A well-run office requires that personnel
keep the office neat and uncluttered. Personnel * Do office personnel take proper care of
should keep their desks neat and orderly. They their equipment?
should not keep excess supplies and forms;
overflowing file baskets; and personal * Do you need to train certain office
belongings such as clothing, food, or personnel in equipment maintenance?
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Chapter 4 of Personnelman 3 & 2, In the command administrative office
NAVEDTRA 10254-D1, contains information (ship's office), you will find a MASTER set of
on maintaining office equipment. Incorporate publications and directives available for your
this information into your division training use as the ESO. However, keep the following
sessions. Proper emphasis on preventive basic publications and directives in your office
maintenance and the care of office equipment to help you perform your ESO duties:
will save office man-hours and money through
less equipment failure and downtime. This Manual of Advancement, BUPERS-
savings is important since most ships and INST 1430.16C
stations have either word processing equipment
or computers-sometimes both. Equipment in
good working condition helps ensure steady, * BUPERSNOTE 1418 (examination
efficient office production. information for each exam cycle)

SUPPLIES * Bibliography for Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052-AK

The educational services office needs
sufficient quantities of current, properly * List of Training Manuals and
stowed, and readily available office supplies.
Do not wait until your office supplies are Correspondence Courses, NAVEDTRA
nearly exhausted before ordering more 10061-AT
supplies. If the office constantly borrows
supplies from other offices or commands, Since the educational services office
something is wrong with your office supply provides service to others, all members of the
system. A good office supply system cannot be office should study the Navy Customer Service
overemphasized; you cannot run an office on a Manual, NAVEDTRA 10119-B. This manual
"cumshaw" basis. should also be incorporated into the office

training program.
Stock

You will find other needed publications,
As educational services officer, you need to directives, and notices listed in chapter 1,

evaluate your office supply system to determine "Educational Services Officer Fundamentals,"
the supplies needed for your office to and in appendix 1, "Where to Find It." If the
accomplish its assignments. You will have to educational services office is not closely
develop the most effective system for the needs situated to central files, order needed
of your office. publications and directives and maintain them

in the office. "ESO" should be stamped or
written on the front cover of all publications

Supply Petty Officer and directives maintained in the educational
services office.

Generally, a designated supply petty officer
manages the office supply system. Give the Maintenance
supply PO support, direction, and assistance
when needed. You may allow the supply PO to
experiment to develop the best system for the he o fal to anairope troloffie. owevr, ou soul coninu to over official publications and directives, they
onfite.orwthe , ymou a shoure ao fie t will most likely be outdated, improperly filed,peronnedor their st to make ure al ie or incomplete. Improper maintenance andpersonnel do their part to make the system control of publications and directives seriously

jeopardize routine office procedures and may
create serious problems.

PUBLICATIONS AND DIRECTIVES
A good method of keeping publications and

You need certain publications and directives current is to place the educational
directives to operate your office efficiently. services office on the command central
They are as important as office equipment and distribution file list. The ESO will then receive
supplies, all incoming weekly transmittal sheets to
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TRANSMITTAL SHEET 19-47

To: AN Shipsi ad SWioe
** Navy kiabuelons Nidl None"

Instructions, notices and change transmittals forwarded AVAILABILITY AT NPFC. Requisition listed notices
herewith are verified before printing. Reproduction of directly from the originating office or bureau.
signatures is omitted une authority of SECNAV Instric-
tion 5602.IA. Central receiving points within an activity The Navy All Ships and Stations Transnittal Sheet is
shouldi detach this transmittal sheet sal together all published weekly by the Chief of Naval Operations under
pages of each attached directive, and route specific in- NAVSO P-35 (Rev. May 1979) and is printed commer-
structions. notices, and chang transmttal to appropriate cially with appropriated funds. Address: Navy Publics-
organizational units. Instructions are to be iled according dions and Printing Service Office, Naval District Washinig-
to part If of SBCNAV Instruction 5215. IC of 14 April ton, Washington Navy Yard. Washinigton DC 20374.
1970. Subj: Time Department of the Navy Directives Is- Controlled circulation postage paid at Washington, DC
wuane System. Order additional copies of this transmittal and at additional points of entry. Postmaster: Send ad-
sheet from CO. NAVPUBFORMCEN, 5301 Tabor Ave.. dress changes to Navy All Ships and Stations Weekly
Phmil&.. PA 19120-5M9, using NAVSUP Forn 1205. DO Transmittal. Navy Publications and Printing Service Of-
NOT SUBMIT REQUISITIONS FOR LISTED IN- flce. Naval District Washington. Washington Navy Yard,
STRUCTIONS FOR 45 DAYS IN ORDER TO ENSURE Washington, DC 20374-1572.

Instructl"

OPNAVINST 1650.220 Awards Sponsored by the Naval Submarine League

iffin e

ONAVMILPERSCOMNOTE 1540 of 1988 White House Fellows Program
27 July 1967

*OPNAVNOTE 1500 of Broadened Opportunity for Officer Selection and

27 July 1967 Training (BOOST) Program

change Truaine"ta

SBCNAVINST 7220.38E CH-I Remision of Indebtedness or Waiver of the Government's Claim Aris-
ing from Erroneous Payments Made to or on Behalf of Members
of the Naval Service

A list of unclassified instructions for the period 9 July through 5 August 1967 follows the change transmittal.

*Directve aad above which are marked with as asterisk (0) include a special informaition sheet which it is recommended be posted
on activity bulletin boards and/or disseminated in appraopriate local media.

Figure 2-1.-Sample transmittal sheet.

review. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show samples of provide you with a copy of the instruction,
these sheets. When reviewing the sheets, make a notice, or change transmittal. For example, in
notation of any information you want to figure 2-1, the ESO would want a copy of the
receive on the routing or transmittal sheets. notice on the BOOST program. In figure 2-2
Then return the sheets to central files. Based the ESO would need a copy of the notice on the
upon your notation, central files should EEAP program.
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TRANSMITTAL SHEET 31-87 20 November 19XX

To: All Ships and Stations
Subj: Navy Instructions and Notices

Instructions, notices, and change transmittals forwarded 45 DAYS IN ORDER TO ENSURE AVAILABILITY AT
herewith are verified before printing. Reproduction of NPFC. Requisition listed notices directly from the

signatures is omitted under authority of SECNAV originating office or bureau.
Instruction 5602. IA. Central receiving points within an The Navy All Ships and Stations Transmittal Sheet is
activity should detach this transmittal sheet, staple published weekly by the Chief of Naval Operations urder
together all pages of each attached directive, and route NAVSO P-35 (Rev. May 1979)guidelines and is printed
specific instructions, notices, and change transmittals to commercially with appropriated funds. Address. Navy
appropriate organizational units. Instructions are to be Publishing and Printing Service Office, Naval District
filed according to part II of SECNAV Instruction Washington, Washington Navy Yard, Washington, DC
5215. IC of 14 April 1970, subj: The Department of the 20374. Controlled Circulation postage is paid at
Navy Directives Issuance System. Order additional copies Washington, DC and additional points of entry.
of this transmittal sheet from CO. NAVPUBFORMCEN, Postmaster: Send address changes to Navy All Ships and
50l Tabor Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19120-5099, using Stations Weekly Transmittal, Navy Publishing and
NAVSUP Form 1205. DO NOT SUBMIT Printing Service Office. Naval District Washington,
REQUISITIONS FOR LISTED INSTRUCTIONS FOR Washington Navy Yard, Washington, DC 20374-1572.

Instruction

OPNAVINST 3150.27 Navy Diving Program

Notices

BUPERSNOTE 5215 of Cancellation of Instructions
2 November 1987

JAGNOTE 5371 of Defense Contractors Who Received
20 October 1987 Contract Awards of S10,000,000

or more in Fiscal Year 1986

OPNAVNOTE 1510 of Enlisted Education Advancement
30 OCTOBER 1987 Program (EEAP)

OPNAVNOTE 7220 of Foreign Language Proficiency
9 September 1987 Specialty Pay
CORRECTED COPY

Change Transmittal

OPNAVINST 1412.5B CH-2 Enlisted Aviation Warfare Specialist
(EAWS) Qualification Program

A list of unclassified instructions for the period 24 September through 10 November 1987 follows the Change Transmittal.

* Directives listed above which are marked with an asterisk (1) include a special information sheet which is recommended
be posted on activity bulletin boards and/ordisseminated in appropriate local media.

Figure 2-2.-Sample transmittal sheet.

Access that indexing and cataloging of publications is
a good system, although it is not required.

Locate publications where office workers
have reasonable access to them. However, Indexing-To index publications, give each
maintain a system of control so that you can publication a number in numeric sequence.
locate them at any time. Experience has shown Place the number on the spine of the
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Figure 2-3.-Publication shelf with master listing.

publication so that it is visible when the maintaining the publications maintain the
publication is on the shelf. master list. Department of the Navy Directives

Cataloging-To catalog publications, Issuance System, SECNAVINST 5215.1C,

prepare a master listing of the publications in contains guidelines for maintaining an effective

their numeric sequence as assigned. Place this directive system.

master listing on or near the publication shelf.
See figure 2-3. COMMAND COORDINATION

Control and Check-out Procedures You will learn quickly that the educational
services office cannot perform its functions

You may delegate the authority to one without the services and coordination of other
person for control of directives and command offices. Your primary concern is
publications. That person sets up a check-out operating the educational services office and
system for maintaining control of all materials carrying out your responsibilities as the ESO.
at all times. You may also delegate that person However, those offices on which you depend
to maintain all publications and directives and within and outside your department expect
keep them current. good service from the educational services

office. The type of service your office provides
Another method of control is to assign will be reflected in the attitude of other offices

maintenance of specific publications and toward your office. It will also be reflected by
directives to the personnel who use them the amount of cooperation between their
routinely. These people then make changes to supervisors and workers and your personnel.
the publications and directives, keep them Since the educational services office conducts
current, and properly stow them. If this business with each department, command
method is used, the personnel responsible for cooperation is mandatory.
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PERSONNEL OFFICE frequently have to move office furniture or
perform other reorganization tasks because of

The educational services officer coordinates poor planning. Well thought-out organizational
with the personnel office on a daily basis, changes will increase the efficiency of the
checking out service records for worksheet office.
preparation, advancement entries, and so forth.
A good working rapport with the personnel When personnel start new assignments,office pays big dividends and promotes good caution them to avoid changes before they
morale. understand the existing system. Many tasksappear strange to a person starting a new
DISBURSING/MILITARY PAY assignment. Some tasks may even appear
OFFICE pointless or senseless. Therefore, carefully plan

the training of personnel in new assignments.
Because of the Joint Uniform Military Pay Do not make changes or take actions based on

System (JUMPS), the educational services the first impression of a task or system.
office will frequently need to coordinate with
the disbursing/military pay office. Both offices Understand Existing Office System
know their cooperation is required for their
input into JUMPS to be carried out in a timely, If you are fortunate enough to have a
accurate, and satisfactory manner. Congenial break-in period before the person you relieve is
attitudes, cooperation, and coordination transferred or reassigned, your transition to
between the disbursing/military pay office, ESO will be much easier. You will have the
educational services office, and the personnel opportunity to observe what is going on in the
office help to make the pay system work office and to become familiar with the office
effectively, routine.

Note: Disbursing offices ashore within the When you report to a new assignment, you
pay/personnel administrative support system may know the functions from previous
(PASS) are known as military pay offices. assignments or from your general knowledge of

the Navy. However, you need to become
SUPPLY OFFICE familiar with the exact functions of your new

office. When setting up a new office, you will
The supply office is important to the have to make immediate decisions regarding

operation and function of the educational assignments. In an office already in operation,
services office. Coordination of office supplies you probably will not make any changes until
on hand, supplies maintained in supply storage, you have been in charge for some time. If what
and those on order are necessary to keep an you think you know turns out to be correct,
office functioning properly. you will be glad to have your knowledge

verified. If you find that your knowledge has
gaps, you will have served yourself well by

ELEMENTS OF ADMINISTRATION gaining new knowledge.

To have an effective educational services You may need to teach personnel who seem
office, you should apply the four elements of to be overloaded with work how to organize
administration: planning, organization, their work better or how to speed up routine
command, and control. operations. At other times, the load on one

worker may have gradually increased without
PLANNING your noticing it. The work may have become

completely out of line with your original
The time and thought devoted to planning assignments.

pays dividends in the time and effort saved The educational services office may fail to
later. To plan properly, you need access to give quality service because of the poor morale
records, files, and accurate information, of the office workers. Just as the morale of

However, such things as frequent office workers affects the quality of service
reorganization of office procedures usually they provide, you affect the morale of the
show faulty original planning and may reflect personnel. You should show fairness, courtesy,
unfavorably on your competence. Your and cooperation in dealing with your office
subordinates may recognize this fault if they workers to encourage good morale. If you want
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workers to have pride in their work, then you, Workload
as the ESO, should show pride in them. An important duty of the educational

Quality of Service services officer is the supervision of the office
workload. As the ESO, you are responsible for

All members of the educational services determining what work is to be done, who will

office should consider the following factors to do it, and when it is to be completed. Many

determine the quality of service they offer their supervisors give the most work to the most

customers: efficient office worker. Following this practice
creates an uneven workload, lowers morale,

* Do I present a good personal and creates bottlenecks that slow work
appearance9 progress. Divide the workload fairly. Study

each person's workload to determine if each

* Am I competent to provide the services one is doing a fair share.

requested? Flexibility

* Am I familiar enough with the broad Sometimes you have to revise the best of
scope of the educational services office to know plans; therefore, make your plans flexible. If a
where to seek assistance when a requested plan fails to work as efficiently as you
service is beyond my capabilities? expected, change it. Remind your personnel to

make sure their plans are working. If they are
* Do I show pride in my work by doing not working, tell them to make needed

my best work and keeping current, complete, adjustments and changes. They should watch
and accurate records? for changes in functions, personnel, or working

conditions and modify their plans accordingly.
* Am I familiar with the content of the Do not continue to use a plan just because it

directives and publications used most has always worked if changes would make it
frequently in the services I provide? better.

* Do I know how to ask good questions to Basic Office Products
gain the information needed to evaluate a Basic office products include outgoing
problem? correspondence, examination worksheets, and

applications for correspondence courses. Any
* Do I speak and write clearly and of the activities undertaken by the personnel

understandably? working in the educational services office are
products of that office. The number one

* Am I capable of performing my job product of the office is service to Navy
without constant supervision? personnel.

* Do I treat my customers as individuals ORGANIZATION
who have individual needs? The fact that your office organization is

* When I answer a customer's question, relatively simple does not diminish in any way

do I make sure the information given is correct the importance of having a clear and well-

and complete? balanced structure. Personnel should know
what you expect of them and what authority

* Does my service to customers reflect they have. This does not mean that you shouldnot expect your office members to help each
fairness, courtesy, and a cooperative attitude other or that you cannot reassign them as
through a pleasant, friendly nature; a oteorhayucnotesigtem s
throunghesstohl; a an rin en n te a necessary. It merely furnishes an establishedwillingness to help; a genuine concern for the and generally understood system of operation

problems; and an ability that instills (fig. 2-4).

confidence?

* If I were the customer, would I believe Personnel

the service provided is the best the office has to Get acquainted with your personnel. The
offer? better you know your people, the better your
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COMMAND
ESO

Applying the element of administration of
command basically means to take charge. Your
responsibility over your office bears a similar

LINES OF responsibility to that of a commanding officer
AUTHORITY AND in charge of a ship. Your area of responsibilitySUPERVISION
SUCLEARLY is smaller and the actions you are authorized to

UNDERSTOOD take are correspondingly less. However, the
OVERALL

SUPERVISION combination of responsibility and authority
WITH PROPER exists in the same proportions for you as for

SN P03 DELEGATION those who have a broader area of authority.

Supervisory Responsibilities

As a supervisor you are responsible for
146.58 your office equipment, furniture, personnel,

Figure 2-4.-Use of subordinate personnel. and the products produced by the office. If
your office runs smoothly, meets deadlines,
and sends out products without errors, then

succes wil bet has aldranang, orice, your job as a supervisor should be easy. If your
manager. Find out what training, experience, office does not operate this way, then someand skills they have. While you should problems exist. You need to take the proper
immediately begin gathering this information, supervisory actions to solve them.

you will not finish quickly. Remember that the

longer you know people, the more you can Everyone makes mistakes. Note all office
learn about them. However, you should be discrepancies and take needed action to correct
careful that this friendly atmosphere does not them. However, be careful of the tendency to
develop into fraternization, demand perfection. Strive to omit errors, but

do not apply undue pressure on a good worker
Always try to find out what each of your who makes an occasional mistake. Giveoffice members can do best. Try to find what supervisory attention to the worker who

each one likes to do well enough to put extra repeatedly makes errors.

effort into. Don't make all assignments on this

basis. However, allow people to work at the In a real sense, your office workers are
things they like most and do best when the your customers. They come to you for help;
workload .permits. This practice will pay and sometimes you will see their need for help
dividends in the quality and quantity of work before they seek it. Take pride in your
and in office morale. professionalism and use the guidelines of

providing good customer service as a check on
Clearly Defined Duties and your attitude as a supervisor. Supervise your
Responsibilities office with the managing techniques that will

produce an efficient end product.
Each person should understand what work

is to be done and how it is to be done. If the Exercising Command
work is new, explain the process thoroughly.
Monitor the operations until you know the The person in command has the authority
person understands your instructions and can to make decisions. The person exercising
begin carrying them out. command not only is allowed to make certain

decisions, but is expected to make decisions.
Related Tasks Properly Grouped Trying to make decisions that are beyond the

scope of your authority is a serious error.
When assigning duties, remember that Refusing to stand up to your responsibilities

giving similar or related tasks to one person when decisions are required of you is equally as
seems to be the best method for accomplishing serious. If you are in charge, you are
a job. A proper combination of duties not only responsible for leading and making decisions.
speeds up operations by cutting out wasted Just because you are faced with a tough
motion, it also improves accuracy. decision is no excuse for not making one.
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Coordination paying attention to what they do has a
beneficial effect on the atmosphere of the

Coordination is the element that ties work office.
functions together and makes them run
smoothly. Even if only two people work under Conscientious supervision will enable youyoursuprviionyouwil hav todo ome to prevent your people from forming bad work
coordinating. You will have to keep in mind habits by teaching them good habits. By usingvarious operations that you and your office well-planned instruction, you can easily teachmembers are performing. You will have to see good work habits to personnel starting newthat each operation is accomplished at the assignments before they develop their ownproper time. work habits. When you are explaining how toperform a new task, you should use the
CONTROL following steps:

You decide what your office personnel 1. Explain what is to be done.
should do and ;astruct them in carrying out 2. Show the worker how it should be done.
their duties. You make sure they complete their 3. Let the worker do it.
tasks, follow rules and regulations, and carry 4. Check what the worker has done.
out the functions of the office. This control
ensures that the office accomplishes the daily 5. Correct any errors identified.
functions and reaches its goals. 6. Explain anything the worker did not

Your ability to supervise and control the understand.
work greatly determines the quality and If you follow these procedures, you will
quantity of output by the educational services encourage good work habits, and personnel will
office. As the ESO, you should know when, develop positive attitudes towards their work.
where, and what checkpoints are required for a
specific product. The main sources of One mistake commonly made by
information about office projects are described supervisors is oversupervising. A successful
in organization books, official manuals, and supervisor gets more information out of a
directives, brief, casual visit with a worker than another

would get spending an hour watching the
If you have too much work to check person work. The good supervisor makes a

(control), assign a junior supervisor the practice of knowing as much as possible about
responsibility of checking for errors. Then you each person.
can spot-check the work for completeness and
accuracy. You will be surprised at how much Evaluation
pride a junior supervisor takes in checking
work if assigned responsibility for the final Establish a clear concept in your mind of
form of that product. what you expect of each person. How much

Remember to show courtesy and fairness as output can you reasonably expect of each one?
you strive for improved efficiency and office What quality _ f performance is needed for the
output. An overzealous junior supervisor who job? Is quality or quantity more important on
openly reprimands a junior worker with undue this job? What do you know about the
harshness needs your personal attention. The personalities and work habits of your office
adage "reprimand in private and praise in staff that will enable you to help them do their
public" is still a good supervisory rule. Usually, best? If a person's performance is below
you do not need to give public reprimands standard, determine why and take the necessary
unless a person openly challenges your action to improve it.
authority.

Criticize Properly
Supervision

From time to time you need to assess the
To exercise control properly, you should work of your personnel and offer constructive

always be aware of what is going on in the criticism. However, before you offer adverse
office. Learn to work on one thing while, at the criticism, always make sure you have the whole
same time, keeping an eye and ear out for what picture. Asking a few questions before you
your people are doing. The fact that you are criticize may change your view. Your questions
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should be specific, phrasing criticism in a office, you can learn various types of helpful
professional manner rather than in personal information. You can learn how the office is
terms. When you do need to offer criticism, progressing toward its goals and how personnel
keep the situation as casual as possible and are performing in their jobs. You can also learn
avoid being too critical. Phrase criticism in how various personnel compare in output and
professional, not personal, terms; and offer how progress in the current period compares
specific recommendations to help subordinates with that of previous periods.
improve. The types of reports you may be required to

Assume that your office members do a submit differ from command to command. The
good job unless you see contrary evidence, following list is only a sample of the types of
People do their best work when they feel the reports you may be required to submit:
supervisor trusts and respects them and is
present mainly to help and direct them. Do not 0 Number of personnel pursuing off-duty
offer adverse criticism so often that the office education
personnel expect negative input from you. This
type of supervision creates hostility and makes 0 Educational level of the crew
personnel so anxious that they make mistakes
they normally would not make. t Number of pass/fail candidates in the

Expect cooperation from your personnel. latest advancement examination.
Adopt a spirit of helpfulness on which you base
your comments and actions. Most people will Because of the importance of the various
sense your attitude and respond to it positively, reports, always ensure they are submitted in a
If your personnel disregard instructions, take
necessary action promptly. timely fashion.

Encourage Initiative TRAINING

The art of giving praise and encouragement
is equally as important as knowing when and For the educational services office to
how to deliver constructive criticism. You can maintain efficiency, its personnel need to keep
encourage people by listening to their opinions current on administrative changes taking place
concerning specific problems, listening to their in the Navy. The only way to make sure
suggestions for improvement, and using personnel keep current and efficient is through
appropriate suggestions. If you use an idea of an active, an effective, and a continuing
one of your office members, be sure to give the training program.
person full credit for the contribution. To institute or improve the educational

When possible, let your people try their services office training program, you should
ideas; whether successful or not, the trial-and- consider on-the-job training (OJT), division
error process contributes to the learning training periods, and formal Navy schools and
experience. This is one of several ways you, as workshops.
a leader, can help others develop their
professional abilities. ON-THE-JOB TRAINING (OJT)

Review You have to plan on-the-job training

Review is another control operation. (OJT). For example, suppose you decide to

Because you are responsible for the products of rotate your office personnel from one job to
another so that they may gain new experiences.your office, you must review them for accuracy You then have to plan the rotation and prepare

and completeness. Even though you may for some work delay during the rotation

delegate authority for review, remember you

are responsible for the correctness of the process. First you need to develop a training

products prepared by your office. plan that allows for a delay in office output as
new people learn to do different jobs. The

Reports swapping of jobs and the learning of new
procedures should follow a detailed plan.

Reports also help you maintain control. By People will then understand exactly what job
reviewing the required reports made by your they are required to do, when they are to do it,
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and how they are to perform their new ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM
assignments.

A training program will fail if you do not
DIVIS[ON TRAINING have it well organized. Organization means

putting your plans into effect. The training
The training officer and executive officer schedule that you prepare when planning is a

are aware of the need for training. They document of organization. You will achieve the
normally allow division training periods at a training objectives by following the schedule.
time determined by the division officers or

provide specific periods each week for division Division training sessions are usually
training. Make use of the training time allotted, conducted in one of your offices. Therefore,
Establish a training program within the you should allow for a training period when
educational services office on a weekly basis. planning work. You should announce in the
Allow at least 1 hour for each training session. Plan of the Day that the office will be closed
Conduct the sessions during normal working for normal service during the training period.
hours, as outlined in the Standard Organization Remember, personnel will be annoyed if they
and Regulations of the U.S. Navy, go to any customer service office and find a
OPNAVINST 3120.32B. notice on the door saying CLOSED FOR

Plan a training schedule for subjects that TRAINING.

need to be taught. Decide who will provide the
training on what subjects, and then help those COMMAND
people prepare their presentations. Each
training session should cover one area of You should take command of the office
general or personnel administration, such as training. To take command, you have to
examination worksheet preparation, supervise and promote enthusiasm. You have
correspondence course applications, and service to set the tone by attending the training sessions
record entries. The beginning of each training yourself. You can quickly discourage a young
session should cover all changes to directives or instructor who has spent a lot of time preparing
publications that have been received since the a good training lesson if you never attend a
last session. session. When you never attend sessions

In a series of training sessions, you should presented by other instructors, they feel you
prepare and present the first few. You should aren't interested. Therefore, be sure to attend
assign office members who specialize in certain training sessions.
areas to prepare and present sessions covering When you attend training sessions, let the
their specialized areas. instructor do the teaching even though you may

know the subject matter better than the junior
FORMAL SCHOOLS AND SEMINARS instructor. Even though you may be an expert

on the subject, do not kill group participation
Do not neglect the use of formal schools, by monopolizing the discussion. After the

workshops, and seminars for training office training peri )d is over, thank the instructor and
personnel. Being unable to spare the man-hours clarify any problems that may have arisen in
that will be lost by sending a person to school the planning or presentation of the lesson. Be
usually is insufficient reason to deny sure to give any constructive criticism privately.
attendance. The exception to this is when your
office is seriouly under allowance. CONTROL

Schools are for longer periods of time than
workshops; therefore, fewer people may go to Controlling involves checking, evaluating,
Navy schools. Yet, the Navy school has a and rechecking. An excellent control point is
professionally designed curriculum taught by when daily office output crosses the
professional instructors in minimum time. supervisor's desk. As you check and evaluate

Since workshops are conducted for short the output, you will be striving continually to
periods, usually I or 2 days, more personnel improve output quality and quantity. Training
may attend. The ESO workshop is an excellent junior supervisors and properly supervising a
example of a training workshop that has helped training program are the keys to improving the
to train personnel. quality and quantity of office work.
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SUMMARY March 1987 (Cycle 115) Navy-Wide
Examinations for Advancement in Rate of

The importance of the educational services Active Duty Members to Petty Officer Third
office within the command cannot be Class Through Petty Officer First Class,
overemphasized. The proper arrangement of BUPERSNOTE 1418, Bureau of Naval
the office, equipment, supplies, and personnel Personnel, Washington, D.C., 1987.
will aid in achieving a well-run office.
Coordination between the educational services
office and the other offices in the command is Bibliography for Advancement Study,necssay t rech he ommnd' dedlies NAVEDTRA 10052-AK, Naval Education and
necessary to reach the command's deadlines Training Program Management Support
and goals.

Proper administration of the educational Activity, Pensacola, Fla., 1988.

services office is necessary to provide quality
products. As educational services officer you List of Training Manuals and Correspondence
need to develop a plan for the workload and Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061-AT, Naval
assign your personnel accordingly, keeping in Education and Training Program Management
mind that you sometimes have to change plans. Support Activity, Pensacola, Fla., 1988.
You also need to develop a plan for the training
of your personnel and make sure training Standard Organization and Regulations of the
sessions are held. U.S. Navy, OPNAVINST 3120.32B, Office of

As supervisor you have the responsibility of the Chief of Naval Operations, Washington,
making decisions, reviewing office products, D.C., 1986.
evaluating personnel, encouraging initiative,
and ensuring all reports are correct and on Navy Customer Service Manual, NAVEDTRA
time. These are big responsibilities; but if you 10119-B, Naval Education and Training
apply the basic concepts of good management, Program Development Center, Pensacola, Fla.,
you will develop a well-run office. 1984.

REFERENCES Department of the I\ vv Directives Issuance
System, SECNAVINST 5215.1C, Office of the

Manual of Advancement, BUPERSINST Chief of Naval Operations, Naval Records
1430.16C, Bureau of Naval Personnel, Management Division (OP-09B1), Washington,
Washington, D.C., 1986. D.C., 1986.
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CHAPTER 3

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND BENEFITS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to do the following:

1. Recognize the role of Navy Campus in the 3. Be knowledgeable about the various
educational process of service members; programs available to qualified enlisted
know the various types of educational personnel who are pursuing a degree, a
programs that can be pursued thorugh Navy commission as a naval officer, or both.
Campus and the manner in which each can 4. Identify the various programs available to
be accomplished. qualified officer personnel to further their

2. Understand the role of Defense Activities education and increase their potential for

for Non-Traditional Education Support promotion.

(DANTES) in supporting voluntary 5. Identify the basic Veterans' Administration
education and identify the various types of educational assistance programs available
tests available through DANTES. for in-service and veteran personnel.

INTRODUCTION Military training schools were used as a model
for recommending college credit for instruction

In this chapter you will learn about Navy offered outside the college environment.
Campus, the Navy's voluntary education The Navy offers educational opportunities
program, and the Defense Activity for Non- to its members both on a full-time and part-
Traditional Education Support (DANTES). time basis. Personnel who take advantage of
You will also learn about educational benefits these educational opportunities acquire skills
provided by federal law as well as the various that can help them fulfill the requirements of
professional development programs, their basic their Navy ratings as well.
eligibility requirements, and their application The Navy encourages personnel to
procedures. This chapter is not designed to participate in off-duty education while on
cover all the material available in the primary active duty. Personnel who take the time to
references for the various programs; therefore, continue their education enhance their ability to
appropriate reference material is cited for the contribute to the Navy. Because our country
various programs. values educational achievement and the Navy

wants to retain competent personnel, voluntaryAs the educational services officer (ESO), education programs have special value to the

you will be part of a team to help personnel Navy.

achieve their educational goals, such as

completing high school or earning a college
degree. The role you play in explaining the NAVY CAMPUS
various educational options to Navy personnel The Navy Campus Program is a voluntary
directly affects the success of the command education program staffed by a worldwide
educational programs. network of educational advisers at major

The excellent quality of Navy training is commands. This program offers educational
recognized in the academic world. Leaders in opportunities to meet the individual needs and
the academic fields have been impressed by the interests of Navy personnel. It also offers
Navy's ability to train and develop highly educational and testing programs through
skilled people in many fields. Courses DANTES and financial assistance through the
completed in military schools were the first Navy Tuition Assistance Program. Voluntary
noncampus courses in the country to be education programs in Navy Campus are
recommended for college-level credit by the governed by OPNAVINST 1560.9 and
American Council on Education (ACE). discharged according to CNETINST 1560.3C.
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promotion points for advancement for those at
the E-4 through E-6 level. The following are
some of the opportunities for which Navy

NAVY members are eligible through the benefits of the

CAMPUS .... at sea and Navy Campus Program:

on shore. * To pursue an associate, a bachelor, or a
graduate degree program

* To earn a vocational or technical
certificate

*1 * To build credit toward a civilian
apprenticeship certificate

* To earn a high school diploma or GED
equivalency certificate

* To receive financial assistance for
educational programs

. To obtain educational advice from
professional counselors

* To pursue training and educational
opportunities that will open doors to
advancement, including various commissioning

Navy Campus, the educational link to Navy personnel. programs

ACADEMIC CREDIT

The Navy Campus Program has the Navy personnel may obtain academic credit
following goals: from civilian schools for certain educational or

* To enhance the development of Navy work experiences completed while performing
personne or naing ad levelmeanes the duties of normal military assignments.

personnel for training and fleet readiness These experiences may include college-level

* To develop the leadership capabilities of correspondence courses and tests, service

each service member schools of at least 2 weeks' duration,
specialized technical training programs, and

* To prepare personnel for an increasingly duty assignments requiring special skills and
technical Navy knowledge. The longer people remain in the

* To help personnel achieve a sense of Navy, the more educational credits they will

personal accomplishment equal to their civilian build through such experiences.

counterparts Navy members may elect to make their
academic credits "pay off" at an educational

* To improve the individual mission institution. In such cases, Navy Campus
performance of personnel counselors can recommend where personnel can

ADVANTAGES FOR NAVY use those credits to the best advantage.

PERSONNEL However, academic credit for military
experience is granted only by civilian colleges,

Navy Campus opens doors to civilian not by the Navy.

colleges for military personnel and enables To help personnel apply for academic
them to pursue all levels of education wherever credit, refer to the Guide to the Evaluation of
they are stationed. Through Navy Campus they Educational Experiences in the Armed Services,
can earn the same academic degrees earned by published by the American Council on
students outside the military service. Education (ACE). (This guide, referred to as
Participation in Navy Campus programs and the ACE guide, is available through the Navy
completion of undergraduate programs lead to supply system.) This guide provides a listing of
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AN
EDUCATION...

... is one of your benefits.
Don't miss the bus!

An education.

credit recommendations for service schools and A member's first step in taking advantage
ratings. Navy Campus offices have copies of of the Navy's educational opportunities should
the ACE guide. However, the fact that the be a visit to the command educational services
ACE guide recommends credit does not officer. The educational services officer and the
guarantee the amount of credit granted. Navy Campus professional counselor work
Neither the Navy nor the ACE can award together to help members make the best use of
academic credit. Only the college to which a educational programs. Navy Campus cannot be
member is seeking admission can evaluate and effective without the coordination and support
grant academic credit for military experience, of all educational services officers at sea and

You or the custodian of military records ashore.

can help applicants prepare and submit an KEY ROLE OF NAVY CAMPUS
Application for the Evaluation of Learning EDUCATION SPECIALISTS
Experiences During Military Service (DD Form
295). When preparing a DD Form 295, ensure You, as the ESO, should refer personnel at
that it is addressed to the school from which your command who wish to pursue higher
the applicant is seeking credit and verify all education to the Navy Campus education
course titles, numbers, and locations. The specialist. The education specialist can advise
importance of complete information on this personnel about courses of study and programs

form cannot be overemphasized, offered by various colleges. The Navy Campus
education specialist plays a key role in helping

HOW NAVY CAMPUS WORKS Navy personnel achieve their educational goals.

Personnel are informed of Navy Campus The services of education specialists are
benefits upon assignment to their first duty available at most naval facilities in the United
station after basic recruit training. Members States and at major sites overseas. If Navy
should be counseled within 30 days after each Campus education specialists are unavailable,
new permanent duty assignment. you can help members write letters to ask for
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APPLICATION FOR THE EVALUATION OF LEARNING EXPERIENCES
DURING MILITARY SERVICE

T0 (Name~ and add,- o#Roduc.I.Ontt ,,ua c. S-. ot eaip1.yer)
Coordinator, Admissions and Records
Tides.ater Commsunity College, Virginia Beach Campus
1700 College Crescent, Virginia Beach, VA 23456

SECTION I - TO It COMPLETED IT AFPUCANT

I.~ ~ ~ ~ ~~O Na, Lg'N. an) 3 ADTSN 11, SOAL SECURITY NO. 14. PRIVIQSS 61EVICE iumBE rSI

JONES, John P. EM1 123-45-6789 NONE
S. PRESENT IRAACH OF SERVOIE (Itigdes Nat-al Guard and Rea-n esaDRen)

Ca ARMY EDt NAVY C]cAIR FORCE CQ d MARINE CORPS 0 COAST GUARD
i. uAsLArs MAILING ADDRESS FOR REL PROM EDUJCATIONAL INSTITUION

654 lahan Blvd.. Apt. 321
Norfolk, VA 23508

7. DATE OF MUTN 1 B., PERMAMENT HOME ADDRESS
321 Brookings Rd.

4 Jul. 1961 Rapid City, SD 57707

CIVILIAN EDUCATION
1. HIGHEST GRADS OSCOOL. CORAS. TED X #ap)

(If 6i cain Er ~, arn HONE (ee 9 cod]te 10ue O ilt

( 3' .,NO NE G]_ _ _ __ _ _ _ b._RE HM N____OP OMO E___._JNI R__..EN ORM____b
(2)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ___________________ ______________________

(2. EDUCATIONAL_____________LASTATTENDED

13. UARYCRRSNEC COURSE COMPLETED I EVC Pirt 94
(tAR40 -appd a uir MquRaiesA 4 caroo a or iA N cogiS. ailtlo bi oe rlse rc~t.t7 te@albi " -

CACOURSG SPONSOR bCEHDO TD DATE COURSE
AND iT a OF gse COUR E , (C~kanSM# fruit ~9 NCE LOATPO. WRE ECOMPLETE COMPLETED

(r, APMCN CEurs )IAIN Ir ~ Sans. icad NO is Ppm. g A nt d *4i..5 a etc)
SIGNTEADAESGD

interestedrh inikn colegelevldaaa crses shoulde c w rta edcaio an rviwig iltay ranig n

cetiict mus apl to, a,. paricla state.I CI C CMLEE
State equirmnts nd hEdrse fte5 eo mnig clee o aiu
stae eprtens f duatonareavilbl pogam o2sud

attinbl eductional gE~Tols I-B) when requste bye service memberseag 2

& SIGATUREb DAT 3-4E
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES Tuition Assistance Policy
WORKSHOPS

The following benefits are available
Navy Campus area coordinators conduct through TA funding:

ESO workshops that will familiarize you with
voluntary education in the Navy. These 1. Seventy-five percent of tuition costs are
workshops provide the only classroom training provided to all active-duty personnel regardless
available to ESOs. Workshops are available at of rank, paygrade, or length of service.
most major installations and are scheduled by Commissioned and warrant officers incur a
the local Navy Campus office. These 2-year obligation following completion of a
workshops are coordinated with either Naval course for which TA was used.
Education and Training Support Center,
Atlantic (NAVEDTRASUPPCENLANT) or 2. One hundred percent of tuition costs will
Pacific (NAVEDTRASUPPCENPAC). Their be paid for courses leading to a high school
addresses are as follows: diploma.

Naval Education and Training 3. Expenses for instructional fees and
Support Center, Atlantic consumable materials required for completion
Norfolk, VA 23511-6197 of a course will be paid, provided these costs

are customary for like courses on the main
Naval Education and Training campus. Examples include lab, shop, and
Support Center, Pacific studio fees. The program will not pay for
San Diego, CA 92132-5105 books or other administrative fees levied by the

institution.

TUITION ASSISTANCE
When TA funds are constrained, the Chief

As an ESO you should be informed about of Naval Operations may impose policy
the Tuition Assistance (TA) Program and be changes on the level of funding and the
able to help applicants fill out tuition assistance priorities for authorizing TA.
forms.

Tuition Assistance Applications
The TA Program provides in-service

financial assistance to all personnel wishing to The Tuition Assistance Application/
take part in voluntary off-duty education. It Authorization, NAVEDTRA Form 1560/5 (fig.
does not affect VA educational entitlements. 3-2), should be command approved before
Approved institutions include regionally registration. Therefore, students should submit
accredited colleges and universities, trade and the applications early enough to be approved
technical schools accredited by the National before registration. In no case should students
Association of Trade and Technical Schools submit applications after the institution's drop/
(NATTS), schools accredited by the add deadline, except for correspondence or
Association of Independent Colleges and independent study courses.
Schools (AICS), and regionally accredited
secondary and postsecondary schools. A Approving TA Applications
complete listing of eligible tuition assistance
institutions may be found in Accredited Certain requirements, procedures, and
Institutions of Post Secondary Education, restrictions are involved in the receipt of tuition
published annually by the American Council on assistance. To ensure applicants meet these
Education. TA is the major financial support requirements, the TA Program has developed
system by which active-duty personnel can the following guidelines:
continue their education during off-duty hours.

1. The applicant must present the TA
Members cannot use their GI Bill benefits application in person unless a Navy Campus

until they have completed 2 years of service, office is unavailable. Applicants to whom a
Those who wish to use benefits under VEAP Navy Campus office is unavailable may mail
must have completed their first obligated their applications to those Navy Campus
period of active duty or 6 years of active offices authorized to process mail-in
service, whichever is less. applications.
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TUITION ASSISTANCE (TA)

Apil ctea, /Autherlsation

Officers pursuing graduate level education'must attach Naval Postgraduate School approval.

Further guidance is provided on the reverse of this form

CNETINST 1560.31 refers.

1. APPUCANS SAME i. Ss J ATIs 1 6. PAT SAD . EAIOSj $. Ti avic

FLINT N. STONE 123-45-67891 FC I E-6 /9 0 6
7. ACTIVITY ADSOISS (Intlid ZiP Code)

AIMD, NAS PENSACOLA, FL 32508
AfUOCA1IOSL 11V11 ATT4YAi[ COLLESO CEnDIT$ (5ff aM...., hsa)

"a sR4 o al VOC/TECHA 30

V a'.'- (Nuiabr quarer houi)

IS Q EACI4LOAS Q MASTERS 0 H
5 YOUR IMMEDIATE I|11CATIONAL SOAL

N ,CIPLOMA [] VOCITCH 0 AS, AA i AS r BACHELORS 13 MA,,R, Q PHOD Q ENn IC "

t gvAP SOUCATI@5A01 1SA1.SP t*EIISEva 1-. ? .. i SILL? 11. TUITION ASSISTANCE RATE AUTHORIZED
vaNO Q3 Tig X No I 50 [],a* X3 M1 o set omim

Ia. ISTITUTIOi ATTISNING (jadh1a a@sl@at elsq) a ON SASi ON CAMPUS
Pensacola Junior College O

Pensacola, FL 32504 OTHER

14. ENROLLMENT INFORMATION

COURSE LEVEL TUITION COST DATECOURSE - - NO. -- -

NUMSER TITLE HIGIVOc DIV UNIT/ UNIT/ NAVYNCHLTECH LOU. UPP. HOURS HOUR COURSE SHARE START COMP

ENG1OI English Comp I X 3 s 20.0 60.00 45.00 5JAN88 1MAY88

BUS205 Bus Math X 3 s 20.0 60.00 45.00 " "

TOTAL 6 s 20.0( 120.00 90.00

15. Number TA courses taken since October 1st, include those in Item 14. 2

16. [respectfully request tuition assistance (TA) at the above identified rate, with the understandin that I wiIpay all additional costs in.
curred over and above the amount authorized. I have read and understand, and will comply with all provisions on the back of this
application.

A5DEC87

17a. 1 certify that the applicant is assigned to this activity and 17b. Statements made by the applicant have been verified and the
that his/her anticipated military duties will allow for the com- applicant has sufficient time remaining on ac 'r duty to com
pletios of the course(s) identified in Item 14. plete the course(s). Applicant is eligibie for .% P TA.

Co/4n . IO.CTi AUTINNiTY AUrOa DAYS, MILITARY RECOR aOLDERT

18. TUITION ASSISTANCE (TA) AUTHORIZATION

isauthorized for the applicant's TA forthepurpose oferollinginthecourse(s)identifiedinltem 14 with the understanding
that enrollment in these courses is for credit at the institution named is Item 13. Upon confirmation of th-e spplicant's enrollment, the
institution is requested to submit the original invoice for payment to the following activity:

Tuition Assistance Regional Office

A.u.a....Is C ....... PRIt... TATI11 OCOM..T .. . IJM sCi COi. cntO I .ATE

NAVEDTRA Fem ISdO/S(h-l? £/, ,iISLpOIsSO

Figure 3-2.-NAVEDTRA Form 1560/5, Tuition Assistance (TA) Application/Authorization.
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2. The applicant must be on active duty in applications. However, they should first seek
the Regular Navy, a Navy reservist on counseling about their educational goals. The
continuous active duty, a Navy reservist on applicant should take the following steps before
active duty for 120 days or more, or a member applying for TA:
of another military service assigned to duty
with the Navy. * If not previously done, make an

3. Personnel awarded a punitive discharge appointment with a Navy Campus counselor to
who are in confinement and personnel in an find out what educational opportunities are
appellate leave status are NOT eligible for TA. available at your site. Ask the counselor to

assist in the development of an overall
4. Members in a specific duty-under- educational plan.

instruction status, such as students enrolled in
the Enlisted Education Advancement Program 0 Select a college and course(s).
(EEAP), Enlisted Commissioning Program
(ECP), or degree completion programs, are
ineligible for TA payments for those programs. * Initiate the TA application/
They are, however, eligible for TA for off-duty authorization form by completing blocks 1
courses that are separate and distinct from their through 16.
duty-under-instruction curriculum. For
example, suppose an EEAP student going to
Pensacola Junior College pursuing a degree in
business wants to take an off-duty course in the application if an enlisted applicant.
automotive repair. The student would be
eligible for TA for that course provided he or * Prepare an original and six copies if an
she had approval from the Navy Campus officer; the original and the first copy should
education specialist, have original signatures written in ink.

5. Enlisted members must have sufficient
time remaining on current enlistment or * Submit the signed and dated application
extension to complete the course(s) before to the commanding officer, via the ESO, for
separation or discharge. endorsement in blocks 17a and 17b.

6. Officers must agree to remain on active
duty for at least 2 years after completion of the * Upon receipt of the command
course. Two-year commitments are not endorsement, report to the Navy Campus office
cumulative, for final TA authorization.

7. Officers taking graduate-level courses
must have a letter of approval from the Naval * Complete the TA application in time for
Postgraduate School before TA can be registration. It MUST be completed before the
approved. Officers of the Medical Corps, drop/add period.
Nurses Corps, and Medical Service Corps must
have approval from the Commanding Officer, Upon accepting TA, the applicant assumes
Naval Health Sciences Education and Training all responsibilities outlined on the back of the
Command (HSETC), Bethesda, MD 20814. application form.
Limited duty officers and chief warrant officers
of the Medical Service Corps are exempted
from this requirement. COMMAND SUPPORT

8. Tuition assistance applications will only
be approved for courses scheduled for one Your commanding officer is required to
academic term. establish and execute educational services for

the command. As the ESO you develop and
coordinate the command educational programs

Applicant Responsibilities for your commanding officer.

Applicants applying for tuition assistance Most Navy Campus programs are voluntary
are responsible for preparing their own and have supporting services to aid in the
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educational development of Navy personnel, the command nor the student pays for the
Navy Campus consists of several programs and classes.
services, which are discussed in the following
paragraphs. Persons who fall into any of the following

categories may take part in the NCFSP:
Navy Campus Functional Skills Program
(NCFSP) * Persons who have difficulty passing

examinations, such as Navywide advancementA fully funded, on-duty program called the and military/leadership exams and SN, FN,

Navy Campus Functional Skills Program AN, or CN apprenticeship exams.

(NCFSP) offers instruction in basic learning

skills. Functional skills may be provided at
both shore and afloat sites. * A person who has been identified as

needing skills enhancement by diagnostic
Instruction is designed to raise basic levels testing.

of competency in reading, mathematics, and
writing. The Navy contracts with accredited * A person in need of training who the
secondary or postsecondary educational command assigns to attend. In other words, the
institutions to provide the instruction. command ans to attend.
Personnel are not required to take part in command can order a person to attend.
NCFSP unless directed by the command. The
following are the guidelines of the NCFSP: * People who recognize their own need

and request training.

* Instruction typically consists of 45 hours
over a time frame of 2 to 8 weeks. Commands desiring functional skills

courses must request authorization from the

Instruction may be individualized or appropriate Naval Education and Training

group instruction. Support Center, Atlantic or Pacific.

In summary, functional skills classes
* Instruction may be conducted during directly relate to personnel READINESS. All

off-duty or on-duty time. naval personnel must be able to read and
comprehend technical materials, complete
mathematical computations, and express

* The standardized pretest and post-test, themselves orally and in writing. A person who
GATES-MCGINTIE for reading, and the receives functional skills training benefits in the
California Achievement Test (CAT), forms following ways:
C + D for grammar/composition and
mathematics, are used. * Develops better communication with

* Instruction is noncredit. subordinates

* Becomes a better performer
* Minimum students per class: 10;

maximum: 15 (no waivers granted). m Develops a positive attitude about the

Classes can be scheduled in time frames Navy

most compatible with command requirements.
Classes should be conducted for no fewer than * Develops a better appreciation for
2 hours per day. Pretesting and post-testing of command mission and operational
each student are required. requirements

Naval Education and Training Support * Becomes more adaptable to Navy life
Centers, Atlantic and Pacific, contract
accredited institutions to conduct NCFSP
aboard ships and at shore installations. Neither 0 Is less likely to have discipline problems
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For detailed information on NCFSP, you
should refer to CNETINST 1560.3C (Navy
Campus Instruction).

Program for Afloat College Education
(PACE)

The Navy organized a program of studies
for the crews of Polaris submarines to provide
a productive off-duty, off-watch activity. The
original program, known as the Program for
Afloat College Education, or PACE, was .
expanded in the 1970s to include surface ships.
The Navy contracts with civilian colleges to --

provide instructors to teach college courses
aboard deployed ships. PACE is designed to " ___

provide shipboard personnel with educational
opportunities comparable to those available to 299.6
personnel stationed ashore. Whether or not a
particular ship offers PACE courses is up to
the commanding officer. PACE courses well in advance of the ship's

PACE courses are based on the following scheduled deployment (2 to 3 months). The
guidelines: Navy Campus education specialist will assist

you in the following areas:

* All active-duty shipboard personnel,
officer and enlisted, are eligible for the * Conducting the educational needs
program. assessments to determine who wants PACE

courses and what subjects they want to study

* The program offers only undergraduate-
level courses. * Developing an educational plan for the

ship

* Courses must be taught by a civilian
instructor employed by the contract college. P clarcnPACE courses

* The program is offered at no tuition cost
to service members. Members must pay for * Ensuring the ships' PACE project
textbooks, workbooks, and registration fees. officer (normally the ESO) is aware of the

responsibilities for conducting PACE

* The minimum class size is 10 students. The coordination of the ESO, or PACE

project officer, and the Navy Campus office
* Personnel are under no obligation to determines the success of PACE. As the ESO

extend their obligated service enlistment, you will carry out the following actions:

Class terms are accelerated and usually last 0 Ensure the classes correspond with the
about 8 weeks. The courses offered have the ship's operating schedule to prevent lengthy
same content as those on campus and carry delays or interruptions in the learning process.
resident college credit. The registrar of the
contract school maintains student transcripts. 0 Ensure officer berthing is available for

As the educational services officer, you the civilian instructor and that arrangements
coordinate and plan PACE courses with the have been made for him or her to mess in the
Navy Campus education specialists serving wardroom. Instructors are given an equivalent
your command. You should begin planning for civil service grade of GS-12 and are entitled to
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officer accommodations. The instructor pays being added. The following list shows the
the wardroom mess bill and is reimbursed by ratings for which members may now apply:
the school.

RATINGS AUTHORIZED
* Ensure that suitable classroom space is TRADES

available.
Instrumentman (IM) Office Machines

* Request the desired courses from the Servicer

appropriate Naval Education and Training Instrumentman (IM) Watch Repairer
Support Center, Atlantic or Pacific, according
to the existing PACE instruction. Photographer's Mate Still Photographer

(PH) and Camera Repairer
The Navy is examining an electronic

educational delivery system, referred to as Mess Management Cook (any industry)
PACE II. Further information on PACE II can Specialist (MS)
be obtained from your Navy Campus education Aerographer's Mate Meteorologist
specialist. (AG)

National Apprenticeship Program Boiler Technician Power Plant

The National Apprenticeship Program is (BT) Operator

designed to provide a way for skilled Navy Electrician's Mate Maintenance
technicians to gain journeyman status with the (EM) Electrician
Department of Labor in a recognized civilian
trade. The objective of the apprenticeship Machinery Repairman Machinist (machine
program is to develop Navy-oriented (MR) shop)
journeymen to use their technical skills within
the Navy and qualify for civilian employment Molder (ML) Molder
upon retirement or expiration of enlistment.
Adherence to the standards of an Aviation Electronics Electronics Mechanic
apprenticeship program will also reinforce Technician (AT)
efforts leading to advancement in rating by the Aviation Electrician's
individual apprentice. The National ateElectrician, airplane
Apprenticeship Program benefits the Navy and Mate (AE)
its personnel in the following ways: Machinist's Mate Maintenance

(MM) Mechanic
* Provides the opportunity for Navy

personnel to qualify as journeymen in selected Builder (BU) Carpenter
trades (construction) and

Cement Mason
* Supports advancement in rating Instrumentman (IM) Calibration

Technician
* Instills job pride

Opticalman (OM) Calibration

* Provides civilian recognition of Navy Technician

skills

Encourages reenlistment The National Apprenticeship Program
consists of two parts: (1) related classroom
instruction, which is generally satisfied by

The Chief of Naval Education and Training completion of an A school (although some
identifies the trades to be considered as programs require completion of a specific C
apprentice occupations within the active-duty school), and (2) verified on-the-job work
Navy. Although the Navy ratings eligible for experience. Personnel E-4 and above may be
this program are limited, additional ratings are eligible for credit because of previous work
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experience. High school completion or GED
equivalency is required for personnel to
participate in this program. Applicants are
required to submit an Apprentice Registration
Application, CNET Form 1560/1, to the
director of the applicable school. Once
accepted into the program, apprentices receive
a work experience log in which they enter
completed hours of work. The leading petty %
officer or work center supervisor then verifies
the log weekly.

DANTES logo.
A successful apprenticeship program

contributes to the success and recognition of
the value of Navy training and experience. PURPOSE OF DANTES
Complete information on this program,
including registration procedures, is contained Through DANTES, service members have
in the Navy Campus Instruction Program, the same nontraditional educational advantages
CNETINST 1560.3C. as their civilian counterparts. To accomplish its

mission, DANTES has negotiated contracts to
administer the following services:

DEFENSE ACTIVITY FOR NON-
TRADITIONAL EDUCATION * General and subject examinations for

SUPPORT (DANTES) the College Level Examination Program
(CLEP), which allow the member to receive

The Defense Activity for Non-Traditional college credit without taking the course
Education Support (DANTES) is a DOD
agency that supports the voluntary education *Academic and technical college
programs of each military service, including DANTES Subject Standardized Tests (DSST)
Reserve personnel. DANTES was authorized by
the Department of Defense after the * College entrance examinations including
disestablishment of the old United States the Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SAT) and the
Armed Forces Institute (USAFI). DANTES is American Council on Education (ACE) guide
located at the Naval Education and Training series
Management Support Activity, Pensacola,
Florida. The Department of the Navy is * General Educational Development
designated as the executive agent for DANTES. (GED) tests (high school equivalency)
DANTES services include, but are not limited
to, the following: 0 Independent study courses for credit

* Providing a wide range of examination * Experiential Learning Assessment (ELA)
and certification programs Program (used by many colleges and

universities to evaluate college-equivalent prior
* Operating an independent study support learning attained by students outside the

system classroom)

NONTRADITIONAL EDUCATION
* Providing for the evaluation of military

learning experiences Just what does nontraditional education
mean? Nontraditional education typically

* Providing educational and informational means that the educational experience did not

materials take place in a formal classroom or on a college
campus. Nontraditional education has become
a major factor in American education. The

* Providing support for new educational military services have long played a leading role
development activities in the development of this type of education.
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components in the educational pursuits of these
service members. DANTES offers service
members alternate ways of reaching their
educational goals.

SERVICEMEMBERS OPPORTUNITY
COLLEGE (SOC)

The Servicemembers Opportunity College
(SOC) consists of a national group of more
than 450 colleges. These colleges have agreed to

-l cooperate with the Department of Defense
(DOD), the military services, and the Coast
Guard to support voluntary education
programs. SOC members include universities,
4-year and 2-year colleges, and technical
institutes. SOC members subscribe to specificEprinciples and criteria to ensure that high-
quality academic programs are available to
military students.

SOC was established in 1972 by civilian and
military educators to accomplish the following:

299.11
Another way to earn college credit-testing with Stimulate and help the higher education

DANTES. community understand and respond to special
needs of service members

Adult students, military personnel in * Ensure the colleges remain flexible to
particular, are often surprised to learn how improve access to and make educational
much of their experience may be applied programs available to service members
toward a college degree. As the ESO you
should be able to offer advice on how Help the military services understand the
command members can receive credit for their resources, limits, and requirements of higher
work experience, education

Service personnel develop and expand their
skills and knowledge through a variety of * Help the higher education community
learning experiences outside the formal understand zhe resources, limits, and
classroom The learning experiences include requirements of the military services
military training courses and programs, self-
study activities (such as reading and traveling), * Strengthen liaison and working
examination programs, and on-the-job relationships among military and higher
experiences. Many service personnel take education representatives
advantage of the more formal classroom
educational programs offered through their SOC institutional members collectively
local education centers. However, offer the full range of associate and
circumstances often prevent many others from baccalaureate degrees. Many offer on-base
continuing their educational pursuits through programs and some serve military installations
formal programs. Some personnel may be overseas.
assigned to isolated duty stations, have erratic
work hours, or receive unexpected transfer NAVY ASSOCIATE DEGREE
orders. Others may be stationed in areas where PROGRAM (SOCNAV)
their particular course of study is not offered.
Some may even have advanced to a level where SOCNAV is the associate degree program
courses needed to progress both personally and for the Navy coordinated by SOC. It consists
professionally are unavailable. Nontraditional of groups of accredited colleges offering
education programs become practical associate degree programs on or accessible to
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Navy installations worldwide. The associate experience attained by students outside the
degree programs are offered in fields of study classroom. Service members acquire this
relating to the members' ratings. A plan for a learning through work experience, training,
4-year baccalaureate degree program, similar to travel, collateral military duties, reading,
the associate degree program, is being private study, and volunteer work or activity in
considered. Within each of the curriculum community organizations.
areas, the member colleges guarantee to accept
each others' credits for transfer. An official The Navy Campus office usually makes
evaluation of all prior learning is issued by the arrangements with a college to offer an ELA

1parent" college as a SOCNAV Student course as a scheduled on-base credit course.
Agreement. This agreement serves as the The ELA course is then announced locally.student's academic plan and contract for the Initially, education counselors screen and
degrees advise prospective students. Members may only

receive credit for experience by taking an ELA

At this time SOCNAV includes 41 colleges course. Assessment of a person's learning
supporting 10 networks (each consisting of experience is a rigorous process.
separate curriculum areas) at over 100 Navy The college offering the course reviews and
installations. All SOCNAV networks relate toThcolgofeigteousrvewanistaryocupations. followg networks validates learning based on the Guide to the
military occupations. The following networks Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the
are now available: Armed Services (ACE Guide) and examination

Accounting sources. The faculty member who leads the
seminar then requires the students to assemble

Automotive Maintenance portfolios (notebooks) that document other
Aviation Maintenance college-equivalent experiential learning.

Students submit the portfolios to the faculty at
Communications Electronics the end of the course for evaluation.
Computer Studies/Data Processing Experiential learning assessment is a valuable

tool for senior enlisted and officer personnel.
Digital Electronics For detailed information on the ELA

Law Enforcement Program, refer to the Experiential Learning

Management Assessment Handbook for Education Services
Officers. DANTES provides a copy of this

Paralegal handbook to all offices in the voluntary

Liberal Arts or General Studies curriculums education program.

applicable to a number of occupationalobjectives THE DANTES EXAMINATION
PROGRAM

The system will continue to expand as Navy-
defined needs are met by the addition of new The various DANTES examinations and
networks and member institutions, testing services available are important to the

members of your command and to you as the
The SOCNA V Handbook lists appropriate ESO. You fulfill a number of needs other than

transfer courses and the recommended credit enrolling students in courses and administering
for Navy rates and ratings. This handbook examinations. You provide career and
serves as a complete manual for the program. academic guidance, identify career interests and
The handbooks may be obtained from basic skills deficiencies, and assess potential for
Servicemembers Opportunity College, One advanced educational work. Recognizing the
Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 700, Washington, multidimensional role of the ESO, DANTES
DC 20036-1192. distributes a number of interest and assessment

instruments designed to bring into focus
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING personal, career, and academic interests.
ASSESSMENT (ELA) College-level examinations that are taken for

credit can be equated to money saved in tuition
Experiential learning assessment (ELA) is costs and time spent in school. Many colleges

another process used by many colleges and have technical programs that allow DANTES
universities to evaluate college-equivalent tests to satisfy lower-level academic
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requirements. The Educational Testing Service can earn a high school equivalency certificate.
(ETS), the American Council on Education For additional information on the GED Testing
(ACE), and the American College Testing Program, refer to your DANTES Examination
(ACT) Program cooperate with DANTES to Program Handbook (DEPH) or contact the
arrange testing for service members. Most of local Navy Campus office.
the tests are free to Navy members. Consult THE CALIFORNIA HIGH SCHOOL
with a member of the Navy Campus staff, who PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION (CHSPE).-
should have a copy of the DANTES CHSPE is available to active-duty personnel
Examination Program Handbook (DEPH), for stationed or homeported in California.
full particulars on each test. Navy Campus California residents stationed worldwide are
staff members act as DANTES test control eligible, on a self-pay basis, to take the
officers and are trained for this purpose. CHSPE. CHSPE is equivalent under California

The examinations provided by DANTES law to a high school diploma and results in the
are available to all active-duty military award of a high school equivalency certificate
personnel, midshipmen of the U.S. Naval from the state.
Academy, reservists on active duty for 120
consecutive days or more, and overseas civilian College Admission Program
applicants for the NROTC Scholarship
Program and U.S. Naval Academy. DANTES The College Admission Program
examinations are not authorized for persons determines the qualification of personnel for
who have been separated from active military college admission and for some officer
service. accession programs. Qualification is based on

DANTES administers and sponsors a wide the applicants' scores on American College
range of examination programs at DANTES Testing (ACT) examinations or Scholastic
test centers throughout the world. For example, Aptitude Tests (SAT). Graduate Record
a Navy Hospital Corpsman, based on his or her Examinations (GRE) are also available through
own skill and knowledge, could take a series of this program. GRE scores are used to
professional nursing examinations. The determine a person's admission to graduate
corpsman could then apply these credits toward school. Navy Campus and DANTES make
a bachelor of science degree in nursing and arrangements for the ACT assessment exam
ultimately receive a license as an RN. The with the American College Testing Program
trained Navy mechanic could become and for the SAT with the Educational Testing
nationally certified through these examinations. Service.
The English literature buff or the Spanish-
speaking Navy person could earn credit toward COLLEGE CREDIT BY
a degree by passing the appropriate tests. These EXAMINATION
examination programs help determine a
person's interests and help in the educational Navy personnel may earn college credit by
counseling of military personnel. The testing successfully completing the following
programs available through DANTES are programs: College Level Examination Program
described in the following paragraphs. (CLEP), DANTES Subject Standardized Tests

(DSST), and American College Testing

High School Equivalency Proficiency Examination Program (ACT/
PEP). These programs are administered by a
Navy Campus education specialist or, in some

Under Navy Campus, high school instances, by you, the ESO. Personnel can save
completion courses are fully funded. Personnel substantial classroom time and money if the
can achieve this educational level by passing the college they attend allows them to earn credit
General Educational Development (GED) test by examination.
or the California High School Proficiency
Examination (CHSPE). College Level Examination Program

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL (CLEP)
DEVELOPMENT (GED) TEST.-The GED
Testing Program is designed for personnel who The CLEP examination is a nationally
have not finished their formal high school recognized and widely accepted means by which
education. Through the GED Program, they credit by examination can be earned. The
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CLEP (general) consists of a battery of five professional and techuical areas. These
tests that measure college-level achievement in examinations are provided through the
basic areas usually covered in the first 2 years sponsoring professional or technical
of college. About 70 percent of Navy examinees association. These examinations are a good way
successfully pass the CLEP tests. This is a for Navy members to obtain recognition for
strong motivator for career personnel. their Navy training and to become a member of
Personnel who already possess credit for service a national organization.
schools and work experience may earn an Contact a member of the Navy Campus or
associate degree more quickly by successfully DANTES staff for details about certification
completing CLEP tests. Forty-five CLEP
single-subject examinations are available in a
wide variety of academic disciplines. Administrative Management Society (AMS)

DANTES Subject Standardized Tests American Association of Medical
(DSSTs) Assistants (AAMA)

The DANTES Subject Standardized Tests American Association of State Psychology

(DSSTs) Program is a series of examinations in Boards (AASPB)

vocational, technical, and traditional academic American Medical Technologists (AMT)
subject matter areas not usually covered under
CLEP. The program includes approximately 50
undergraduate-level college subjects. They are American Society for Quality Control
similar to final examinations and demand a (ASQC)
comprehensive knowledge of the subject. The American Speech-Language-Hearing
examinations are multiple-choice and, unlike Association (ASHA)
other examination programs, are not timed.
Two to four semester hours of credit may be Associate Computer Professional (ACP)
earned for each DSST. Each test has been
standardized and reviewed, and credit has been
recommended by the American Council on Board of Certified Safety Professionals
Education (ACE). DSSTs are just another (BCSP)
source from which Navy personnel can earncollge cedi. Se fiure -3.Certified Orthodontic Assistant (COA)college credit. See figure 3-3.

Certified Systems Professional (CSP)
American College Testing Proficiency The Certifying Board of General Dentistry
Examination Program (ACT/PEP) (CBGD)

The American College Testing Proficiency Dental Assisting National Board (DANB)
Examination Program (ACT/PEP)Examnaton rogrm (CT/EP)Dental Practice Management Assisting
examinations were formerly known as the D Pac
University of the State of New York State (CDPMA)
College Proficiency Examinations and the Electronics Technicians Association
Regents External Degree Examinations. The International (ETA-I)
ACT/PEP exams are available to all active-dutymiliarypersnnel Th ACTPEPFood Protection Certification Programduty military personnel. The ACT/PEP (FPCP)
consists of over 40 separate examinations in the
areas of art and sciences, criminal justice, Institute for Certification in Engineering
business, education, and nursing. Military Technologies (ICET)
members may earn academic credit from Institute for Certification of Computer
colleges and universities for successfully Professionals (ICCP)
completing these tests.

Institute of Certified Professional
CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS Managers (ICPM)

In addition to examinations providing Medical Laboratory Technicians (MLT)

academic credit, DANTES provides selected National Board for Certification of
certification examinations in several Orthopaedic Technologists (NBCOT)
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DSSTh

THE DEFENSE ACTIVITY FOR NON-TRADITIONAL EDUCATION SUPPORT
(DANTES) OFFERS A SERIES OF SUBJECT STANDARDIZED TESTS (DSSTS). THE
DSST PROGRAM IS A SERIES OF EXAMINATIONS IN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL
AND TRADITIONAL ACADEMIC SUBJECT MATTER AREAS. THE DSSTS HAVE
BEEN REVIEWED AND EVALUATED BY THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCA-
TION FOR ACADEMIC CREDIT RECOMMENDATIONS AND ARE ACCEPTED BY
MANY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES FOR CREDIT. THESE TESTS ARE
AVAILABLE TO ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY PERSONNEL AT NO COST THROUGH
THE EDUCATION OFFICE.

SOME OF THE TESTS ARE:

TEST NUMBER TEST TITLE

SE 500 ASTRONOMY
SE 740 BASIC AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
SE 440 CALCULUS I
SE 788 ELECTRIC CIRCUITS
SE 789 ELECTRONIC DEVICES
SD 539-R INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT
SE 548-R MONEY AND BANKING
SE 885 PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
SC 525 PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING I

.... AND MANY MORE.

THE EDUCATION SERVICES OFFICE HAS A COMPLETE LIST OF DSSTS
AVAILABLE. THREE SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT ARE GENERALLY RECOM-
MENDED FOR PASSING DSSTS. BEFORE TAKING A DSST YOU SHOULD CHECK
WITH THE SCHOOL YOU ARE ATTENDING TO DETERMINE THEIR CREDIT
GRANTING POLICIES.

299.12
Figure 3-3.-Take DSSTs to obtain additional college credit.

National Board for Respiratory Care found in the DANTES Examination Program
(NBRC) Handbook (DEPH), DOD 1322.8-H.
National Registry of Emergency Medical Navy Campus test control officers are
Technicians (EMT) authorized to administer certification
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Assisting examinations.
(COMSA)
Professional Secretaries International (PSI) INDEPENDENT STUDY

NOTE: These professional programs and a The Independent Study Program fills a
brief description of each certification may be need felt by Navy members who cannot enroll
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in a resident class. It also fills a need for those external degree programs from regionally
who need training in a subject of a specific accredited institutions. These institutions
nature. Enrollment in an independent study require brief seminars that permit flexibility in
course is another method service members may scheduling and a minimum of on-campus
use to complete educational goals. Over 7,000 residency. They make extensive use of
independent study courses from 58 regionally independent study and credit-by-examination.
accredited colleges and universities are available
to service personnel through the DANTES . SOC Guide to the Acceptance of Non-
Independent Study Program. To find out more Traditional Credit in SOC Institutions. This
information regarding these courses and types guide provides general information on how
of study, refer to the DANTES Independent nontraditional experiences may be reviewed. It
Study Catalog (DISC) or seek assistance from identifies some of the nontraditional means
the Navy Campus education counselor, that are commonly used by military students to

demonstrate college-equivalent learning. It also
The DANTES Independent Study summarizes the acceptance of nontraditional
Catalog (DISC) credit in Servicemembers Opportunity College

(SOC) institutions.
The DANTES Independent Study Catalog

(DISC) and the National Home Study Catalog * Guide to the Evaluation of Educational
are the keys to independent study. These Experiences in the Armed Services (ACE
catalogs list the participating colleges, approved Guide). This guide is published as a four-
schools, available courses, and necessary course volume set containing recommendations for
information. The catalogs are available to you credit for formal courses offered by the services
as the educational services officer. You should and for some military occupations. It includes
use them to help members of the command Navy rates and ratings and LDO and warrant
select and enroll in courses of study. Always officer designators. The guide is updated every
ensure that you are using the current catalog 2 years. Commands may procure a set, free of
because updates are distributed regularly. charge, from the nearest Navy Campus office.

Ease of Enrollment 0 Handbook to the Guide to the
Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the

Enrollment in independent courses is a Armed Services. This handbook is not intended
simple process for Navy members. This is to replace the introductory sections and
because of the agreements that have been appendices of the guide, it merely supplements
reached between the participating institutions the guide. It contains semiannual updates of
and DANTES. All participating institutions recent evaluations of training courses.
have agreed to accept special DANTES
conditions. The DANTES Independent Study * DANTES Independent Study Catalog
Catalog (DISC) and a simple application (DISC). This catalog is the key to independent
procedure using DD Form 2004 eliminates the study. It lists the courses offered by
need for initial contact between the student and participating colleges and universities and the
the school. The DD Form 2004 is available necessary enrollment information.
through the normal supply system (stock * Veterans' Administration In-Service
number 0102-LF-002-0040). Benefits Handbook. This handbook is a quick

Educational Publications reference source for information dealing with

in-service educational programs funded

In support of the Examination and through the Veterans' Administration.

Independent Study Programs, DANTES 0 Guide to DANTES Examinations. This
develops and acquires specific educational
publications for use by the educational services guide is designed for use by personnel whoofficer. These include the following provide general information about the
publications: DANTES testing program. It includes asummary description of each examination

available through DANTES, as well as
* Catalog of External Degree Programs. summary descriptions of certification

This publication contains information about programs. ESOs will find this publication
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helpful when counseling Navy personnel about * EEAP (Enlisted Education
DANTES examinations. Advancement Program)

* DANTES Examination Program 0 ECP (Enlisted Commissioning Program)
Handbook (DEPH). This handbook contains
detailed procedures and policies for the 0 NROTC (Naval Reserve Officers
administration of the DANTES testing Training Corps Scholarship Program)
program.

* United States Naval Academy
* Counselor's Handbook. This handbook

is published by DANTES. It provides I Chief Warrant Officer Physician's
information about DANTES programs and Assistant Program
other educationally related information that is
fundamental to counseling in any of the * Uniformed Services University of the
military services. It describes programs used Health Sciences
widely in the Department of Defense Voluntary
Education Program and refers the reader to Health Care Administration Section of
other references for additional information, the Medical Service Corps-USN
Order from DANTES using stock number
2406. * Medical Enlisted Commissioning

Program

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT BROADENED OPPORTUNITY FOR

EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR OFFICER SELECTION AND
ENLISTED PERSONNEL TRAINING (BOOST)

The Navy's professional development The Broadened Opportunity for Officer
education programs are available to qualified Selection and Training (BOOST) Program
enlisted personnel who are either pursuing a provides qualified and selected candidates a
degree, a commission as a naval officer, or special opportunity. It offers them the
both. The programs covered in this section educational "boost" they need to obtain a

enable selectees to take advantage of either of scholarship to the Naval Reserve Officer
the following opportunities: Training Corps (NROTC) or entry into the

Naval Academy. It is designed to accomplish

* To either earn a degree and a the following goals:

commission (NROTC, Naval Academy, and 0 Provide an opportunity for
ECP) or to prepare to participate in a program educationally or financially disadvantaged
for a degree and commission (BOOST) enlisted personnel to apply for either an

* To receive the required educational NROTC scholarship or entry into the Naval

training before being commissioned (Chief Academy

Warrant Officer Physician's Assistant 0 Provide college preparatory instruction
Program)

Some ambitious young men and women are
The regular Limited Duty Officer and Chief not adequately prepared to compete on an

Warrant Officer Programs are not considered equal basis with other students applying for
as educational programs. Information about NROTC scholarships or admission to the Naval
these two programs is contained in chapter 5. Academy. The BOOST Program gives these

The Navy gives qualified enlisted personnel young people every opportunity to succeed.
numerous opportunities to further their This program is a major part of the Navy's
education and expand their professional status affirmative action plan. Interested minority
through the following programs: personnel are strongly encouraged to apply.

The BOOST Program provides successful
* BOOST (Broadened Opportunity for students with a 4-year undergraduate

Officer Selection and Training) education. It opens a direct pathway for
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enlisted personnel to attain professional status satisfy this requirement during BOOST school,
as Navy officers after graduation from college, based upon military educational experience and
The program helps these people acquire the GED test results.)
scholastic skills and academic credentials that Have achieved minimum test scores on
place the BOOST graduates on a par with their
college-bound peers. Before helping personnel the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) or the
apply for the BOOST Program, you should American College Test (ACT) within 12 monthsensure applicants are genuinely interested in preceding application deadline date. Minimumpursuing a Navy career. Those persons selected test scores are contained in article 1020360 ofpuruig aNay arer.Thse eron seeced the Naval Military Personnel Manual
are expected to enter college well prepared to theNvMa r sM
meet the academic challenges and demands of a (MILPERSMAN.
commissioning education program. 0 Be recommended by commanding

BOOST training is conducted at Service officer.
School Command, NTC, San Diego, Additional information on the BOOST
California. The curriculum concentrates on PProgram is contained in the Naval Military
mathematics; physical and social sciences; and Personnel Manual (MILPERSMAN).
the communication skills of reading, writing, Information on eligibility requirements and
listening, and speaking. Educational and application procedures is announced yearly,
personal counseling, development of study normally around June or July, in OPNAV
skills, and time management are also included Notice 1500.
in the program. The length of BOOST school
instruction is normally 12 months. The basic ENLISTED EDUCATION
eligibility requirements are as follows: ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM (EEAP)

* Have U.S. citizenship. As ESO you will coordinate applications
for EEAP. The detailed instructions for

* Be at least 17 years of age. (Maximum administering the program and a description of
age requirements for BOOST students are the student responsibilities are available in
cotingent upon eligibility for at least one of CNETINST 1560.7B. This program is
the related officer procurement programs.) announced each year by OPNAV Notice 1510,

which specifies application procedures and
* Be serving on active duty in the Navy or eligibility requirements. You should use good

Naval Reserve. Applicants must have 36 media exposure, such as the Plan of the Day or
months of obligated service as of 1 June of the closed circuit television, to advertise this
year in which BOOST training commences. If program throughout the command.
selected for NROTC or nominated for
appointment to the Naval Academy, the This program offers career petty officers
member must agree to incur 4 years of the opportunity to attend school full time to
obligated service on completion of BOOST. earn an associate of arts or science degree in a

rate-related or management field. The program
* Meet physical standards as prescribed in is designed to improve the technical,

the Manual of the Medical Department, U.S. supervisory, and management skills of career-
Navy. oriented petty officers. Students attend school

full time at designated 2-year colleges for a
* Have no record of conviction of court- maximum of 24 months. While attending

martial or by civil court for other than minor school, students receive full pay and allowances
traffic violations, except for proficiency pay. Participants are

required to finance their educational expense.

* Have no record of violations of article They must agree to reenlist or extend their

15 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice present enlistment to a total of 6 years'

(UCMJ) for 2 years preceding entry into obligated service at the time of college
BOOST school enrollment. Students are assigned to adesignated naval activity for administrative

* Be a high school graduate or possess a purposes.

GED equivalency certificate. (Selected NOTE: Students in EEAP are not eligible
applicants not meeting this requirement will for tuition assistance; however, in-service VA
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educational benefits may be used by those who 0 Agree to enlist or extend enlistment to
are eligible for these benefits. have 6 years of active obligated service as of the

Each student must satisfy the foilowing date of enrollment.
required EEAP core courses: 1 year of English The basic eligibility requirements, as well as
composition, one speech course, one course in
U.S. government, one mathematics course, and any changes in requirements or application
one physical/biological science course with OPNAV Notice 1510.
laboratory. Students may satisfy the English
composition, mathematics, and U.S. ENLISTED COMMISSIONING
government requirements by satisfactory PROGRAM (ECP)
completion of the appropriate CLEP tests.
Satisfactory completion of course work The Enlisted Commissioning Program
through testing is determined by policies in (ECP) enables qualified outstanding enlisted
effect at the institution attended. personnel with previous college credits to

The following are the basic eligibility complete requirements for a baccalaureate
requirements: degree in 30 to 36 months or less. They

complete the requirements through full-time
* Be on active duty USN/USNR/TAR in study at designated NROTC colleges or

the rate of third class petty officer or above, universities and subsequently earn Navy
commissions (unrestricted line).

* Have completed at least 4 years (or E-5 Primary considerations for selection are
with a minimum of 3 years), but no more than potential for career growth and academic
14 years, of active duty as of 1 September of capability. The basic eligibility requirements
the year for which applying. persons must meet for this program are as

follows:
* Be eligible to commence a normal shore

tour (CONUS or Hawaii) with a PRD between
1 September of the year for which applying and Be an active-duty member of the USN or
31 August of the following year. Those serving
in ratings whose prescribed sea tour (PST) is 48 USNR.
months or greater and whose NORMAL Have completed at least 4 years, but not
SHORE TOUR is less than 36 months may
apply up to 24 months before completion of more than 11 years, of active service as of 1
their PST. If selected, they may have up to 12 September of the year of enrollment.
months of their PST waived to participate in * Possess fully transferable credit
EEAP. (normally at least 30 credits). (CLEP scores and

credit from nonaccredited schools are generally
* Have a high school diploma or GED not considered fully transferable. Military-

equivalency certificate. related credit may not be used in calculating

educational status.)
* Have GCT/ARI or ASVAB scores of at

least 110. 0 Have a grade point average (GPA) of 2.5
or better.

Be recommended by the commanding The selectees for the ECP are subject to the
officer. following regulations and benefits:

* Have no record of conviction by courts- 0 Must attend selected NROTC
martial, nonjudicial punishment, or civil court universities
for other than minor traffic violations during
the 2 years before the expected date of * Must pay for tuition, fees, books, and
enrollment. personal expenses (if eligible, may use VA

educational benefits, GI Bill, or VEAP), but
* Meet the physical fitness standards may not use Navy tuition assistance to pay for

specified in OPNAVINST 6110.1C. ECP
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* Will be expected to complete orders from their current duty station to the
requirements for a nontechnical degree in 30 appropriate NROTC unit. After reporting, a
months or less and requirements for a technical scholarship recipient will be discharged from
degree in 36 months or less active duty, enlisted in the U.S. Naval Reserve,

and appointed as a midshipman in the U.S.
* Will incur a 6-year active-duty obligation Naval Reserve. Upon successful completion of

upon enrollment and 4 years of active the program, the recipient agrees to accept an
commissioned service upon commissioning appointment, if offered, as a commissioned

officer in the Regular Navy. Applicants
* Will retain enlisted grade and eligibility entering NROTC from active duty with 1 or

for advancement more years of active obligated service
remaining may be ordered back to active duty

* Will be designated as officer candidates to fulfill any remaining commitment if
and treated as prospective naval officers disenrolled from NROTC.

* Will receive full pay and allowances Three/Four-Year and Two-Year NROTC
Scholarship Programs

* Will attend OCS upon graduation if
designated as Nuclear Power or Civil Engineer The basic difference in the Three/Four-
Corps students Year NROTC Scholarship Program and the

Two-Year Scholarship Program is the amount
Information, eligibility requirements, and of time students attend the NROTC school. In

application procedures are announced yearly in addition to the basic eligibility requirements,
an OPNAV Notice 1530. applicants selected for the 2-year program must

enroll at a participating NROTC school as a
NAVAL RESERVE OFFICERS junior (third year) in a 4-year program or a
TRAINING CORPS (NROTC) senior (fourth year) in a 5-year program. In
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM addition, selectees must meet specific academic

prerequisites.
The NROTC scholarship program leads to The Navy or Marine Corps activities listed

an appointment as an ensign in the Regular the avylrcain orpsces listed
Navy or a second lieutenant in the Marine on the application form process enlisted
Corps. The NROTC program is designed to personnel for the 3- or 4-year program. The
educate and train well-qualified young men and processing of enlisted personnel for the 2-yearwomen for careers as commissioned officers of program is accomplished at a naval recruiting
the Regular Navy or Marine Corps. For this district office. All selectees for the 2-year

theRegyo rneon y dpo tos program must successfully complete the Naval
reason, only those reasonably disposed to Science Institute (NSI) during the summer
making the Navy or Marine Corps a career before reporting to the NROTC unit. The
should plan to enter this program. course of instruction at the NSI covers three

Enlisted personnel who meet the eligibility major areas of training-academic, military,
requirements can also compete for NROTC and physical fitness. This training is similar to
scholarships in the same manner as their the course of instruction provided for NROTC
civilian counterparts. students during their freshman and sophomore

A person who is selected for an NROTC years. The following basic eligibility

scholarship will attend a civilian college with an requirements must be met:

NROTC program on campus. The Navy pays * Be a U.S. citizen.
full tuition and fees and provides textbooks.
NROTC scholarship students also receive a tax-
free, $100-a-month allowance during the school 0 Be under 25 years of age on 30 June of
year plus Navy pay for summer training and the year of eligibility for commissioned status.
travel. Waivers are available for enlisted active-duty

service on a month-for-month basis up to a
Active-Duty Applicant maximum of 48 months.

Active-duty candidates selected for an 0 Be a high school graduate or possess a
NROTC scholarship program will be issued GED equivalency certificate.
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* Be physically qualified as set forth in the selected for direct entry into the Naval
Manual of the Medical Department. Academy, each candidate is automatically

considered for entrance into the Academy's
* Be morally qualified and possess officer- preparatory school.

like qualities and character. High school students and active-duty

* Possess no moral objections that would military personnel may be nominated to the
Academy by the President or Vice President of

prevent conscientious support of the the United States; a senator; a congressional
Constitution of the United States. representative; or by civil officials of Puerto

0 Have no record of military or civil Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, or American

offenses. Samoa. High school students should begin the
application process in their junior year. Basic

This is a program for younger personnel of eligibility requirements for the Academy

the command. The review of records of newly include the following:

reporting personnel provides an opportunity * Must be a citizen of the United States
for the evaluation of potential candidates for
this program. The program should be 0 Must have good moral character
publicized by any means available. Additional
information on eligibility requirements and 0 Must be unmarried and have no
application procedures is contained in article dependents
1020210 of the MILPERSMAN and in the
current issue of the NROTC Scholarship 0 Must be at least 17 years of age and not
Program Bulletin. Application forms for either have reached the 22nd birthday on 1 July of the
the 3- or 4-year program or the 2-year program year of admission to the Na 'al Academy
can be obtained from the nearest Navy
recruiting office. 0 Must qualify scholastically, physically,

and medically
UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
(USNA) Additional information concerning the

Naval Academy, including application
The Navy's own undergraduate procedures and eligibility requirements, is

professional college, the United States Naval contained in MILPERSMAN, article 1020220,
Academy (USNA) in Annapolis, Maryland, is and OPNAVINSTs 1531.2, 1531.4, 1531.5, and
the academic training ground for future naval 1531.6.
officers. The Academy prepares young men
and women, morally, mentally, and physically UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY
to be professional officers in the Navy or OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES
Marine Corps. The following features are PROGRAM
characteristic of the Academy:

This program provides the opportunity for
0 It is the Navy's own undergraduate enlisted and officer personnel to apply and, if

professional college. selected, attend a 4-year accredited medical
school. Graduates receive a doctor of medicine

0 Candidates are nominated from several degree. To qualify for this program, a person
sources. must already possess a baccalaureate or higher

degree.
0 It offers 4 years of college leading to a Persons selected for this program serve in

commission in the Navy or Marine Corps. paygrade 0-1 while in the program, regardless

The Academy is one of those exceptional of their previous grade, and are promoted to

education programs available to enlisted men paygrade 0-3 upon graduation. Graduates incur

and women in the Navy. It takes keen a 7-year obligation.

educational services officers and good Detailed instructions for the program,
command personnel to identify young enlisted eligibility requirements, and application
men and women who are potential candidates procedures are contained in SECNAVINST
for this program. Even if an applicant is not 1500.8.
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HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION warrant officer in the Regular Navy or the U.S.
SECTION OF THE MEDICAL Naval Reserve. Detailed instructions for
SERVICE CORPS administering the program are contained in

MILPERSMAN, article 1020315. The program
The Health Care Administration Section of is announced each year by a

the Medical Service Corps is an in-service NAVMILPERSCOM Notice, which specifies
procurement program. It provides a path of application procedures and eligibility
advancement to commissioned officer status requirements.
for senior Navy Hospital Corpsmen and Dental The program offers the opportunity for
Technicians who possess the necessary selected corpsmen to attend the Physician's
potential, outstanding qualifications, and Assistants Training Program, which is 60 weeks
motivation. This program is extremely in duration and consists of didactic training
competitive, and enlisted personnel should and clinical rotations. The program is designed
begin preparation early in their careers through ance tato the Nam healtsigneda sound self-improvement program. The to enhance the ability of the Navy health care
aolowind se asi enty requirenents: system to effectively and efficiently deliver
following are the basic eligibility rrequired health care services. It is also designed

* Be a member of the Regular Navy, to increase the ability of the Navy health care

serving on active duty as an HM or DT first system to meet combat medical support

class through master chief petty officer. requirements.

* Be a citizen of the United States. Once candidates complete the training
program and are commissioned, they are

* Be at least 21 years of age and under 32 considered to be technical specialists. They are

years of age on 1 September of the calendar considered to have sufficient academic and

year in which appointment can first be practical training to provide primary patient

tendered. care services under the supervision of a
physician. The physician's assistant will

* Meet the physical standards prescribed perform the following functions:
in the Manual of the Medical Department. * Duties that require extensive knowledge

* Have no record of conviction by courts- of a specific occupational field
martial for the 2 fiscal years preceding the date
of application. * Duties that are technically oriented and

* Have a combined GCT/ARI or WK/AR are repetitive in nature

score of at least 115. 0 Duties that are not significantly affected

I Be a high school graduate or possess a by promotion in rank

GED equivalency certificate. The following are the basic eligibility

* Pass a professional examination as a requirements:
prerequisite to final eligibility. The professional * Be a citizen of the United States with the
examination is designed to measure the
applicant's knowledge in fields related to following exception: a citizen of the Northern
medical department administration and the Mariana Islands who indicates in writing to a
applicant's verbal and quantitative skills. commissioned officer of the armed forces of

the United States an intent to become a citizen
Detailed instructions for the program, of the United States.

eligibility requirements, and application
procedures are contained in NMPCINST * Be serving on active duty in the Regular
1120.1. Navy or Naval Reserve (including TAR) at the

time of application and, if selected, remain on
CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER (CWO) active duty until the appointment is tendered.
PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT (PA) Reserve canvasser recruiters and reservists on
PROGRAM temporary active duty (TEMAC) or on active

duty for training (ACDUTRA) are not eligible
This program provides Hospital Corpsmen for the in-service program but are eligible under

a path to commissioned status as a chief the Direct Procurement Program.
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* If selected, agree to incur an additional In addition to the active-duty requirements,
60 months of obligated service from the date an inactive reservist must meet the following
training commences. additional requirements:

* Be serving as a chief petty officer in 0 Be a graduate of an accredited

paygrade E-7, E-8, or E-9 in the Hospital physician's assistant training program in the

Corpsman rating. The program has no time-in- United States approved by the American

grade requirement. Medical Association.

* Have completed 1 year of professional
* Have completed at least 12 years of experience as a graduate physician's assistant.

active service as of 1 July of the year of
application and not more than 24 years of * Be certified by the National Commission
active service on the date of graduation from on Certification of Physician's Assistants,
CWO PA training and commissioning. Atlanta, Georgia.

* Personnel in paygrade E-9 must have * Agree to improve professional
completed at least 2 years of active duty in qualifications through correspondence courses,
paygrade E-9 on 1 July of the year of unit drills participation, and training duty.
application to be eligible for appointment as a Upon selection applicants will be given aCWO3.Upnslcinapiatwilegina

permanent appointment as CWO2, U.S. Naval

* Be a high school graduate or possess the Reserve (designator 7545), under Title 10 of the• Bea hgh choo grduae orposessthe United States Code.
service-accepted equivalent as prescribed by the

CNO. Applicants must have a minimum GCT/ Each appointee will be assigned a date of
ARI score of 110 or WK/AR score of 110. rank in the grade to which appointed,

consistent with dates of rank assigned to all
* Have no record of conviction by a other appointments in the CWO competitive

general, special, or summary court-martial or category, as authorized in SECNAVINST 1120.3A.
by a civil court for any offense, othei than No service credit for prior warrant or
minor traffic violations, for the 2-year period commissioned service is authorized.
immediately preceding 1 July of the year ofapplication. MEDICAL ENLISTED

COMMISSIONING PROGRAM (MECP)

* Meet the physical standards for The Medical Enlisted Commissioning
appointment as a CWO prescribed in the Program (MECP) is similar to the Enlisted
Manual of the Medical Department, chapter Commissioning Program, except the MECP is
15. only available to the Hospital Corpsman and

Be of good moral character and of Dental Technicians ratings. The MECP affords
naval medical department enlisted personnel an

unquestioned loyalty to the United States as opportunity to complete the requirements for a
determined by interview and investigation, baccalaureate degree in nursing and earn a

commission as an ensign in the Nurse Corps,
* Be a graduate of Advanced Hospital United States Naval Reserve.

Corps School, Medical Services Technician Selectees for the MECP are subject to the
School, or Nuclear Submarine Medicine following requirements and benefits:
Technician School.

* Must be accepted to a baccalaureate
* Be recommended for appointment by the program leading to a bachelor of science degree

commanding officer. in nursing, which is approved by the
commander of the Naval Medical Command

Candidates for CWO PA will retain their (COMNAVMEDCOM) and accredited by the
permanent enlisted paygrade while enrolled in National League for Nursing
the training program. They may participate in
the regular Navywide enlisted advancement * Are required to pay for tuition, fees,
program. books, and personal expenses (if eligible, may
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use VA educational benefits, but may not use conviction (military or civilian), regardless of
Navy tuition assistance to pay for MECP) the date, or any record of drug abuse while

personnel are in an enlisted status disqualifies
* Must successfully complete Officer them from the program.

Indoctrination School upon completion of the
MECP * Be recommended by the commanding

officer.
* Must take the first registered

professional nurse licensing examination Additional information on the MECP is
available after completion of MECP contained in OPNAVINST 1530.7.

* Must incur a 6-year active-duty MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS
obligation upon enrollment and 4 years of
active commissioned service upon commission Senior Hospital Corpsmen (HM) and

Dental Technicians (DT) with the necessary

* Receive full military pay and allowances qualifications and motivation may compete for
commissions in the Medical Service Corps.

* Retain enlisted grade and are eligible for Programs leading to Regular and Reserve

advancement commissions are available to PO1 through
MCPO HMs and DTs and to Navy members

* Are designated as officer candidates and with college degrees in medical fields. The

treated as prospective naval officers application procedures and eligibility
requirements for this program are contained in

The MECP enables qualified outstanding NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1131.3.

enlisted HMs and DTs with previous college
credits to complete the requirements for a PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
bachelor of science degree in nursing. They can EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR
complete the requirements in 36 months or less OFFICER PERSONNEL
through full-time study. Selectees must meet
the following basic qualifications: The Navy offers the following professional

" Be an American citizen. development programs to provide qualified
officers the opportunity to further their

* Be active-duty USN or USNR members education:

who have completed at least 4 years, but not * College Degree Program
more than 11 years, of active naval service as of
30 September in year of selection. * Law Education Program for Officers

* Be at least 22 years of age, but not more 0 White House Fellows Program
than 31 years of age, as of date of enrollment.

* Scholarship Program
* Have 30 fully transferable semester

hours. 0 Advanced Education Program

* Have maintained a cumulative grade 0 Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
point average of 2.5 or better on a 4.0 scale. and other advanced education programs

0 Meet the physical standards for officer 0 Junior and Senior Service Colleges
candidates as prescribed in the Manual of the
Medical Department. 9 Defense Language Program

* Have no record of conviction by court- 0 Uniformed Services University of the
martial, nonjudicial punishment, or civil court Health Sciences
for other than minor traffic violations during
the 4 years preceding 1 November of the year in In addition to the opportunity for these
which the application is submitted. A felony officers to further ,,.heir education, these
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programs increase their potential for promotion Bar Association (ABA) accredited law school
and expand their professional status. for up to 36 months. Selectees may enter the
Information about each of these programs is school to pursue a bachelor of laws or juris
provided in the following paragraphs. doctor degree, which may lead to service as a

JAG Corps officer. Officers selected and
COLLEGE DEGREE PROGRAM ordered to law school will be entitled to a

permanent change of station (PCS) move and
The College Degree Program provides the military pay and allowances. The government

opportunity for active-duty naval officers to will pay tuition and up to $150.00 annually for
earn baccalaureate degrees in approved service- fees and books. Selectees must make a service
related fields through full-t;me study at civilian commitment of 2 years of obligated service for
educational institutions. i-articipants receive each year, or part thereof, of legal training in
full pay and allowances, but they must pay addition to any other service obligation.
their tuition and all other program expenses. Selectees must meet the following basic
Individuals selected for this program are not eligibility requirements:
eligible for Navy tuition assistance; however,
eligible officer students may use their in-service * Be a citizen of the United States
VA educational benefits. No more than 18
consecutive months will be authorized under * Be on active duty in a commissioned
this program. officer status (0-3 or below)

Major fields of study undertaken by
College Degree Program participants must be * Have a baccalaureate degree from an
consistent with the selectees' designators and accredited institution
prospective future assignments in the Navy.

T Have served on active duty for a periodThe following are the basic eligibility of not less than 2 years, nor more than 6 years
requirements for this program: (in an officer or enlisted status), at the time law

* Be a commissioned officer in the grade education begins
of chief warrant officer (W-2) through Be able to complete 20 years of active
commander

service as a commissioned officer before their
* Have at least two regular fitness reports 55th birthday

since commissioning NOTE: These eligibility requirements are
* Have sufficient college credits to obtain established by law and cannot be waived.

a baccalaureate degree within an 18-month Detailed instructions, eligibility
period requirements, and application procedures are

* Have sufficient time remaining in service contained in SECNAVINST 1520.7D.
to perform obligated service incurred (1 year WHITE HOUSE FELLOWS PROGRAM
obligated service for each 6 months of
schooling) The White House Fellows Program

* Be eligible for rotation to a normal shore provides a highly selecteC .roup of gifted,
tour or, if on a normal shore tour, have at least motivated young Americans with experience in
2 years remaining on shore duty upon entry the process of governing our nation. Selectees
into the program for this program are assigned for a period of 1

year to the White House staff, the Vice
Detailed instructions, eligibility President, members of the Cabinet, and other

requirements, and application procedures are top-level offices in the executive branch. Both
contained in OPNAVINST 1520.26. officer and enlisted personnel may apply for

the program. Active-duty personnel who are
OFFICER LAW EDUCATION selected receive full pay and allowances and
PROGRAM remain in an active-duty status. Military

personnel who participate in this program are
The Officer Law Education Program allows obligated to serve on active duty for a period of

selected naval officers to enter an American twice the duration of duty as a White House
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Fellow, including any previously incurred The fields of study undertaken in this
service obligation, program should be consistent with selectees'

The basic eligibility requirements for the designators and prospective future assignments.
Graduate study must lead to qualification inprogram are as follows: subspecialties required in the officers'

* Must be career motivated designators.

Officers selected for this program serve on
* Must have demonstrated unusual ability, active duty following graduation for a period

high moral character, outstanding motivation, three times the length of the period in the
and a broad capacity for leadership program, in addition to any other prior service

obligation. No obligated service is incurred
* Must show exceptional promise of future under the following conditions:

development 1. If the scholarship award is made in

* Must be dedicated to the institutions of recognition of outstanding performance and if

the United States its acceptance does not require relief from
regular military duty for more than 26 weeks.

NOTE: Although the general age guidelines 2. If the purpose of the scholarship is to
for the program are not specified, those permit the officer to work on a project of value
persons chosen should be firmly committed to a to the United States rather than fulfill the
military career. Therefore, applications from requirements of an academic degree.
military personnel below the age of 28 are
discouraged. The only eligibility requirement is that the

In addition to the basic eligibility applicant be an active-duty officer or
other factors play a significant midshipman first class. More detailedrequirements, ote.atr la infcn instructions and application procedures are

role in the candidates' selection: (1) their contained in OPNAVINST 1.520.24.

maturity, (2) their experience, and (3) their

capability of contributing to the program and
using the program experience to the benefit of
the Navy and their continuing Navy careers. The Advanced Education Program allows

Detailed instructions, eligibility active-duty officers to engage in full-time,
requirements, and application procedures are personally funded graduate education, resulting
contained in an annual NAVMILPERSCOM in a subspecialty designation. Participants
Notice 1560 issued yearly in February or receive regular pay and allowances, but they
March. Information can be obtained by writing must pay their tuition and all other expenses.
to COMNAVMILPERSCOM, WHF Program They are not eligible for Navy tuition
Manager (NMPC-440), Navy Department, assistance; however, they may use their in-
Washington, DC 20370. service VA educational benefits if eligible.

Officers may not attend the Naval
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM Postgraduate School under this program.

The Scholarship Program permits selected This program authorizes no more than 24

officers to accept scholarships, fellowships, and consecutive months of duty under instruction;
grants from eligible donors. Eligible donors however, officers who are participating in theinclude tax-exempt corporations, foundations, College Degree Program may apply, provided
funds, or educatcoatio ns ond the total time in the two programs will not
primarily for scientific, literary, or educational exceed 2 years. Limited duty officers and chief
purposes; similar organizations that would warrant officers are not eligible to apply for

qualify as tax-exempt if they were not foreign; this program.

and other organizations approved by the Commissioned officers in the grades of
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, lieutenant (junior grade) through commander
Reserve Affairs, and Logistics). Business are generally eligible to apply for this program.
groups operating for profit, foreign More detailed instructions and application
governments, and political organizations are procedures are contained in CNETINST
not eligible donors. 1520.30.
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, institutions include, but are not limited to, the

MONTEREY, AND OTHER following schools:

ADVANCED EDUCATION
PROGRAMS * College of Naval Warfare, Newport,

R.I.

Naval Postgraduate School Programs meet • College of Naval Command and Staff,

subspecialty billet requirements for officer N
education programs at the masters and doctoral ewport, R.I.
levels. They also provide some postgraduate • Naval Staff College, Newport, R.I.
education for all qualified active-duty naval
officers. Detailed information on the 0 Naval Command College, Newport, R.I.
postgraduate curriculum conducted at the
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, and 0 Armed Forces Staff College, Norfolk,
other participating civilian educational
institutions may be found in the Catalog of Va.
Naval Postgraduate School. Other references 0 Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
include OPNAVINST 1520.23, the annual
OPNAVNOTE 1520, and the Naval Fort McNair, Washington, D.C.

Postgraduate School Catalog of Self-Study National War College, Fort McNair,
Courses.

The eligibility criteria varies with the Washington, D.C.

individual programs; therefore, you should * Marine Corps Command and Staff
refer to the references for determining College, Quantico, Va.
eligibility and application procedures.

* Army War College, Carlisle Barracks,

DEFENSE LANGUAGE PROGRAMS Pa.

* Army Command and General Staff

Designated billets require foreign language College, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.

proficiency. Navy personnel selected for these

billets attend the Defense Language Institute in * Air War College, Maxwell AFB, Ala.
Monterey, California, or the Foreign Service
Institute in Washington, D.C. Instruction is 0 Air Command and Staff College,

available in approximately 41 different Maxwell AFB, Ala.
languages. Officers desiring an assignment that
requires foreign language training should The eligibility requirements and selection
submit a letter to their detailer specifying the criteria vary for the different colleges. Refer to

type of assignment desired. Applications from Catalog of Navy Training Courses

enlisted personnel, other than Cryptologic (CANTRAC), NAVEDTRA 10500, volume II;
Technicians, are not desired. Officers selected OPNAVINST 1301.8; and other appropriate

for this program serve on active duty following references for requirements and application
graduation for a period of twice the length of procedures for the specific course.
the instruction received. More detailed
information is contained in OPNAVINST UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY
1550.7B and CNETINST 1550.9A. OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES

JUNIOR AND SERVICE COLLEGES The Uniformed Services University of the
Health Sciences Program provides the

The military services have institutions that opportunity for officer and enlisted personnel

offer advanced military courses in naval to apply for admission to medical school. If

warfare and related subjects to junior and selected, they attend a 4-year accredited

senior officers. The purpose of these courses is medical school and receive a doctor of medicine

to improve the professional competence of degree upon graduation.

officers to assume higher responsibility and Applicants must have at least a

higher command positions. These military baccalaureate degree and the academic
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background to qualify for entry. Navy officers NOTE: Unless the person subsequently
on active duty must have completed their initial served on active duty for a consecutive period
active-service obligation before being placed in of at least 12 months, the 181 days served does
the program. not include the following: time served as a

midshipman or cadet at a service Academy;
Individuals selected for this program serve time served as a reservist on active duty for

in paygrade 0-1 while in the program, training only, such as weekend training or a 2-

regardless of their previous rank; they are week training period; or time served in the

promoted to paygrade 0-3 upon graduation. National Guard.

Graduates incur a 7-year obligation.

Detailed instructions for the program, Entitlement
eligibility requirements, and application
procedures are contained in SECNAVINST Entitlement is earned at the rate of 1 1/2
1500.8. months for each month or partial month of

active duty. After 18 continuous months of
active duty, a person qualifies for the

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION maximum entitlement of 45 months. Eligible
(VA) EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE members have until 31 December 1989 to use

PROGRAMS their entitlements.

VA educational assistance refers to the Charges Against Entitlement
financial assistance available for eligible
veterans and active-duty personnel to attend In-service use of Vietnam Era GI Bill
school. Veterans' educational assistance is benefits provides a flat rate reimbursement of
available through the following programs: tuition and fees not to exceed $376 per month

for full-time training. Charges against
* Vietnam Era GI Bill entitlement are based on the length of time

enrolled and the rate at which the training is
* Veterans' Educational Assistance pursued. For example, suppose a Navy student

Program (VEAP) enrolled at a local college taking two courses
(half-time training) at a cost of $200 per course

* Montgomery GI Bill (MGIB) Act of over a period of 4 months. The student would
1984 be reimbursed the full $400 for tuition, and

entitlement would be charged for 2 months
Basic information on these three programs (one-half month for each month of the course).

is contained in the following paragraphs. You Adjustments are made for partial months of
may obtain detailed information from the local enrollment. Calculations of charges against
Navy Campus office, VA office, institution the entitlement are very complex; therefore,
student is to attend, or Office of the Chief of students should contact the local VA office if
Naval Operations (OP-15E). they have questions.

VIETNAM ERA GI BILL VETERANS' EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (VEAP)

Educational benefits under this bill will
terminate 31 December 1989. The following The Veterans' Educational Assistance
personnel are eligible for benefits under this Program (VEAP) is a voluntary, contributory
bill: educational financial assistance program. It is

available for personnel who entered the Navy
* Personnel who began active duty during the period from 1 January 1977 through

between 31 January 1955 and 31 December 30 June 1985. Personnel who elected to
1976 and who subsequently served more than participate in this program make contributions
180 consecutive days of between $25 and $100 per month for a

minimum of 12 months or make lump sum
0 Personnel who signed delayed entry payments as desired. The member's total

agreements on or before 31 December 1976, but contribution cannot exceed $2,700.
did not report for active duty until 1977 but Contributions must be made while the person is
before 2 January 1978 on active duty. For every dollar contributed by
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the member, a matching two dollars is Service members who do not meet the
contributed by the Navy. Thus, a person's criteria to convert benefits retain Vietnam Era
contribution of $2,700 will provide a total GI Bill benefits, which must be used by 31
benefit of $8,100 in the education fund. December 1989.
Benefits are paid directly to the service member Those persons on active duty on 1 July
upon the school's confirmation of the 1988 retain Vietnam Era benefits and are
member's enrollment in a course or program. covered by the new GI Bill.
Personnel electing to use VEAP benefits while
on active duty must have completed their first On 1 January 1990 eligible members will be
period of obligated active duty, or 6 years, automatically covered by the MGIB at a rate of
whichever is less. $300 per month plus one-half of their Vietnam

Era GI Bill entitlement rate that was effectiveActive-duty personnel may suspend their 31 December 1989. This payment may notcontributions to VEAP, or they may disenroll exceed 36 months or the number of months of

and request a refund of unused contributions. remaininths or enumem ont of

The procedures for accomplishing these actions remaining Vietnam Era entitlement, whichever
and oredetiledinfrmaionare ontine in is less. The total entitlement used under bothand more detailed information are contained in bills cannot exceed 48 months.

OPNAVINST 1780.2.

NOTE: The Veterans' Educational SELECTED RESERVE AND
Assistance Program was terminated on 1 April NATIONAL GUARD BENEFITS
1987. Members must have initially enrolled in UNDER THE MGIB
the program before the termination date.

Effective 1 July 1985 Selected Reserve and
MONTGOMERY GI BILL (MGIB) National Guard personnel became eligible for
ACT OF 1984 educational benefits under the MGIB. To be

eligible, the member must meet the following
requirements:

Beginning on 1 July 1985, nonprior service
members entering active duty began receiving
educational benefits under the MGIB. Service * Be a high school graduate or have a
members eligible for the Vietnam Era GI Bill GED equivalency certificate
may also be eligible to receive benefits under
the MGIB as of I January 1990. Service * Have completed 180 days of consecutive
members who entered active duty after 31 service before drawing benefits (computed from
December 1976 and are eligible for the the date of the oath of enlistment)
Veterans' Educational Assistance Program
(VEAP) are not eligible. Beginning 1 July 1985
Selected Reserve and National Guard personnel * Not possess a baccalaureate degree
also became eligible for certain MGIB benefits.

The basic financial assistance paid by the * Not have an ROTC scholarship
MGIB is $300 per month for 36 months.
Benefits may be used in-service after 2 years of
active duty. All benefits must be used within 10 0 Agree to enlist, extend, or reenlist for 6
years after the date of last discharge or release years
from active duty.

Those who began active duty after 30 June Students must complete a DD Form 2384,
1985 automatically incur a monthly pay Notice of Eligibility, to begin the process. After
reduction of $100 per month for 12 months signing a Form 2384, students should verify the
unless they elect not to take part in this acceptability of proposed courses with their
program. This one-time, irrevocable decision school's Veterans' Affairs Office. (The VA
must be made when the service member begins calls the MGIB Chapter 106.) Benefits must be
active duty. Officer candidates make this certified through the school's Veterans' Affairs
decision at the time of their commissioning. Office and are processed through regional VA
Vietnam Era GI Bill personnel are not required offices. Processing normally takes about 1
to contribute to the program to remain eligible, month.
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Benefits for enrollment are paid at the providing any educational benefits
following rates: information. Questions concerning Navy policy

or the administration of these programs can be
addressed to the Educational Benefits Program

Full-time (12 S/H or $140/month Manager (OP-15E) at AUTOVON 224-5934 or
more) for 36 months commercial (202) 694-5934.

Three-quarter-time (9-11 $105/month
S/H) for 48 months REFERENCES

Half-time (6-8 S/H $70/month Admission Policies and Procedures for the
for 72 months School of Medicine, Uniformed Services

Less than half-time No reimburse- University of the Health Sciences,
training ment SECNAVINST 1500.8, Office of the Secretary

of the Navy, Washington, D.C., 1976.

Advanced Education Program (AEP),
Maximum benefits are $5,040. The student OPNAVINST 1520.30, Office of the Chief of

is not required to contribute to the fund. Naval Operations, Washington, D.C., 1986.

Participants have up to 10 years in which to Appointment of Regular and Reserve Officers
use their full benefits, but they must remain in the Medical Service Corps of the Navy,
qualified members of the Selected Reserve in SECNAVINST 1120.10A, Office of the Sec-
good standing. The benefits end as soon as the retary of the Navy, Washington, D.C., 1986.
member separates from the Selected Reserve. Catalog of External Degree Programs, Defense

Additional information on the VA Activity for Non-Traditional Education
Educational Assistance Program can be Support, Pensacola, Fla., 1987.
obtained from the local Veterans'
Administration Office, the local Navy Campus Catalog of Navy Training Courses
office, or OPNAVINST 1780.2. (CANTRAC), Vol. 1, Introduction, General

Information, NAVEDTRA 10500, Naval
Education and Training Command, Pensacola,

SUMMARY Fla., 1987.

The Navy's commitment to provide College Degree Program, OPNAVINST 1520.26,
educational benefits to its members is available Office of the Chief of Naval Operations,
through Navy Campus and DANTES. Your Washington, D.C., 1984.
responsibility as the ESO is to ensure all Counselor's Handbook, P-1560/27(5-86),
persons are aware of these benefits. You will be Defense Activity for Non-Traditional
the guide for Navy people as they pursue the Education Support, Pensacola, Fla., 1986.
various voluntary education programs. You
and civilian education specialists will assist DANTES Examination Program Handbook
naval personnel in selecting the goals that are (DEPH), DOD 1322.8-H, Defense Activity for
right for them. You will find it rewarding as Non-Traditional Education Support,
you assist personnel in the attainment of their Pensacola, Fla., 1987.
goals. DANTES Independent Study Catalog (DISC),

Your rewards will be many as you assist DOD 1322.8-Cl, Defense Activity for Non-
officer and enlisted personnel in developing Traditional Education Support, Pensacola, Fla.,
plans for furthering their careers. Because of 1988.
the many educational programs and the Experiential Learning Assessment Handbook
instructions and publications that govern these for Education Services Officers, P-1562/24
programs, you must ensure you have correct (5-87R), Defense Activity for Non-Traditional

and up-to-date information. These instructions Education Support, Pensacola, Fla., 1987.

and publications include VA directives and

bulletins that are issued by the Veterans' Guide to the Evaluation of Educational
Administration. You should always check with Experiences in the Armed Services, American
the local Navy Campus education specialist or Council on Education, Washington, D.C.,
the VA representative in your local area before 1986.
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Handbook to the Guide to the Evaluation of Military Personnel Command, Washington,
Educational Experiences in the Armed Services, D.C., 1986.
American Council on Education, Washington, Nomination and Admission of Citizens of
D.C., 1987. Foreign Countries to the U.S. Naval Academy,

Law Education Program, SECNAVINST 1520.7D, OPNAVINST 1531.6B, Office of the Chief of
Office of the Secretary of the Navy, Naval Operations, Washington, D.C., 1985.
Washington, D.C., 1983. Nomination of Candidates for the Naval

Management of the Defense Foreign Language Academy-Naval Academy Preparatory School
Program, OPNAVINST 1550.7B, Program, OPNAVINST 1531.4E, Officeof the
Headquarters Departments of the Army, the Chief of Naval Operations, Washington, D.C.,
Navy, and the Air Force, Washington, D.C., 1986.
1987.

Nominations to the U.S. Naval Academy from
Management of the Defense Language Children of Members of the Armed Forces,
Program, CNETINST 1550.9A, Chief of Naval Includinig Reserves, Active, Retired, or
Education and Training, Pensacola, Fla., 1986. Deceased, OPNAVINST 1531.5A, Office of

Montgomery GI Bill (MGIB) Act of 1984, the Chief of Naval Operations, Washington,
OPNAVINST 1780.2, Office of the Chief of D.C., 1976.
Naval Operations, Washington, D.C., 1985. Physical Readiness Program, OPNAVJNST

The Naval Academy Information Program 6110.1C, Naval Military Personnel Command,
(NAIP), OPNAVINST 1531.2A, Office of the Washington, D.C., 1986.
Chief of Naval Operations, Washington, D.C.,
1979. Post- Vietnam Era Veterans' Educational

Assistance Program (VEAP), OPNAVINST
Naval Military Personnel Manual 1780.1, Office of the Chief of Naval(MILPERSMAN), NAVPERS 15560A, Naval Operations, Washington, D.C., 1984.

Military Personnel Command, Washington,

D.C., 1987. Regulations Concerning Instruction and

Naval Postgraduate School Catalog, Academic Administration of Navy Enlisted Education
Year 1988, Naval Postgraduate School, Advancement Program (EEAP) Students,
Monterey, Calif., 1987. CNETINST 1560.7B, Chief of NavalEducation and Training, Pensacola, Fla.,

Naval Postgraduate School Catalog of Self- 1984.
Study Credit Courses, Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, Calif., 1985. Scholarship Program, OPNAVINST 1520.24,

Office of the Chief of Naval Operations,Navy Campus Instruction, CNETINST 1560.3C, Washington, D.C., 1981.
Chief of Naval Education and Training,
Pensacola, Fla., 1988. Servicemembers Opportunity College (SOC)

1988 White House Fellows Program, Guide, Defense Activity for Non-Traditional
NAVMILPERSCOMNOTE 1560, Naval Education Support, Pensacola, Fla., 1987.
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CHAPTER 4

PREPARING FOR ADVANCEMENT
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to do the following:

1. Identify the different types of naval 6. Identify personnel advancement
correspondence courses and training requirements (PARS) and the role they play
manuals and determine the role of each in advancement.
type.

2. Identify various commands that offer 7. Identify proven studying procedures for
courses; recognize types of courses offered advancement.
and procedures for ordering.

3. Identify naval standards and occupational 8. Identify personnel qualification standards
standards; determine the purpose of each (PQS) and the role they play in training.
set of standards.

4. Identify the role the Bibliography for 9. Identify the Petty Officer Indoctrination
Advancement Study plays in the Navy Course (POIC) and Chief Petty Officer
advancement system. Indoctrination Course (CPOIC) and explain

the course-ordering procedures.
5. Identify the role the Advancement

Handbooks play in the Navy advancement
system; dertermine how they are used in
studying for advancement.

INTRODUCTION correspondence course (OCC). With few
exceptions, the NRCC was based on the

As the ESO you need to know the different associated training manual and carried the
types of manuals and correspondence courses same title as the RTM. The OCC and OCC-
available to both officer and enlisted personnel. ECC were based on a wide variety of subjects,
You also need to know how they are both government oriented and civilian related.
administered and who they are administered Until the current stock of training packages
by. (texts, courses, and so forth) are depleted, you

In December 1987 CNET Instruction should be familiar with the acronyms used to
1552.3B directed that the terminology used to identify them. The following paragraphs
identify nonresident career courses (NRCCs) identify these acronyms (the new acronym is
and rate training manuals (RTMs) be changed shown first followed by the old acronym in
to nonresident training courses (NRTCs) and parentheses):
training manuals (TRAMANs). Replacing the
existing courses and manuals in print with new * TRAMAN/NRTC (RTM/NRCC)-
ones using the new terminology will take some Indicates the training manual and the
time. However, we will use the new nonresident training course are bound together
terminology in discussing nonresident training under one cover with one NAVEDTRA
courses (NRTCs) and training manuals number. Because the TRAMAN and NRTC are
(TRAMANs) in this chapter. combined, the package may be ordered using a

The NRTCs previously fell into three single national stock number.
categories-the nonresident career course
(NRCC), the officer-enlisted correspondence * TRAMAN (RTM)-Indicates the
course (OCC-ECC), and the officer training manual is bound under a separate
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cover from the NRTC and has its own correspondence course (OCC), or NRTC,
NAVEDTRA number. consist of a separate TRAMAN (OT) and

NRTC (OCC) packaged as a combined training
* NRTC (NRCC)- Indicates the non- package.

resident training course is bound under a
separate cover from the TRAMAN and has its TRAMAN/NRTC (OT/OCC-ECC)-
own NAVEDTRA number. The introductory Indicates the TRAMAN and the NRTC, or
information in the NRTC (NRCC) gives the officer text (OT) and officer-enlisted
title of the TRAMAN to be used for the course. correspondence course (OCC-ECC), are

packaged together.
0 TRAMAN/NRTC (SSTM/NRCC)-

The single-subject training manual (SSTM) and * TRAMAN/NRTC (MODULE/OCC-
the nonresident training course are bound ECC)-Indicates a single-subject TRAMAN
under one cover with one NAVEDTRA (module) and an NRTC (OCC-ECC) are
number. The material relates to one specific ordered using one national stock number.
area of information and is one of a series of
TRAMANs (SSTMs) required to cover the You should understand the role nonresident
material normally covered in one TRAMAN training courses and training manuals play in
(RTM). the advancement process and in the training of

enlisted and officer personnel. You should also
* TRAMAN/NRTC (MODULE/NRCC)- be familiar with the proper procedures for

The module is similar to the SSTM except that obtaining and grading these courses. The basic
it covers a larger, overall area of material, such reference for all NRTCs and training materials
as logistic and financial control or personnel available from other sources is the List of
support. The NRTC (NRCC) is normally Training Manuals and Correspondence
bound under the same cover as the TRAMAN Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061-AT. Maintain the
(module) with only one NAVEDTRA number. latest copy of this reference in the educational
Each module is one of a series, and a student is services office library.
usually required to complete all of the modules
to complete the course.

TRAMAN'S AND NRTC'S
* TRAMAN/NRTC (RTM/OCC-ECC)-

The training manual and the NRTC (officer- Training manuals (TRAMANs) and their
enlisted correspondence course) are bound associated nonresident training courses
under one cover with one NAVEDTRA (NRTCs) are designed to provide self-study
number. instruction to naval personnel in various

occupational and specialty areas (ratings and
* NRTC (OCC)-NRTCs, or officer corre- systems). Both the TRAMAN and the NRTC

spondence courses (OCCs), are designed help personnel gain the minimum knowledges
specifically for officers, although enlisted and skills required by the officer subspecialty
members may take them. These courses are or enlisted occupational standards.
based on a wide variety of government and Enlisted candidates for advancement
commercial publications, complete the TRAMAN as one of their

* NRTC (OCC-ECC)-NRTCs, or officer- qualifications for advancement. Candidates

enlisted correspondence courses (OCC-ECCs) may complete course requirements in two

are designed for both officer and enlisted different ways: (1) by completing the NRTC

personnel and may be based upon a wide and achieving a passing grade of 3.2 on each

variety of publications, both government and assignment or (2) by completing and passing a

commercial. locally prepared examination based on the
TRAMAN. Either method satisfies the

10 TRAMAN (OT)-An officer text (OT), requirement; however, commands seldom use
o TRAMAN isOTesignd fofr usexth , the second method. Personnel are urged to use

or TRAMAN, is designed for use with a the NRTC method to ensure they thoroughly
specific NRTC (0CC). understand the subject matter.

* TRAMAN/NRTC (OT/OCC)-An offi- A nonresident training course (NRTC), or
cer text (OT), or TRAMAN, and officer correspondence course, is a self-study course. It
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may include assigned exercises, lessons, or Distribution Statement E: Distribution
examinations designed to help the student authorized to DOD components only.
acquire the knowledge or skill described in the
associated text. NRTCs are developed from * Distribution Statement F: Further
information extracted from Navy training dissemination only as directed by [originating
manuals (TRAMANs), directives, or command] [date] or higher DOD authority.
commercially procured texts.

NRTCs for officers, formerly officer Distribution Statement X: Distribution
correspondence courses (OCCs), help naval authorized to U.S. government agencies and
officers improve their professional private individuals or enterprises eligible to
qualifications and broaden their general obtain export-controlled technical data in
knowledge of the naval sciences. Although they accordance with regulations implementing Title
are designed as officer courses, enlisted 10, U.S. Code, section 140C.
personnel may also take the courses.

For comprehensive information on
NRTCs for officer-enlisted personnel, distribution statements, refer to DOD Directive

formerly OCC-ECC courses, help officer and 5230.24 and OPNAVINST 5510.1H.
enlisted personnel improve or broaden their
knowledge in a broad range of subjects. For ORDERING COURSES
example, the course Equal Opportunity in the
Navy applies equally to both officer and Some NRTCs (OCC-ECCs) and modules
enlisted personnel. Several courses, both officer are ordered from the Naval Publications and
and officer-enlisted, are recommended for Forms Center (NPFC) and may be graded by
personnel applying for the limited duty officer the local command. Examples of such courses
(LDO) and chief warrant officer (CWO) are the Navy Electricity and Electronics
commissioning programs. The completion of Training Series (NEETS) modules and Naval
recommended courses (listed in chapter 3) Electronics, Parts 1 & 2. Other NRTCs (OCC-
increases the educational level of the ECCs) that can be ordered from NPFC can be
applicants, which improves their chances for a found in the List of Training Manuals
commission. and Correspondence Courses, NAVEDTRA

10061-AT, which contains specific ordering
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENTS instructions for each course. You should

consult this publication before you order any
NETPMSA assigns distribution statements course.

to TRAMANs and NRTCs to limit distribution
of these publications to only those persons The majority of courses you will deal with
authorized to receive them. You should be on a daily basis are courses required for
familiar with the various distribution advancement in rate. Therefore, stock
statements. They will guide you in filling any TRAMANs and NRTCs for each enlisted rate
request for a TRAMAN or NRTC. The at the command. If these courses are not
following is a brief summary of each statement: available for your personnel, take action to

obtain them.

* Distribution Statement A: Approved for To determine the need for TRAMANs and
public release; distribution is unlimited. NRTCs, obtain a list of the different rates at

your command from the command Enlisted
* Distribution Statement B: Distribution Distribution and Verification Report (EDVR).

authorized to U.S. government agencies only. The greater the number of personnel in a
rating, the more courses you should order.

* Distribution Statement C: Distribution Stock ilitary requirements courses and
authorized to U.S. government agencies and apprenticeship TRAMANs and NRTCs since
their contractors. they are of interest to almost all ratings.

Courses in this category include Military
* Distribution Statement D: Distribution Requirements for P03, P02, POI, CPO,

authorized to DOD and DOD contractors only. SCPO, and MCPO and Basic Military
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NPFC PHILADELPHIA YOUR ACTIVITY NAME

all. ... -: ,,. .6' 1,.

]i 2 31U 3 16 7 8 9 .1 11 434 51"6 1 .1 4811 49150

- 1. W M I M AC I. N r IIem7 ---

NOTE: REFER TO DOD 4140.I7M, NAVSUP PUB 409, NAVSUP PUB 437, OR NAVSUP PUB 485

FOURTHER DETAILS AND EXPLANATION. USE AUTODIN WHENEVER POSSIBLE.

I CC 1-3 DOCUMENT IDENTIFIER - REQUISITION A64 OVERSEAS NOTE: FOR FOLLOW-UPS USE AF/AT SERIES

AOD DOMESTIC

2 CC 4-6 ROUTING IDENTIFIER - NFZ for COG I (EXCEPT AS NOTED IN 2002)

3 CC 7 MEDIA/STATUS -IF NO M/S CODE CITED, THEN NO STATUS PROVIDED

4 CC 8-20 STOCK NUMBER - CHECK YOUR NAVSUP PUB 2002 FOR STOCK NUMBER AND CURRENCY. ALL
REQUESTS RECEIVED WITHOUT A STOCK NUMBER MUST BE PROCESSED OFF-LINE,
AND WILL DELAY RECEIPT OF MATERIAL.

5 CC 23.24 UNIT OF ISSUE - (See NAVSUP P2002)

6 CC 25.29 QUANTITY - MUST BE FIVE (5) DIGITS (i.e. 00001)

7 CC 30-43 DOCUMENT NUMBER - ASSIGNED BY REQUISITIONER

8 CC 44 DEMAND - Either I (RECURRING) or N (NON-RECURRING)

9 CC 45-50 SUPPLEMENTARY ADDRESS - MAY BE USED FOR INTERNAL ROUTING CODE AT RECIPIENT'S
COMMAND WHEN PRECEDED BY A Y, ONLY WHEN THE RECIPIENT
IS THE REQUISITIONER.

10 CC 51 SIGNAL - FOR PUBS (01) D - USE WHEN MATERIAL TO BE SHIPPED TO REQUISITIONER
M - USE WHEN MATERIAL TO BE SHIPPEDTO SUPPLEMENTARY ADDRESS

(MAKE CERTAIN CC 45-50 IS FILLED WITH BONAFIDE UIC)
FOR FORMS (II) SEE NAVSUP PUB 409, 437, or 485

I1 CC 52-53 FUND CODE - TO BE USED FOR COG II (FORMS) ONLY. (NOT COG 01 PUBS)

12 CC 55 DISTRIBUTION - USE O FOR PUBS I FOR FORMS.
CC 56 ALWAYS I

13 CC 57-59 PROJECT CODE - ASSIGNED BY REQUISITIONER. SEE NAVSUP PUB 437 or 485.

14 CC 60-61 PRIORITY - lAW UMMIPS, BASED ON FORCE/ACTIVITY DESIGNATOR AND URGENCY OF NEED
DESIGNATOR ASSIGNED TO YOUR COMMAND. IF LEFT BLANK, PRIORITY 13 IS ASSIGNED.

LACK OF INFORMATION ON YOUR REQUISITION IN ANY OF THE AREAS MAY BE A CAUSE FOR YOUR REQUISITION
BEING DELAYED OR REJECT-D.

Figure 4-1.-Sample of DD Form 1348 for ordering courses.
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DO NOT FOLD THIS FORM 0

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
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Figure 4-2.-Sample of correspondence course application form.

Requirements courses for the apprenticeships in FL 32559-5000. Requests for these forms
your command, such as SN, FN, and AN. should be prepared on letterhead paper and

WhenordringTRAA~s nd RT~sfor signed by the commanding officer or a
WhenordringTRAA~s nd RT~sfor designated representative. The NAVEDTRA

stock, consult the NAVSUP PUB 2002 located 1510/1 forms are not stocked in the NPFC and
in the supply office for proper course-ordering cno eodrdtruhtespl ytm
information. Do not exceed the quantity cno eodrdtruhtespl ytm

restrictions indicated in the NAVSUP PUB Since the NAVEDTRA 1510/1 is a
2002 for each NRTC and TRAMAN without computer-scanned form, make sure the
approval from NETPMSA, Code 071. You can applicants and the command follow the
order most NRTCs and TRAMANs for the instructions on the form explicitly. Before
various rates from NPFC, Philadelphia, using a forwarding the form to NETPMSA, also
DD Form 1348 (fig. 4-1). ensure the circles are darkened properly so that

the scanner can accept the information
ENROLLMENT correctly. The scanner will not accept mutilated

or improperly marked forms.Personnel enrolling in courses administered

by NETPMSA must submit a Correspondence DELIVERY OF COURSE TO THE
Course Enrollment Application/Change STUDENT
Request Form, NAVEDTRA 15 10/1 (fig. 4-2).
This automatic data processing (ADP) form As soon as possible after receipt of the
may be ordered from NETPMSA, Pensacola, courses, deliver them to students. Remind
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ordered from NETPMSA (Code 741), incorrect answers. The passing score for
Pensacola, Florida, 32559-5000. The request courses is 3.2. A student who gets a failing
for answer keys should be written on command score on any assignment will receive a letter
letterhead stationary and signed by the listing the questions answered incorrectly and a
commanding officer or a designated blank ADP answer sheet. The student may use
representative, the answer sheet to redo the assignment. If the

student gets a passing score after redoing the
Correspondence course answer keys must assignment, NETPMSA will adjust the original

maintained under the immediate supervision of failing grade to reflect the passing score. The

a commissioned officer or a civilian if he or she maximum score given for a resubmitted

is the educational services officer (ESO). assignment is 3.2. NETPMSA issues a

Answer keys must be kept in a locked safe. completion letter automatically.

Such control and supervision is not meant to ESOs at Naval Reserve centers, naval air
preclude any of the following situations: stations, and other Reserve-affiliated activities

should ensure that inactive-duty reservists
* Divisional subcustody of answer keys to receive the appropriate retirement points for

commissioned officers courses they take. The ESO should refer to the
POINTS heading of the course listing of
NAVEDTRA 10061-AT to verify proper

* Actual grading by selected enlisted retirement points credit. For example, enlisted
personnel, under the direct and continuous Reserve personnel receive retirement point
supervision of a commissioned officer or an credit for all NAVEDTRA courses, while Naval
ESO Reserve officers and chief warrant officers only

receive retirement point credit for officer-

* Local duplication of answer keys, designated courses.

provided they receive the same security as the
originals

COURSE-ADMINISTERING
GRADING OF COURSES ACTIVITIES

Courses taken by active-duty enlisted We have discussed the basic categories of
personnel and ready reservists are normally courses and the administering activities for
administered and graded by each individual them. Additional activities that administer
command; however, some courses (for courses are listed in NAVEDTRA 10061-AT.
example, those taken by personnel in civil Each administering activity is discussed briefly
service and other branches of the Armed in the following paragraphs.
Forces) are administered and graded by
NETPMSA. NAVAL EDUCATION AND

TRAINING PROGRAM
As students complete each assignment, they MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

should mail the answer sheet to NETPMSA, ACTIVITY (NETPMSA)
Code 743, Pensacola, FL 32559-5000. They

may enclose more than one answer sheet in a
single envelope. (Either the enrollee or the ESO NETPMSA administers nonresident
should provide the envelopes used to mail the training courses (NRTCs) with the applicable
ADP answer sheets.) Even though students may training manuals (TRAMANs) and other
submit more than one answer sheet at a time, special publications offered and published by
they should submit at least one assignment a the command. The manner in which
month. This will prevent them from receiving a NETPMSA courses are administered varies,
letter of caution for failure to submit an depending on the type of course and the duty
assignment. status of the enrollee. To request enrollment,

submit form NAVEDTRA 1510/1 to
NETPMSA will grade the answer sheets NETPMSA, Code 741, Pensacola, FL 32509-

and notify the students by letter of any 5000.
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NAVAL EDUCATION AND College. This program allows the nonresident
TRAINING COMMAND student officer to become involved in resident

curricula through correspondence courses.

The Chief of Naval Education and Training Interested officers (0-3 and above) should

(CNET) administers onboard training (OBT) request a detailed information guide and an

programs that provide individualized training application from the Naval War College. The
and packaged curricula for group mailing address is Director, Center forstudy. These programs are designed to assist Continuing Education, Naval War College,

operational commands in training personnel in Newport, RI 02841-5009.

a wide range of subject areas. They are
designed primarily for shipboard training. NAVAL SECURITY GROUP
However, courses such as the Petty officer
Indoctrination Course (POIC) and Chief Petty Naval security group nonresident training
Officer Indoctrination Course (CPOIC) are materials are developed by NETPMSA.
designed as onboard training programs for all NETPMSA administers naval security group
commands, not just for shipboard training. ta ini trs naval security
Submit requests for OBT programs, by letter, training publications (NSGTPs), naval securityto the appropriate Atlantic or Pacific Naval group training courses (NSGTCs), NRTCs, and
Education and Training Support Center TRAMANs that are directly related to the(NETSCLANT or NETSCPAC). For further Cryptologic Technician rating and navalinformation, refer to the chapter on OBT security group training. Applicants shouldinfogrmaiNAVEDTRA 10061-AT. submit requests for enrollment as indicated inprograms in NAVEDTRA 10061-AT.

NAVAL SCHOOL OF HEALTHSCIENCES (NSHS) NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHY
COMMAND, NATIONAL
SPACE TECHNOLOGY

The Naval School of Health Sciences LABORATORY (NSTL)
(NSHS) is located in Bethesda, Maryland. The
school develops medical department
correspondence courses and applicable training The National Space Technology Laboratory
manuals, such as Hospital Corpsman and (NSTL) administers onboard training materials
Dental Technician. Submit requests for in the form of individualized practical training
enrollment to NETPMSA using form publications. These publications are designed to
NAVEDTRA 1510/1. train personnel in the areas of meteorology and

oceanography. The courses are designed and
recommended for Aerographer's Mates and

NAVAL DENTAL SCHOOL Quartermasters. Submit requests for these
training publications by letter to the

The Naval Dental School, located in Commanding Officer, Naval Oceanography
Bethesda, Maryland, develops courses for the Command Facility, NSTL, MS 39529-5000.
graduate dental officer only. These courses are NAVEDTRA 10061-AT contains complete
not available to dental students or dental information on the various publications
technicians. Submit requests for enrollment to administered by NSTL.
the Commanding Officer, Naval Dental School
(Code 411 A), NMCNCR, Bethesda, MD 20814- OTHER ARMED SERVICES
5077, using form HSETC 1550/1. The HSETC
1550/1 form may be ordered from the same
address. In addition to the courses we have

discussed, the NAVEDTRA 10061-AT also
contains information about available courses

NAVAL WAR COLLEGE from other services, such as the Air Force,
Marine Corps, Army, and Coast Guard.

Through the nontraditional study program, Although NAVEDTRA 10061-AT does not list
the Naval War College, Newport, Rhode the courses individually, it does provide you
Island, administers courses for officer with information on how to obtain a copy of
personnel who are unable to attend the War the course catalogs and publications from the
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other services. You should order catalogs and Occupational Standards
publications from each of the services to add to (OCCSTDs)
your ESO library.

Extension courses are also available from Occupational standards (OCCSTDs) are the
other services through an interservice minimum skills for each rating required of
agreement. Navy enlisted personnel. OCCSTDs form the

foundation for the training, advancement, and
distribution of all Navy enlisted personnel.

COURSES FOR ADVANCEMENT Routine tasks are included in the OCCSTDs for
PREPARATION the lower paygrades; more difficult tasks and

tasks requiring additional experience or
In this chapter we discuss the OCCS-), involving supervision are included in the

NAVSTD, BIB, POIC, CPOIC, PQS, and OCCSTDs for progressively higher paygrades.
PAR. Each of these acronyms designates a However, personnel of any rating or rate may
specific standard, publication, or type of be called upon by proper authority to perform
publication of special interest to the ESO. any task or duty, depending upon the
Because of the importance of these standards circumstances of the local command.
and publications in the advancement process, OCCSTDs do not restrict or limit the use of
we describe each one's role in the advancement personnel or set limitations as to what rating
process. We also explain the manner in which should perform any given duty.
the candidate for advancement should use each
one. The publications and standards Naval Standards
represented by these acronyms are as follows: (NAVSTDs)

* OCCSTD-occupational standards Naval standards are the minimum

nonrating-specific knowledges and abilities
" NAVSTD-naval standards required of every enlisted person in the Navy.

For example, all first class petty officers must
" BIB-Bibliography for Advancement know the duties and responsibilities of a safety

Study petty officer. Naval standards cover military
requirements, maintenance of good order and

PAR-Personnel Advancement discipline, and basic knowledges pertaining to
Requirement Pthe well-being of Navy personnel. They also

Requirement cover essential virtues of pride of service in
support of the oath of enlistment. All of these

* PQS-Personnel Qualification Standard knowledges directly contribute to the mission
of the Navy.

* POIC-Petty Officer Indoctrination The Navy uses military/leadershipCourseTh Nayue miiaylaesi
examinations to test a person's knowledge of
the NAVSTDs at each petty officer paygrade

* CPOIC-Chief Petty Officer (P03 through CPO). The person must pass the
Indoctrination Course military/leadership exam before taking an

advancement examination for the next higher
OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS paygrade. The military/leadership
AND NAVAL STANDARDS examinations are developed by NETPMSA and

administered by the local command.

Both the occupational standards and the
naval standards are described fully in section I BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR
of the Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and ADVANCEMENT STUDY
Personnel Classifications and Occupational (BIB)
Standards, NAVPERS 18068E. Before you can
assist personnel in preparing for advancement The Bibliography for Advancement Study,
exams, you should know the difference between NAVEDTRA 10052-AK, is the basic reference
an occupational standard and a naval standard. for all rates and ratings. The BIB, which is
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revised annually, provides a list of training 1430.16C, cites cases in which exemptions from
manuals, references, and other publications in mandatory requirements may exist.
support of the occupational standards and Personnel may complete these mandatory
naval standards. This important publication TRAMAN requirements by the following
contains the skills information personnel need methods (details of these methods are given in
to know to become proficient in a specific the Manual of Advancement, BUPERSINST
rating. It also contains the information 1430.16C):
NETPMSA uses to construct military/
leadership and Navywide advancement 1. Successfully complete the NRTC based
examinations. The BIB aso contains ordering on the TRAMAN. (This is the most commonly
information and the following items of interest: used method.) See the following special notes

concerning NRTCs and TRAMANs:
* Mandatory publications

a. Some mandatory publications are
* Study guides applicable to a single rate, others to two rates.

Satisfactory completion of a single-rate course,
based on either a single- or multiple-rate

" Advancement Handbooks for Petty TRAMAN, satisfies the TRAMAN requirement
Officers for each rating for only one rate. For example, completion of

QM3 satisfies the requirement only for QM3.
Completion of NRTCs written for two or more

* Advancement Handbooks for Apprentice- rates satisfies the requirements for all rates
ships listed. For example, completion of TRAMAN/

NRTC BM 3 & 2 satisfies the requirements for
NOTE: The stock number for ordering both BM3 and BM2.

the BIB is 0502-LP-050-2665 b. Personnel who have satisfied

mandatory requirements by completing
Mandatory Publications previous editions need not complete newer

editions. Although the new course completion
To compete for promotion to the next is not mandatory, it is highly recommended.

higher paygrade, personnel must demonstrate Completing the new course can help personnel
their knowledge and competence to successfully maintain a record of sustained superior
perform at the next higher level. The Navy performance.
requires that they demonstrate this ability by
completing mandatory rate training manuals 2. Demonstrate knowledge of the material
and other advancement requirements such as in the TRAMAN by passing locally prepared
PARs and performance tests. Each mandatory and administered tests. (This method is a
publication personnel must complete for prerogative of the commanding officer that is
advancement is marked with an asterisk (*) in seldom used.)
the BIB.

Study Guides
Candidates for advancement may have been

exempted from completing the mandatory Study guides are prepared for newly
requirements for their last advancement, established ratings and for those ratings in
However, they may still be responsible for which considerable changes in OCCSTDs have
demonstrating a grasp of the information in the occurred. These study guides list specific study
mandatory requirements for the next higher references for the new OCCSTDs. Until an
rate, unless otherwise exempted. For example, appropriate bibliography is established for
a CTM3 (who was automatically advanced those rates affected, the BIB will list study
after completing class A school) was not guides instead of TRAMANs and other
required to complete the CTM 3 & 2 TRAMAN publications.
to be eligible for advancement to CTM3.
However, to be eligible for CTM2, the CTM3 Advancement Handbooks
must meet the CTM 3 & 2 TRAMAN
requirement, unless it is otherwise exempted. The Advancement Handbooks provide
The Manual of Advancement, BUPERSINST Navy enlisted personnel with information that
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is essential to their career advancement PERSONAL ADVANCEMENT
opportunities. Order an individual copy of the REQUIREMENT (PAR)
Advancement Handbook for Petty Officers, by
rating, for each person preparing for The Navy uses personnel advancement
advancement. Order a copy of the requirements (PARs) to check a person's ability
Advancement Handbook for Apprenticeships to perform the tasks stated in the OCCSTDs.
for each person preparing for E-3. After you The PARs are used to evaluate a person's
order and receive these handbooks (the address occupational readiness for advancement or
is shown below), you are responsible for change in rating.
ensuring that each person preparing for
advancement gets a copy of the handbook. Generally, supervisors can readily evaluate

a person's ability to perform tasks specified in
ADVAA12MENV HANDD9XkYS ARE NOT the OCCSTDs. For some OCCSTDs, however,
DISTRIBUTED AUTOMATICALLY this evaluation may be difficult. In such cases,

the evaluation may be based on demonstration
YOU MUST ORDER THEM IN FEBRUARY of performance or observation of ability in
OR MARCH. THE NAVAL EDUCATION related areas of training.
AND TRAINING PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT ACTIVITY The PARs are listed in Part C of the
SENDS AN ORDERING LETTER FOR Advancement Handbook. Each entry contains
THESE HANDBOOKS IN JANUARY OR the following three elements:
FEBRUARY. THE ORDER BLANK
SHOULD BE COMPLETED AND 1. The OCCSTDs
RETURNED BEFORE 31 MARCH TO THE 2. Supporting bibliography for the
FOLLOWING ADDRESS: OCCSTDs

Commanding Officer 3. The PAR signature and date line
Naval Education and Training Program
Management Support Activity (Code 322) The following is a sample Advancement
Pensacola, FL 32509-5400 Handbook entry:

ADVANCEMENT HANDBOOK FOR 69071 COMPLETE PLANNED
PETTY OFFICERS.-The Advancement MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
Handbook for Petty Officers (one for each FEEDBACK REPORTS
rating) is a convenient tool for personnel Ships' Maintenance and Material
studying for advancement. It provides, in one Management (3-M) Manual,
easy-to-use handbook, information petty
officers need to prepare for advancement. The OPNAVINST 4790.4B-Chaps
handbook is divided into three sections: Part A through 9, 12, and 13

explains the Navy advancement system. Part B
contains the naval standards and their PATU
supporting bibliography. Part C contains the
occupational standards and their supporting
bibliography and personnel advancement To complete each PAR, the supervisor
requirements. must first understand the OCCSTD. A person

ADVANCEMENT HANDBOOK FOR who learns to perform the task stated in the
APPRENTICESHIPS. -The Advancement OCCSTD should ask the supervisor to verify
Handbook for Apprenticeships is divided into the performance of the task. If the task can be
three sections: Part A not only explains the performed satisfactorily, the supervisor will
Navy advancement system, but introduces the sign off that PAR. After all the PARs are
apprentice to new terms such as paygrade, completed for the next rate, the division officer
rating, and rate. Part B introduces NAVSTDs or supervisor does the following:
and their supporting bibliography to the
apprentice. Part C explains the different 1. Signs off the PARs COMPLETION
apprenticeship OCCSTDs and their supporting CERTIFICATION in part C of the
bibliography. Advancement Handbook.
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Dates

MEMORANDUiN

Fromz Division Officer

Tos Personnel Officer

SUBJ: COMPLETION OF PERSONNEL ADVANCEMENT REOUIREMENTS (PARS)

1. This is to certify the below named individual has completed PAR* for the rate indicated:

MANE :
(Last, Firste Middle)

PRESENT RATE: SSAN:s

COMPLETED PARs FOR (RATE):

2. Please make the appropriate service record entry.

(Signature)

Dates
From: Personnel Officer

To: Division Officer

1. Returned.

2. Service record entry completed.

(Signature)

Figure 4-4.-PARS completion memorandum.

2. Completes and forwards the PARs products, their NAVEDTRA numbers, and
COMPLETION MEMORANDUM (fig. 4-4) their national stock numbers. You can find the
on page C-App II of the handbook. system, ship type, or specific qualification in

the key word listing of the catalog.
These forms document that the person has
completed the PARs for that rate. After a PETTY OFFICER AND CHIEF PETTY
PARs completion entry is made in the service OFFICER INDOCTRINATION
record, the memorandum is returned and COURSES (POIC AND CPOIC)
placed in the person's training record.

PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION The completion of the POIC and CPOIC is
STANDARDS (PQS) mandatory for new third class petty officer and

chief petty officer selectees. E-4 and E-7
The PQS program qualifies officer and selectees from Navywide advancement exams

enlisted personnel to perform certain duties. It may not be frocked or advanced until they have
is a compilation of the knowledge and skills completed the appropriate course. However,
required to qualify for a specific watchstanding commanding officers of training commands
or maintenance of equipment or to perform as may authorize frocking for student CPO
a team member within a unit. As the selectees before they complete the CPOIC if the
educational services officer, you should know course is not available at the training
where to find PQS materials. The Personnel command. Although a temporary waiver may
Qualification Standards Catalog, NAVEDTRA be granted for frocking purposes, completion
43100-5B, contains a key word listing of all of the CPOIC is required before the
PQS requirements and PQS supplementary advancement is effected. Personnel must also
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complete the POIC before frocking or 4. Communicating with others
advancement to petty officer third class in
training commands and accelerated 5. Standards in the Navy
advancement programs. Completion of the 6. Counseling
POIC is required even though the personnel did
not take a Navywide advancement 7. Discipline
examination. 8. Military justice and the petty officer

The POIC and CPOIC were developed to
ease the transition of newly advanced enlisted 9. Navy Human Resource Management/
personnel as they assume the responsibilities of Quality of Life (HRM/QOL) Program
new and unique roles. Individual commands
should conduct these courses when feasible. Chief Petty Officer Indoctrination
Consolidated training by several commands, Course (CPOIC)
which is considered to be more effective for the
CPOIC, is recommended if possible. The The CPOIC course is a 22-hour onboard
command master chief should be the training course designed to prepare newly
organizational coordinator for both courses. If selected chief petty officers for transition from
possible, chief petty officers with instructor petty officer first class to chief petty officer.
experience should conduct the courses. The course is designed to answer as many

questions as possible regarding this major
The CPOIC and POIC onboard training milestone in a Navy person's career. The In-

packages consist of two components: the structor's Guide (NAVEDTRA 10822-BI) and
Student's Journal and the Instructor's Guide. Student's Journal (NAVEDTRA 10825-Al) are

The Student's Journal (S.J.) is a narrative divided into the following 11 subject matter
text, in a modified outline format, which areas:
includes the topical outline, a course overview,
key points, supplemental readings, and 1. Pride and professionalism
references. Space is provided on each page for 2. Communication skills overview
student notes. The Student's Journal becomes
the property of the student upon completion of 3. Authority and responsibility
the course.

The Instructor's Guide (I.G.) is the 4. Military justice and the CPO
"working document" for the instructor. It
contains all the information found in the 5. The CPO as a leader and middle
Student's Journal in outline form with manager
questions interspersed to stimulate classroom
discussion. TA - Instructor's Guide should be 6. Performance counseling and evaluations
"personalized" to fit the policy, doctrine, and
climate of the command. 7. CPO uniform history, regulations, and

requirements
Petty Officer Indoctrination Course 8. Quarters and messes
(POIC)

9. Navy programs (for example, the
The POIC is a 2-hour onboard training Substance Abuse, Equal Opportunity, and

course covering a wide range of subject matter Sexual Harassment Programs)
areas. The Instructor's Guide (NAVEDTRA
10821-BI) and Student's Journal (NAVEDTRA 10. Career incentives
10820-BI) are divided into the following nine
units of instruction: 11. The CPO image and fraternal

relationships
1. Roles and responsibilities of a petty

officer Ordering CPOIC and POIC Student's

2. Developing leadership and management Journals and Instructor's Guides

skills Since the CPOIC and POIC are updated
3. Basic needs and human behavior annually, order new Student's Journals
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and Instructor's Guides for each CPO of the minimum skills required of you to
advancement cycle. The normal issue for each qualify for advancement.
training package is 1 Instructor's Guide for
every 15 Student's Journals. Order the courses Your Advancement Handbook for Petty
using a DD-1348 supply requisition form. Officers puts you in touch with references that
Detailed ordering procedures, current support the OCCSTDs in your rate. Your
NAVEDTRA numbers, and stock numbers are handbook lists the mandatory (*) and
provided in the List of Training Manuals recommended TRAMANs and other reference
and Correspondence Courses, NAVEDTRA materials. Remember to study all the
10061-AT. Because of the mandatory publications, manuals, and directives in the
requirement for personnel to complete these BIB for your next higher rate and for all lower
courses, order early to have the materials rates. Be sure you study any specific referrals
available. Submit requests for course materials mentioned in the references. You can gain
to additional knowledge from specific referrals,

Commanding Officer which will separate you from less motivated
Navandin Pu ication acandidates. Being just minimally prepared forNaval Publications and Forms Center teea o' ego nuh

5801Tabr Avnuethe exam won't be good enough.5801 Tabor Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 19120 WHAT THE EXAM CONSISTS OF

STUDYING FOR ADVANCEMENT The advancement exam has 150 multiple-

choice questions, each with four answer
NOTE: This information about "Studying choices. The exam is given to everyone on the

for Advancement" is written to the

advancement candidate and may be locally same day, worldwide.

reproduced for distribution with handbooks Don't forget that this is a RANK-
and other study materials. ORDERING exam. How high do you want to

Studying for the exam is easier if you know be rank-ordered? Just "getting by" or doing
the answers to these three questions: (1) Where "OK" will not be good enough for you to
do I start? (2) What is the purpose of my advance. Study hard to earn the best and
study? and (3) What does the exam consist of? highest rank in the rank-ordering system!
The following information will prevent you
from wasting time.

SUMMARY
WHERE TO START

Be prepared to study hard if you want to In your role as ESO, you will have

advance. Start by reading your Advancement extensive dealings with the Naval

Handbook. It contains your OCCSTDs and Correspondence Course Program. All Navy

supporting bibliography, your rating path, and personnel at your command will need to take a

the scope of the rating. course at some time, and they will come to you
to order these training materials. That is why

The Examination Profile Information you need to know how to obtain the courses
forms from your previous exams point out your they need and how to administer them. You
strengths and weaknesses. Use this information should keep a plentiful supply of TRAMANs
to improve yourself. It is a report (like a report and NRTCs for the various rates and ratings
card) of how well you did on the previous exam attached to your command.
in comparison to all others who took the same
exam. However, it does not tell you what will The Bibliography for Advancement Study
be on the next exam. Every exam is different and the Advancement Handbooks for petty
from those before it. officers and apprenticeships are the most

important study guides available for enlisted
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR personnel preparing for advancement. These
STUDY study guides will provide information about

advancement paths, eligibility requirements for
You should know what skills and abilities advancement, professional development,

are expected of you. Your OCCSTDs are a list examinations, and exam scoring. These
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handbooks are not distributed automatically; Distribution Statements on Technical
therefore, you are responsible for ensuring they Documents, OPNAVINST 5510.1G, Office of
are available to the personnel in your the Chief of Naval Operations, Washington,
command. D.C., 1985.

You especially need to be sure the CPOIC List of Training Manuals and Correspondence
and POIC are available after each exam cycle Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061-AT, Naval
since petty officers cannot be frocked or Education and Training Command, Pensacola,
advanced without completing the appropriate Fla., 1988.
course.

Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
Personnel Classifications and Occupational

REFERENCES Standards, NAVPERS 18068E, Bureau of
Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C., 1986.

Advancement Handbook for Apprenticeships,

Naval Education and Training Program Navy Stock List of Publications and Forms,
Management Support Activity, Pensacola, Fla., NAVSUP Pub 2002, Naval Supply Systems
1989. Command, Philadelphia, Pa., 1980. Micro-

fiche.
Advancement Handbook for Petty Officers,
NAVEDTRA 71150, Naval Education and Personnel Qualification Standards Catalog,
Training Program Management Support NAVEDTRA 43100-5B, Naval Education and
Activity, Pensacola, Fla., 1989. Training Support Center, Pacific, San Diego,

Bibliography for Advancement Study, Calif., 1988.

NAVEDTRA 10052-AK, Naval Education and U.S. Department of Defense, Distribution
Training Program Management Support Statements on Technical Documents, DOD
Activity, Pensacola, Fla., 1989. Directive 5230.24, Washington, D.C., 1984.
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CHAPTER 5

NAVY ENLISTED ADVANCEMENT SYSTEM

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to do the following:

1. Identify the Navy Enlisted Advancement 6. Identify the responsibilities of the ESO
System and determine how it differs from the necessary for advancement.
other services.

2. Identify advancement as a milestone in a 7. Identify special advancement requirements.
Navy career.

3. Determine the objectives of the Navy 8. Identify the methods of obtaining a change
Enlisted Advancement System. in rate or rating.

4. Identify the qualifications necessary for 9. Identify the paths leading to a commission as
advancement, a naval officer.

5. Identify the different methods and programs
of advancement.

INTRODUCTION TO THE NAVY opportunities to compete for advancement with
ENLISTED ADVANCEMENT all others in their respective ratings and rates.

SYSTEM For example, a BM2 serving with the U.S.
Seventh Fleet in the Far East and a BM2

The Navy Enlisted Advancement System is serving with the U.S. Sixth Fleet in the
the most formalized advancement system of the Mediterranean takes the same BM1
armed services and differs considerably from advancement examination on the same day.
the other branches. Unlike the other services,
the majority of advancement opportunities in Before a person can take part in a
the Navy are based upon each member's final Navywide competitive examination, appear
multiple score in a Navywide competitive before any selection board, or be advanced,
advancement cycle. The final multiple score, that person must be recommended by the
which is designed to measure the whole person, commanding officer. As the ESO and a
is based on a combination of the person's manager, you should ensure the person is fully
examination score, performance, and qualified for advancement. How many times
experience, have you heard someone comment, "Let's

Persons cannot be advanced to paygrades recommend him or her-he or she will never

E-4, E-5, E-6, or E-7 without taking an pass the examination anyway" or "What

advancement examination, except for those selection board would pick that loser?" This

enrolled in special programs. Navywide situation poses a problem for the advancement

examinations are not normally required for system. An unqualified person should NOT BE
advancement to paygrades E-2, E-3, E-8, and RECOMMENDED FOR ADVANCEMENT!
E-9. ENSURING THAT THE BEST QUALIFIED

INDIVIDUALS ARE RECOMMENDED

Navywide advancement examinations are AND PROMOTED is the goal of every
developed by the Naval Education and Training commanding officer. A technical adviser for
Program Management Support Activity the advancement program can play a very
(NETPMSA), Pensacola, Florida. NETPMSA important role in ensuring only those fully
develops challenging examinations for enlisted qualified persons are recommended for
personnel Navywide to afford them equal advancement.
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THE NAVY ENLISTED * Complete mandatory TRAMAN
ADVANCEMENT SYSTEM requirements (If a TRAMAN is not available in

the supply system, the mandatory requirement
The objective of the Navy Enlisted for completion is waived until a revised edition

Advancement System is to provide the Navy's is published. The NAVEDTRA 10052-AK or
best qualified petty officers to man its ships BUPERSNOTE 1418 published for the
and stations. The advancement system allows respective examination cycle will show those
only the best of the Navy's qualified enlisted courses waived.)
personnel to advance to higher levels of
responsibility. * Meet citizenship or security clearance

The Navy Enlisted Advancement System is requirements for advancement in certain rates
governed by the Manual of Advancement, or ratings
BUPERSINST 1430.16C. In addition to this
basic reference, a BUPERSNOTE 1418 is 0 Meet minimum performance criteria
issued before each advancement cycle. This
notice announces the schedule of the * Be in the proper path of advancement
examinations and provides other pertinent
information. It is normally issued as follows: 0 Fulfill special requirements for certain

1. Notice for the January chief petty ratings
officer (CPO) examination is issued in
November of the preceding year. * Remain eligible for advancement

2. Notice for the March petty officer third
class (P03) through first class (POI) 0 Not be a selectee for appointment to
examinations is issued in December of the temporary officer or warrant officer status
preceding year.

3. Notice for the September P03 through * Meet minimum time-in-rate (TIR)
POI examinations is issued each June. requirements

4. Notice for the November competition Be recommended by the commanding
for master chief petty officer (MCPO) and
senior chief petty officer (SCPO) is published officer
in August. i Pass the appropriate military/leadership

You should carefully review the Manual of examination for petty officer third class (P03),
Advancement and BUPERSNOTE 1418 to petty officer second class (P02), petty officer
ensure your command follows the proper first class (POI), or chief petty officer (CPO)
procedures for each cycle.

To help you understand the normal system * Successfully compete in a Navywide
of advancement, we will divide it into two advancement examination cycle
parts:

1 Not exceed the high-year tenure (HYT)
1. The requirements that must be met for a requirements or have a pending request for

candidate to be qualified; that is, to be transfer to the Fleet Reserve (candidates for
considered for advancement. E-7/8/9)

2. The factors that actually determine
whether or not the candidate will be advanced. * After selection for advancement to P03

REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY FOR or CPO, complete the Petty Officer Third ClassQUII ETSNE A FIndoctrination Course (POIC) or Chief Petty
QUALIFICATION Officer Indoctrination Course (CPOIC)

To be qualified for advancement, a member * Meet physical readiness standards and
must meet the following requirements: rating-specific physical requirements

* Complete Personnel Advancement
Requirements (PARs), including a performance NOTE: Some ratings require the successful
test, if applicable completion of a service school. For a complete
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PAYGRADE E-1 to E-2 tc E-3 to _E-4 toI E-5 to E-6 to E-7 to E-8 to'
E-2 E-3 E-4 E-5to E-6 E-7 E-8 E-9

PAR, PARs must be conpleted for
PAR ::::::.. :.-:::::ii advancement to E-4 through E-7 ...

NDATORY MANAITORY (*) publ ications for all rates must be comp eted toTRAMANs ualif for advancement, except as noted in text

MANDORY ~Class A
MANDATORY school AGC MUCS
SERVICE for some LN2 ,.... ........ MUC MUCM
SCHOOLS ratings

CITIZENSHIP
/SECURITY Citzenship and security requirements for ratings are outlined in NAVPERS 18068E
MINIMUM

PERFORMANCE 3.0 minimum PMAI C R IT R IA ........... :::::: =!::: i........... .... ....... :
C R IER IA i:-ii . i :1_'i: :.:: :1:. i:::i.::iiii ::. p c f i d r t i g u t o p et p -1 . ....... ...- . .................... ::-:: ......

PERF .Specified ratings must complete appli- ............ I......
TES ~Cable performance tests before taking
________ i .Navywide advancement examination '...

PROPER
ADV PATH All candidates must advance within the proper path of advancement
FULFI1LL '

SPECIAL Special requirements for specific ratings are outlined in NAVPERS 18068E
REQ

INELIGI-
BILITY Not be involved in any circumstances that render ineligibility for advancement
OFFICER

SELECTEES Not eligible for advancement if selectee for LDO or CWO
TIME IN 9 mos .19 mos. 6 mos 12 mos. 36 mos. 36 mosi 36 mos. 36 mos.

RATE (TIR) as E-1 I as E-2 as E-3 l as E-4 as E-5 as E-6 as E-7 as E-8
CO RECOM- All candidates require the commanding officer's recommendation
MENDATION

Ersonnel rir.ing ae 3 ass Mili tary/Leadership examsto fulfil orthe2-yearreqirement

2FEXM to E3NayApticespag e (E- exashrocall preare tss Mayb4ue

exthe Pass Navywi de advancement-in-rate
ex m E-4 throu h..:' E-7," -')i:! !!! " :.:

E-7/81/cnd

OBLIGATED have 2 years remaining
SERVICE obligate service to
REQUIRED accept alpointment to a

Figure. pCPO aa eradei

PO IC CO C PO IC ...: ....... :: .........., :::.: ...
PHYSICAL
READINESS Refer to OPNAVINST 6110.1C for

STANARDS Physical Readiness Standards

I Personnel retiring after 30 years are not obligated to fulfill the 2-year requirement
2 For E-2 to E-3, Navy Apprenticeship (E-3) exams or locally prepared tests may be used

3 Selectees must complete the POIC o CPOIC before frocking or advancement.

Figure 5-1].-Eligibility information.

listing of these required schools, consult SPECIAL ADVANCEMENT
OPNAVINST 1430.5C. REQUIREMENTS

Figure 5-1 provides a ready reference of the Many times nondesignated strikers
specific eligibility requirements that personnel complete the required courses for a rating
must meet. The requirements for advancement without inquiring if the rating they desire to

are discussed in detail in the Manual of strike for is open or closed. OPNAVINST
Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C. 1430.5C governs the different rating entries.
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ESOs should encourage nondesignated strikers Generally, only U.S. citizens are assigned
to strike for OPEN ratings since these ratings sensitive duties or granted access to classified
provide the best opportunities for information. About one-half of the Navy's
advancement. You must be aware that ratings require access to classified information.
manpower requirements for junior-level rating For this reason, immigrant aliens generally are
entries fluctuate with the overall needs of the not permitted entry into ratings requiring access
Navy. to classified information unless citizenship is

NMPC uses two major categories of rating imminent.

control to identify Navy manpower needs. The FACTORS THAT DETERMINE
rating-entry categories from the apprenticeship ADVANCEMENT
level to petty officer third class are open and Advancement is not automatic. A member
closed. An OPEN rating is open to all becomes eligible for advancement by meeting
apprentices. An apprentice may not enter a all of the requirements, but this does not
CLOSED rating unless he or she has attended aformal Navy school. guarantee that the member will be advanced.

Certain factors are used to determine which
As the educational services officer, you will members, out of all of those qualified, will

be pointing out to nondesignated strikers the actually be advanced in rate.
ratings they may strike for. All rating-entry After the member has qualified for
categories may be found in Rating Entry for advancement and passed the Navywide
General Apprentices (REGA), OPNAVINST advancement anassed the naywide
1430.5C. You should be aware of the rules that advancement examination, the final multiple
apply to personnel desiring to enter any rating. score (FiS) is computed. The FMS
You may also serve as a member of the computation is based on three factors:
command striker selection board. In either experience + performance + exam score.
capacity, you have to know what special Experience is determined by the length of
advancement requirements exist for certain service, service in paygrade, awards, and the
ratings. Those special requirements may include passed-not-advanced (PNA) points earned in
completion of service schools, U.S. citizenship, previous examinations. The performance factorand a specific security clearance., is established by previous enlisted performance

evaluation reports. Once the examination is
graded, all three factors are calculated and

Required Service Schools added together to give the FMS. All the
qualified candidates are then ranked according

Some ratings require personnel to complete to their FMSs, beginning with the highest FMS
A school before they can establish eligibility for and descending to the lowest FMS.
a rating and take part in the Navywide Advancement authorizations are then issued to
competitive examination for paygrade E-4. A the top ranking candidates to fill the number of
list of those ratings is contained in existing vacancies in a particular rate.
OPNAVINST 1430.5C. Some ratings require The E4/E5, E6, and E7 columns under the
personnel to complete more advanced schools Maximum Allowable FMS Points/Percent FMSand courses before advancing beyond a certainpaygade Fo intanc, a LN canot Points heading of figure 5-2 show the

paygade Fo intanc, a LN canot maximum examination standard score a person
participate in the examination for LN1 until he m aium examination standard
or she has completed the Naval Justice School. can atins 80. Th examnton tandardscore points count 35 percent of the E4/E5

total FMS. The maximum points allowed for
Citizenship and Security Clearance the performance factor for E4/E5 is 70, or 30
Requirements percent of the FMS. The remaining 35 percent

of the total FMS is based on a combination of
Some ratings require a person to be a U.S. the length of service, service in paygrade,

citizen and be eligible to receive a clearance for awards, and PNA points. Within the awards,
access to classified information. A list of those or experience factor, a one-time addition of 2
ratings is contained in the Manual of points may be awarded for an associate degree
Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C, and attainment or 4 points for a bachelor degree, if
Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and the degree was earned during off-duty time.
Personnel Classifications and Occupational This benefit may be used for only one paygrade
Standards, NAVPERS 18068E. advancement.
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FINAL MULTIPLE SCORE COMPUTATION

Exam
Pay- Max. Allowable FMS Points/

Factor grade Computation Percent FMS Points

E4/E5 E6 E7

Standard All Indicated on Exam 80/35% 80/3007o 80/60%
Score (SS) Profile Sheet

Performance E4/E5 *(PMA x 60) - 170 70/30%
Factor (PF) E6 *(PMA x 60) - 148 92/35%

E7 *PMA x 13 52/4007o

Length of E4/E5 (TAS - SIPG) + 15 30/130o%
Service E6 (TAS - SIPG) + 19 34/1307o
(LOS)**

Service in E4/E5 (2 x SIPG) + 15 30/13%
paygrade E6 (2 x SIPG) + 19 34/13%
(SIPG)

Awards E4/E5 Values as listed in 10/4.5%
E6 para 418 12/4.5%

BUPERSINST
1430.16C

PNA Points E4/E5 As indicated on past 10/4.507o
E6 Profile Info. 12/4.5%

Maximum All 230 264 132
FMS
Possible

*Performance mark average (PMA) is determined using exhibit
IV-II BUPERSINST 1430.16C.

* Length of Service is a combination of all active Navy service plus

other active military service, as described in the Manual of
Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C.

Figure 5-2.-Final multiple score computation.
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Table 5-1.-Sample FMS Computation

Table 5-1 explains the final multiple score computation using a step-by-step process given the
following known values.

Result: SS 56.00

PF = (PMA x 60) - 148

89.00 = (3.95 x 60) - 148

LOS 23.75 = (TAS - SPIG) + 19

= (8.25 - 3.5) + 19

= 4.75 + 19

= 23.75 Sample Computation for E-6

SIPG 26.00 = (2 x SPIG) + 19

= (2 x 3.5) + 19

= 7 + 19

= 26

Awards 02.00

PNA pts 01.50

198.25

When converting months to decimal equivalents for LOS and SIPG use the following con-
version tables listed:

Months Fraction Months Fractions

1 .08 7 .58

2 .17 8 .67

3 .25 9 .75

4 .33 10 .83

5 .42 11 .92

6 .50

Table 5-1 explains the final multiple score ENLISTED ADVANCEMENT SYSTEM
computation for a candidate participating for VIDEO PRESENTATION
advancement to E-6 given the following FMS A 37-minute videotape explaining the
values: Navy's advancement system has been

Examination standard score (SS) = 56 distributed to the fleet. Along with an easy-to-
understand explanation of the advancement

Performance mark average (PMA) = 3.95 system, the tape covers how to prepare for

Length of service (YR/MO) (LOS) = 08/03 advancement exams and selection boards.

Service in paygrade (YR/MO) (SIPG) = 03/06 The videotape presentation was distributed

Awards = 2.0 to all Navy activities assigned at least 25

PNA points = 1.5 enlisted personnel. The presentation, which
serves as a valuable counseling aid for all
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enlisted personnel, provides a broad overview Both the candidate for advancement and
of the advancement system, the command have advancement

responsibilities. Each member must ensure thatThe presentation is divided into two parts. his or her advancement requirements are

Part one is intended especially for educational cople accuratelytandqonrtme. The

services officers (ESOs), personnel officers, and completed accurately and on time. The

career counselors. It discusses the final multiple personnel who are eligible in all respects are

score (FMS) computation, exam development recommended for advancement. The
and scoring, how advancement quotas are commanding officer has the ultimate
determined in a vacancy-dependent system, and responsibility of making recommendations for
the importance of performance evaluations to advancement and for withdrawing
advancement. recommendations for advancement. ESOs and

Part two is intended for all advancement Navy personnel working in the education and
candidates. It discusses proven preparation training field can be a positive force by guiding
techniques for advancement exam study, what personnel in the attainment of their goals.
materials to study, and how to interpret exam
results. It discusses the relative weight in the REGULAR ADVANCEMENT
final multiple score of such factors as exams,
evaluations, awards, and PNA points. The The Department of Defense (DOD)
presentation also explains the selection board prescribes the minimum total active federal
process and offers helpful advice for eligible military service (TAFMS) a person must have
candidates. to compete as a REGULAR CANDIDATE for

The presentation can be ordered through advancement. Detailed information may be
the Naval Education and Training Support found in paragraph 301.11.3 of the Manual of
Center, Atlantic (NETCLANT) or NETCPAC Advancement. The TAFMS requirements for
for pacific fleet commands. The production advancement to paygrades E-4 through E-9 are
identification number for the presentation is as follows:
803480DN. TAFMS MINIMUM TO BE A REGi LAR

CANDIDATE

ADVANCEMENT IN THE NAVY PAYGRADE TAFMS PAYGRADE TAFMS
E-4 2 years E-7 11 years

Advancement is a significant milestone in a

Navy member's career. Each advancement E-5 3 years E-8 16 years
brings significant changes in duties and
increased responsibilities. With each E-6 7 years E-9 19 years
advancement a person is one step closer to his
or her ultimate career goal.

Advancement is one of the most rewarding EARLY ADVANCEMENT
accomplishments in a person's naval career and
one that has a great impact on morale. Many Some persons may not have the minimum
rewards of Navy life are earned through the TAFMS required to be regular candidates but
advancement system. Some of these rewards may qualify in all other respects. If
are readily apparent-better pay, more recommended by their commanding officers,
challenging job assignments, and greater such persons may compete as EARLY
respect. CANDIDATES. The early advancement

The member is not the sole benefactor of process, which is available to all enlisted Navy
advancement-the Navy also profits by gaining personnel, is designed to allow top performers

more competent and better trained members. to be advanced early in their careers.

Highly trained personnel are essential to the The number of advancement quotas that
mission of the Navy. Each time a person is may be filled by early candidates is determined
advanced, that person's value to the Navy by DOD manning restrictions. The quotas are
increases. The trained person becomes more restricted to a maximum of 20 percent of the
valuable as a specialist in the rating and as a total enlisted forces for E-4 and 10 pe ent for
person who can train others. E-5 through E-9.
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To become a selectee as an early candidate, as the high-year tenure (HYT), which prescribes
a person may need a higher FMS than regular the maximum time allowed between paygrades
candidates competing for the same rate. This is for professional growth (advancement in rate)
because the early candidate "eligibility zone" to occur. Candidates for chief, senior chief,
and regular candidate "cut score" may be and master chief petty officer who will exceed
established at different FMS levels. Let's look their HYTs as of 1 July and 1 August of the
at the following example: year considered for advancement, respectively,

will not be considered for advancement unless

EXAMPLE RANK-ORDERED FMS an extension has been approved by the
SCORES Commander Naval Military PersonnelCommand (CNMPC). The candidates must

CANDIDATE FMS STATUS also agree to not request transfer to the Fleet
Reserve. High-year tenure is 23 years' total

1 207.65 SELECTEE (FOR active service for E-7 candidates, 26 years' for
ADVANCEMENT) E-8, and 28 years' for E-9 candidates. For

2 E201.65 SELECTEE detailed information refer to OPNAVINST
1160.5 B.

3 E197.18 SELECTEE

4 195.16 SELECTEE ADVANCEMENT PREPARATION
"EARLY
CANDIDATE" Candidates need to know how to prepare
ELIG. ZONE for advancement and what materials to study.

5 193.16 SELECTEE The knowledgeable ESO can play an important
role in the preparation for advancement.

6 190.61 SELECTEE
HOW THE ESO CAN ASSIST THE

7 E188.30 PNA (PASSED- CANDIDATE IN PREPARATION FOR

ADVANCED) ADVANCEMENT

8 183.03 SELECTEE The educational services officer should
assist candidates in preparing for advancement

9 178.21 SELECTEE in the following ways:

10 177.85 SELECTEE
* Encourage candidates to start

11 172.03 SELECTEE preparation early.

12 171.66 SELECTEE
* Ensure candidates are eligible for their

13 168.88 SELECTEE "REG. desired ratings.
CANDIDATE"
CUT SCORE 0 Ensure candidates have their own copy

14 168.83 PNA of the Advancement Handbook for Petty
Officers for their rating. Explain the

15 E160.00 PNA importance and use of the handbook, which
contains excerpts of the rating listed in the

16 160.00 PNA Bibliography for Advancement Study,
17 154.63 PNA NAVEDTRA 10052-AK, and the Manual of

Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel
18 FAIL Classification and Occupational Standards,

NAVPERS 18068E. Advise the candidate of
the mandatory training manuals and

HIGH-YEAR TENURE nonresident training courses they must
complete. These mandatory publications, listed

At the other end of the early advancement in the Handbook for Petty Officers and
spectrum is a system used to provide fair Bibliography for Advancement Study, are
promotion opportunities. This system is known marked with astcrisks.
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* Ensure candidates are familiar with the An examination is not required for
advancement requirements listed in the Manual advancement to E-8 or E-9; advancement to
of Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C. CPO, SCPO, and MCPO requires selection

board action. Boards are convened annually by
* Ensure candidates are aware that all the Chief of Naval Personnel (CHNAVPERS).

requirements, except TIR, must be completed CPO, SCPO, and MCPO candidates who
not later than 2 weeks preceding the first day of qualify for selection board consideration are
the month in which Navywide examinations are designated SELECTION BOARD ELIGIBLE
administered. (SBE) by NETPMSA. The total number

selected is based on Navywide vacancies. CPO
CANDIDATE RESPONSIBILITIES candidates are designated SBE on the basis of

their FMSs. SCPO and MCPO candidates are
Candidates for advancement MUST be designated SBE based on the recommendation

prepared. They should not wait until the last of their commanding officers.
minute to prepare and study for advancement.
Candidates should prepare for the examination
day in the following ways: CHANGE IN RATE OR RATING

* By knowing their ratings A change in rating is a change in
occupational specialty without a change in

* By getting plenty of sleep the night paygrade; for example, changing from
before the examination Boatswain's Mate second class to Religious

* By ensuring all requirements are Program Specialist second class.

completeoi on time and entered in their service The Navy makes a change in rating possible
records for a person who wishes to get into an area in

which that person has an aptitude and interest.
* By being prepared to do their best Naturally, the Navy's requirements take

precedence over a person's wishes if the two
Equally important in preparing for interests conflict.

advancement is the manner in which the Commanding officers have the authority to
candidates do their jobs-this is reflected in Commang e the a thips o
their evaluations. A sustained performance laterally change the apprenticeships of
reflected in an evaluation adds points to the personnel in paygrades E-2 and E-3 within the
candidate's FMS. NOW THE CANDIDATE IS Seaman, Fireman, and Airman apprenticeships;READY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE for example, from Seaman to Airman or
ADVANCEMENT EXAMINATION. Fireman to Seaman. This may be accomplishedby the commanding officer provided the

following requirements are mct:
NAVYWIDE ADVANCEMENT * The member requests a change.

EXAMINATION
A A greater need exists in the requestedAll eligible personnel compete for apprenticeship.

advancement or change in rating to fill
vacancies in the total Navy allowance by taking 0 A valid billet exists within the command.
a Navywide advancement examination.

NETPMSA develops examinations for * The member is fully qualified for the
paygrades E-4 through E-7 for all Navy ratings. new apprenticeship.
Examinations contain 150 questions supported
by the occupational standards for each rate and All other administrative changes in rate or
rating. NETPMSA scores and processes rating are authorized in one of the following
examination answer sheets using a high-speed ways:
electronic scanner. Examination grades are then
combined with other factors to determine the 1. Under special conversion programs
FMS of qualified personnel. Eligible personnel (such as SCORE) through formal schools
are advanced to P03 through POI to fill 2. By the Commander, Naval Military
Navywide vacanciLs on the basis of their FMSs. Personnel Command (NMPC-483), through a
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board members are divided into panels to process. At least 3 years (but normally 5 years)
review the records of persons in specific of enlisted performance evaluations are
professional areas. reviewed. To ensure the board has current

The Chief of Naval Operations establishes a information, candidates may submit anyinformation that is not included in their
maximum selection quota for each rating. This records. th in arelthe i tor

quota is filled by the best qualified candidates cord The elcin boar

competing for advancement. The Department

of Defense has established the TAFMS 0 Sustained superior performance. This is
requirement, which personnel must normally the single most important factor influencing
meet before they can advance to any paygrade. selection.
No more than 10 percent of the total number of
members in any paygrade may have less than * Professional performance. Significant
the prescribed TAFMS. This quota is provided emphasis is placed on professional performance
to the board on an "allowable early paygrade at sea for male candidates and on performance
quota"; it is provided separately from the at sea or equivalent tours for female
quota for each rate. Some panels will select candidates. Candidates need not be serving in a
fewer early selectees than others because the candida t. ndeseed te ervn inuaaverge ime n srvic ofcanddats vaies sea duty billet. However, their records should
average time in service of candidates varies contain evidence of professional and
from rating to rating. managerial excellence at sea or in isolated duty

assignments. A variety of duty assignments,
Guidelines Provided to Each Board especially sea duty, qualifies personnel in this

area because it gives them a broad range of
The Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval professional experience. However, a candidate

Operations, Commander Naval Military having less variety, but otherwise demanding
Personnel Command, and the CNO's enlisted tours, may be equally qualified. The board
community managers have input to the takes into consideration that some ratings do
selection boards. Each year a precept is not offer a broad opportunity for sea duty,
developed for the board to outline the selection particularly at the senior levels. Assignments to
process concept and provide general guidance which candidates have been ordered for
to the board members. The board establishes its extended periods to meet the needs of the Navy
own administrative procedures and the will not unfavorably affect their selection
minimum selection criteria to be used by all opportunities.
members in screening the records of candidates.
The board applies the precept guidelines * Special tours. Additional emphasis is
equally to each candidate within a rating; placed on candidates who have successfully
however, application of the criteria may vary served in or are now successfully serving in
slightly from rating to rating. This variation is demanding special tours. These special tours
the result of differences in supervisory include such assignments as recruit company
opportunities, schooling, sea/shore rotation commanders, instructors, enlisted detailers,
patterns, and so forth. Under the precept recruiters, and other tours requiring special
guidelines, the board is given the latitude to qualifications.
establish its own internal emphasis, thereby
ensuring the dynamic nature of the selection * Performance evaluations and the total
process. An oath is administered to the board person concept. Evaluations are closely
members and recorders that defines the conduct reviewed to ensure the performance marks and
and performance expected from each board the narrative correspond. The board also
member. considers the total person concept. This

concept involves the consideration of personal
What Does the Board Consider? decorations, letters of commendation, and

command and community involvement.
Board members receive a copy of each

candidate's microfiche record. They also * Duty assignments. The board can
receive a folder containing a file of any determine a candidate's performance in his or
correspondence received by the board president her current duty assignment from the job
before the board's deliberations. Each record is description on the evaluation. A history of a
independently reviewed during the screening person's duty assignments can be determined
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from the service record. Using this data, the Jobs held and number of people
selection board can tell whether the person is supervised
performing duties commensurate with the rate
and meeting professional growth expectancies. * Duty assignments (sea, arduous

unaccompanied, instructor, recruiter, detailer,
* Weight standards. Candidates classified and so forth)

as obese, who failed the physical readiness test
(PRT) 3 or more times, or are classified as * Special qualifications such as the
overfat for 3 or more PRT cycles may not be Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist (ESWS),
recommended for advancement. Selectees who Submarine Warfare (SS), and other special
do not meet the PRT body-fat requirements qualification insignias
may not be frocked. The requirements of
OPNAVINST 6110.IC must be met before the 0 Awards
limiting date of advancement.

0 Education (on and off duty)
* Alcohol-related misconduct or poor

performance. Advancement will not be denied * Problem areas
solely on the basis of prior alcoholism or
alcohol abuse if the member has participated in All of these categories are considered in the
a successful treatment and recovery program. selection process. Some areas are more
However, the board considers any misconduct important than others, but all are important
or poor performance resulting from alcoholism and deserve appropriate comment in
or alcohol abuse in determining fitness for evaluations.
advancement.

Improving Chances for Selection
* Behavior problems. Service record

entries about disciplinary problems, letters of Candidates should ensure their Naval
indebtedness, or behavioral difficulties, such as Military Personnel Command (NMPC) official
drug abuse or discrimination, adversely affect a microfiche records are current, complete, and
candidate's selection. Once these problems are in proper order. Candidates should order a
overcome, the most important selection factor copy of their microfiche records from NMPC-
is again sustained superior performance. 312 at least 6 months before the board

convenes. They should then review their
* Slating. Each service record is reviewed records carefully to ensure all pertinent

and assessed by at least two board members. information is included.
Once the entire rating is completed, the board Candidates should ensure their evaluations
arranges all the candidates from the best to are typed properly with no misspellings or other
least qualified. This is called slating. The best typographical errors. These errors are as much
of the qualified candidates are then the responsibility of the candidate as the
recommended for advancement by the selection command. They should also ensure the
board. evaluation covers the correct period of time.

Candidates should seek challenging
The selection of candidates is based on their assignments, increased responsibilities, and

contributions to the mission of the command

and the Navy. In specific terms, this means the demanding and taxing leadership positions.
candiate's Navynecii rtedrmsing me the Many candidates are content to homestead in acandidate's record is rated according to the particular locale with a repetitive type ofcandidate's performance in the following areas: assignment. They would increase their

advancement opportunities by maintaining a
* Performance rotation of assignments.

* Leadership and managerial abilities Before evaluations are written, candidates
should submit all pertinent information on the
Enlisted Performance Evaluation Report

* Comparison to peers Individual Input, NAVPERS 1616/21 (brag
sheet). Pertinent information should include

* Potential for increased responsibility special qualifications earned during the
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reporting period, awards received, and all BUPERSINST 1430.17C. Personnel in
significant professional achievements. paygrades E-3, E-4, and E-5 may be advanced
Candidates should list educational to the next higher paygrade under this
achievements, including Navy schools, program. The program is designed to work in
correspondence courses, and civilian-sponsored conjunction with, but not to replace, the
courses completed during the reporting period, normal advancement system.
They should also list collateral duties, To qualify for the Command Advancement
command and community involvement, and oquaify mmbe m ust metanyothr iforaton anddats felis Program, a Navy member must meet the
any other information candidates feel following requirements:noteworthy.

An evaluation should emphasize the Be assigned to a unit of the operating
person's ability, potential, and willingness to forces for a normal tour of duty or completion
accept positions of leadership and of a normal tour of duty; that is, for rotation
management. It should specifically indicate purposes, type duty 2, 4, or 8. Type duty codes
why the person should be advanced, are explained in chapter 3 of the Enlisted

Commanding officers should follow the Transfer Manual (TRANSMAN).

explicit instructions in the Navy Enlisted * Meet the following time-in-rate (TIR)
Performance Evaluation System, requirements on or before the effective date of
NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1616.1A, to ensure advancement:
marks are assigned properly. This enables
selection boards to distinguish the top runners For Paygrade TIR
from the average candidates. One way to
ensure the top performers in a command are E-4 6 months as E-3
identified is to rank the individuals against their
peers. Command master chiefs, senior chiefs, E-5 1 year as E-4
or command chiefs should be involved in the E-6 3 years as E-5
evaluation process of the command. The
coordination and cooperation of the entire Meet the following total active federal
chain of command is required for the Navy tohave a reliable evaluation system. A good military service (TAFMS) requirements on or
evaluation system, in turn, ensures that the before 30 September of the fiscal year in whichevalatin sste, i tun, nsues hatthe the member is being advanced:
Navy can institute a good promotion and
selection process.

Commands should ensure all evaluations For Paygrade TAFMS

are proofread for accuracy. Many times E-4 2 years
evaluations are incomplete, which creates
problems for selection boards. Reconstruction E-5 3 years
of a member's career and performance is E-6 7 years
difficult enough without requiring the board to
guess about areas left incomplete. Since * Be on board for at least 6 months.
evaluation comments must be limited to the
space provided (no continuation sheets are * Meet all school, course-completion,
authorized), commands should use clear and citizenship, and security requirements.
concise language using specific statements.
Unusual abbreviations or acronyms, *Complete PARs and all other re-
particularly those developed locally or of a quirements required for normal advancement,
transitory nature, should not be used. with the exception of advancement examination

THE COMMAND ADVANCEMENT p p

PROGRAM (CAP) 0 Meet weight requirements for ad-
vancement.

The Command Advancement Program
authorizes commanding officers to advance a When a member is CAP advanced, the
certain percentage of their assigned enlisted command must forward an Examination
personnel in recognition of superior Answer Sheet and a copy of the
performance. This program is governed by Recommendation for Advancement in Rate or
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Change of Rating (worksheet) (NAVEDTRA SELECTIVE CONVERSION AND
1430/2) under a registered letter of transmittal REENLISTMENT (SCORE)
to NETPMSA and a copy of the letter to PROGRAM
COMNAVMILPERSCOM (NMPC-221). This
is required by the CAP instruction, but it is The requirements for advancement under
often overlooked by the command. the SCORE Program are found in
BUPERSINST 1430.17C also governs the MILPERSMAN, article 1060010. This program
Command Advancement Program for selected provides automatic advancement to P02 upon
reserve crews of Naval Reserve force ships. a person's satisfactory completion of either a

class C school or class C package listed in the
ACCELERATED ADVANCEMENT current Career Schools Listing (CSL). Always

refer to MILPERSMAN, article 1060020, for
The Accelerated Advancement Program the current listing.

provides an opportunity for members to elect
accelerated advancement to P03 without SELECTIVE TRAINING AND
competing in a Navywide advancement REENLISTMENT (STAR)
examination. This opportunity is provided to PROGRAM
enlisted members in the advanced electronics
field (AEF), nuclear field (NF), and advanced The advancement authority for this
technical field (ATF) programs. It is also reenlistment incentive program is governed by
provided to eligible graduates of certain class A MILPERSMAN, article 1060020. The STAR
schools. Program guarantees a P03 advancement to

A person is authorized only one accelerated P02 upon completion of a class C school or C
advancement under this program. Accelerated school package listed in the Career School

advancement must be elected either at the time Listing (CSL). It also guarantees advancement
of or before graduation from class A school. to P03 upon completion of phase I of an AEF

Commanding officers and directors of the class A school based on automatic
applicable school can advance those persons advancement procedures for the AEF program.
enrolled under the AEF, ATF, or NF programs
who meet the requirements outlined in
MILPERSMAN, articles 1050310 and 2230150. PATHS LEADING TO A
Upon graduation from A school, the director COMMISSION
of the applicable school will recommend for
advancement those candidates, other than The opportunity to receive a commiksion as
graduates of AEF, ATF, and NF, who are an officer in the Navy has never been better
qualified for accelerated advancement within than it is today. Two of the most popular
the percentages established, programs leading to a commission are the ChiefWarrant Officer (CWO) Program and the

Advancements for personnel other than Limited Duty Officer (LDO) Program.

AEF, ATF, or NF students may be effected at

the person's first duty station after a 4- to 8-
month observation period. Candidates must
have graduated in the top percentile as IN 6
established by the specific class A school listed
in MILPERSMAN, article 1050310. They must
be recommended by the training school v-2 W-3 W-4
commanding officer and successfully pass the
E-4 military/leadership exam. They also must
complete the military requirements for P03 as -
well as all required PARs. Before advancement E-6 E-7 E-*8 E7 E-8 E-

to E-4, the person must complete the POIC. 8 1 12-24
TIR is waived for members being advanced YEARS YEARS
under the provisions of accelerated OF SERVICE OF SERVICE

advancement. In other words, accelerated E9WHO HAS COMPLETED TWO YEARS TIME-advacemet. n oter ords acelertedIN-GRADE WILL BE APPOINTED TO w-3

advancement to E-4 may be effected for
qualified candidates whether or not the member Figure 5-3.-Path of advancement from enlisted to chief
is serving in paygrade E-3. warrant officer and limited duty officer.
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NORMAL PATH OF ADVANCEMENT
TO CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER AND LIMITED DUTY OFFICER

CWO CATEGORY AND LDO CATEGORY AND
ENUSTED RATING OFFICER DESIGNATOR OFFICER DESIGNATOR

I uf / au I I~u.I/J

BM QM. SM BOATSWAIN (711x 1721X) DECK (611X!621X)

OS'EWOT* OPERATIONS TECH (712 ) OPERATIONS (612 x)
ST. IC. EN. MM. GS. EM ENGINEERING TECH (713X; 723X) ENGINEERING, REPAIR (613X/62]X)

ML. PM. HT. DC. OM. IM. MR. PICM REPAIR TECH (714X / 724X)

ANY RATING QUALIFIED IN NAVAL SPECIAL WARFARE TECH (715X) N/A
SPECIAL WARFARE

WT*. GMG. GMM. GM. F.T5 ORDNANCE TECH (716X I 726X)
FC'. MT. FTG-. TM. FT',MN ORDNANCE (616x /626X)

ST DS', FTG, FT'. FC" OT' ET. FT ELECTRONICS TECH (718X 728X) ELECTRONICS (618x 1621.X.

RM COMMUNICATIONS TECH (719X% COMMUNICATIONS (619X 112%11

7 7 7 . . X

ABE. ABF. ASH, AS AVIATION BOATSWAIN' (731 X) AVIATION DECK (61 X)

AW AVIATION OPERATIONS TECH (732X) AVIATION OPERATIONS (632X)

AD. AME. AMH. AMS. AM, PR, AS. AVIATION MAINTENANCE TECH (734X) AVIATION MAINTENANCE (633X)
AZ AFCM

AO. WT AVIATION ORDNANCE TECH (736x) AVIATION ORDNANCE (636X)
AT. AX AQ AE AVCM AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECH (738X) AVIATION ELECTRONiCS (638X)

AC N/A AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (639X)

#MM EM, ET NUCLEAR POWER TECH (740X) NUCLEAR POWER (640X)

LI. JO', PC. PN. YN, LN', RP SHIP'S CLERK (741X) ADMINISTRATION (641 X)
DP. DS DATA PROCESSING TECH (742X) DATA PROCESSING (642X)

MU N/A BANDMASTER 643X)

CT@ CRYPTOLOGIC TECH (744X) CRYPTOLOGY (644X)

IS. INTELLIGENCE TECH (745X) INTELLIGENCE (645X)

AG N'A METEOROLOGYOCEANOGRAPHY (646X)

PH. IS
° 
*C)°, DM' PHOTOGRAPHER (747X) PHOTOGRAPHY (647X)

ANY RATING QUALIFIED EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (748X) EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (648X)
IN EOD DISPOSAL TECH DISPOSAL

MA SECURITY TECH (749X) SECURITY (649X)

DK. SK. SH. AK. MS' SUPPLY CORPS WARRANT (SC) (751X) SUPPLY (SC) (61X)
MS. FOOD SERVICE WARRANT (SC) (7S2X)
DM'. BU. CE. CM. UT, UCCM, EA. EO CIVIL ENGINEER CORPS (753X) CIVIL ENGINEER (CEC) (6S3X)
SW. CUCM. EOCM WARRANT (CEC)
HMS PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT (PA) (754X) NI A
LN* N/A LAW (65SX)

NOTES: Normal path in more than one category.

@ Only CT personnel may apply

# Exclusive path of advancement for personnel in these ratings who hold a valid
nuclear power program NEC

S Application procedures published separately.

NC may apply under previous rating or any designator for which qualified.

Figure 5-4.-Normal path of advancement to chief warrant officer and limited duty officer.

The Navy recognizes a need for CWOs to primary enlisted-to-officer programs sponsored
serve as officer technical specialists and LDOs by the Navy that do not require a college
to serve as officer technical managers. Figure education. Figure 5-4 shows the normal path of
5-3 shows the paths of advancement for advancement for each enlisted rating to which a
enlisted personnel to chief warrant officer and person may be promoted in the commissioning
limited duty officer. The Limited Duty Officer programs. Entrance into both of the programs
and Chief Warrant Officer Programs are the is, and will continue to be, highly competitive.
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BEGIN EARLY PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT

- Get started as a junior petty officer - Documented professional performance
- Make seniors aware of short & long term - Be a standout-do more than your job

goals. - Officer/enlisted correspondence courses
- College credits

EVALUATIONS - Good standing in schools attended

- No substitute for outstanding record AWARDS/COMMENDATIONS
- Accumulate high marks early
- Maintain steady trend - Documented in evaluations
- Demonstrated initiative and leadership
- Personal and physical appearance APPLICATIONS
- Marks and write-up must match
- Ensure complete and accurate before you sign - Follow format in NMPC 1120 Notice exactly

- Brief and grammatically correct statement
CAREER PATTERN of why you desire a commission

- Quality control-neat and accurate
L Good sampling of sea and shore tours - Reflects your administrative ability
- Increasing responsibility in a variety of assign-

ments CO's ENDORSEMENT
- Well rounded individual

- Should stress qualifications for designator
DISCIPLINE applying for and potential to serve as a

commissioned officer
- No negative trends - No longer than a page and a half
- NJP early in career not serious - Significant in selection process
- General, Special or Summary Courts-martial

or conviction by civil court (other than minor "Obtain copy of your microphiche record and
traffic violations) in last two years-not ensure complete and accurate
eligible to compete

THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN SELECTION IS SUSTAINED SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

Figure 5-5.-Preparing for CWO/LDO selection.

Personnel who are interested in applying for Naval Reserve, or Training and Administration
these programs should begin preparation early of Reserves (TAR) Program at the time of
in their careers. They should increase their application
knowledge through on-the-job training and
specialized training offered by schools and 0 Be physically qualified for appoinltTient
correspondence courses. Figure 5-5 outlines as a chief warrant officer
steps personnel should take to prepare for the
CWO and LDO Programs. * Be a high school graduate or possess the

service-accepted equivalent
THE CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER
(CWO) PROGRAM * Have no record of conviction by court-

martial or of conviction by civil court for any
The Chief Warrant Officer Program offenses other than minor traffic violations for

provides a direct path of advancement to chief 4 years preceding 16 January of the year of
warrant officer for outstanding enlisted application
personnel on active duty in the Regular Navy or
Naval Reserve. * Be recommended by the commanding

To be eligible for appointment, an officer
applicant must meet the following * Must have completed at least 13 years,
requirements: but not more than 24 years, of active service on

* Be a U.S. citizen 16 January of the year application is made

* Be serving on active duty as a CPO, an NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1131.1 defines
SCPO, or an MCPO in the Regular Navy, the application procedures for active and
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inactive duty personnel for the Chief Warrant January of the year of application. A candidate
Officer Program. whose final multiple is equal to, or greater

than, the minimum final multiple for PASS
THE LIMITED DUTY OFFICER (LDO) SELECTION BOARD ELIGIBLE will be
PROGRAM designated LDO SELECTION BOARD

ELIGIBLE. A POI who is presently authorized
The Limited Duty Officer (LDO) Program advancement to CPO is exempt from the CPO

provides a path of advancement for POls Navywide examination qualification.
through SCPOs and chief warrant officers to
commissioning as a temporary ensign or 9 (CPOs and SCPOs with at least 12 years,
lieutenant junior grade (as applicable) in the but not more than 16 years of naval service)
Regular Navy or Naval Reserve. May apply for LDO and CWO in the same

The applicant must meet the following application year, but only one designator for

eligibility requirements to apply for the LDO each program may be requested.
Program: The following policies apply to the LDO

* Be a U.S. citizen. and CWO Programs:

* Be serving on active duty in the Regular * No age stipulation is required for LDO/

Navy, Naval Reserve, or TAR Program at the CWO candidates.

time of application. If selected, inactive reserve 0 The number of times an LDO/CWO
personnel must remain on active duty untilappointment is tendered. candidate may apply from the same enlisted

paygrade is unrestricted.

* Be physically qualified for appointment * E-6/7/8's with 8 to 16 years of service
to LDO. are eligible for LDO ENS.

* Be a high school graduate or possess theservce-aceptd eqivalnt. E-7/8's with 12 to 24 years of service are
service-accepted equivalent. eligible for CWO2.

0 Have no record of conviction by court- E-9's with 2 years in grade and not more
martial or of conviction by civil court for any
offense other than minor traffic violations for 4 than 24 years of service are eligible for CWO3.
years preceding 16 January of the year in which
application is made. 0 The time-in-rate date is used to compute

minimum and maximum eligibility.
* Be recommended by the commanding

officer. * Candidates for CWO2 and CWO3
compete on an equal basis.

* Be serving as a PO1, CPO, or SCPO on
16 January of the year in which application is 0 The terminal eligibility date is extended
made. If a POI, the applicant must have served to 1 July of the year of application.
in that capacity for at least 1 year as of 16
January of the year in which application is * After 2 years as a CWO, a person may
made. compete for selection to LDO at paygrade 0-2.

* Have completed at least 8 years, but not 0 Prior military service that parallels
more than 16 years, of active naval service on current service can be counted to meet
16 January of the year in which application is minimum eligibility requirements.
made.

* Upon promotion to lieutenant, those
* (PO applicants only) Have completed LDOs commissioned after 15 September 1981

all requirements for advancement to CPO, with must accept permanent appointments. This
the exception of time in paygradf and applies also to CWOs selected after 15
successfully competed in the annual Navywide September 1981 and subsequently selected for
advancement examination cycle administered in LDO status. All LDOs and CWOs selected for
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LDO status who were commissioned before 15 the higher paygrades where the selection board
September 1981 may either accept permanent process is used.
LDO status or remain in a temporary LDO CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
status. COMMON TO ANY OFFICER

PROGRAM
When a person is selected for CWO or Navy Regulations, NAVEDTRA 10740-B6

LDO, you should provide the newly selected
commissioned officer with a copy of Useful
Information for Newly Commissioned Officers, Human Behavior, NAVEDTRA 10058-C
NAVEDTRA 10802-AK. You should also Watch Officer, NAVEDTRA 10719-B
provide them with the following information: Investigations, NAVEDTRA 10726-Al

Equal Opportunity in the Navy,
* Newly commissioned CWOs and LDOs NAVEDTRA 13099-C

attend officer indoctrination school (OS) at Seamanship, NAVEDTRA 10923-D
Pensacola. The school consists of 4 weeks of
instruction. Oral and written communication, Ship Handling, NAVEDTRA 10738-Bl
administrative and legal procedures, Navy Navy Counselors Handbook, NAVEDTRA
programs and topics, military duties and 10238
courtesies, and sea power are emphasized. Security Manager, NAVEDTRA 10987-Cl

Naval Safety Supervisor, NAVEDTRA
* Candidates attend a Leadership and 10808

Management Education and Training (LMET) Standard Organization and Regulations of
course, specifically designed for their the U.S. Navy, NAVEDTRA 10427-C
experience levels, which consists of 2 weeks of
instruction at Pensacola following OIS. CWO CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

(Two specialist courses in the

* CWO candidates receive CWO sea pay- person's specific skill area)
a monthly amount plus $100 for those persons Principles of Naval Engineering, Parts I
with over 2 consecutive years of sea duty. and II, NAVEDTRA 10507-4 and

NAVEDTRA 10508-4 (for Engineering or

* LDO candidates receive LDO sea pay-a Repair Technician applicants).
monthly amount plus $100 for those persons Principles of Naval Ordnance and
with over 3 consecutive years of sea duty. Gunnery, NAVEDTRA 10922-D2 (for

Aviation Ordnance and Ordnance
Technician applicants).

* A CWO with 3 years of commissioned

service is eligible to retire as a CWO with 20 And other NAVEDTRA courses in areas of

years' total service. (Because of a study that will develop increased expertise

misunderstanding of the existing law, many in an occupational field.
people erroneously believe that a CWO must [DO CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
have 10 years of commissioned service.) (Management-related courses in the

person's occupational skills area)
RECOMMENDED CORRESPONDENCE
COURSES FOR LDO AND CWO Engineering Administration, NAVEDTRA

10992-E

Communitions Officer, Parts I and I,Completion of the following cor- NAVEDTRA 13134-B

respondence courses are recommended for

persons preparing for commissioning Other NAVEDTRA courses of study that
programs. Personnel should also consider will develop increased expertise in an
taking as many of these courses as possible occupational field
when preparing for advancement in rate. This Completion of the formal 3-M System
is especially true for personnel preparing for course for managers
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Personnel should select these recommended Training Program Management Support
correspondence courses as appropriate. Also, Activity, Pensacola, Fla., 1988.
since the CWO and LDO Programs do not Command Advancement Program (CAP),
require a college degree, candidates should BUPERSINST 1430.17C, Bureau of Naval
complete as many Navy enlisted and officer Personnel, Washington, D.C., 1988.
courses as possible.

Enlisted Advancement System Video
The recommended correspondence course Preent N M IL PiCM o

list is lengthy, and some courses may not be 1430, Naval Military Personnel Command,

readily available. Therefore, as the ESO, you

should help your personnel prepare for CWO Washington, D.C., 1987.

and LDO Programs early. Completing as many Enlisted Transfer Manual (TRANSMAN),
of these courses as possible will prepare a NAVPERS 15909C, Naval Military Personnel
person for CWO or LDO and also improve his Command, Washington, D.C., 1987.
or her chances for selection to the senior Inservice Procurement Program (IPP) for
enlisted paygrades. Selection boards for CPO, Appointment in the Health Cre
SCPO, and MCPO place a great deal of weight Administration Section of the Medical Service
on education. Corps of the Regular Na vy ,

NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1131.3, Naval
SUMMARY Military Personnel Command, Washington,

D.C., 1987.
The Navy's Advancement System provides In-Service Procurement for Appointment

credit for performance, knowledge, and Under the Active and Inactive Limited Duty
experience. The system guarantees that all Officer and Chief Warrant Officer Programs,
candidates competing for a particular rate have NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1131.1A, Naval
equal advancement opportunity. Military Personnel Command, Washington,

Who, then, are the people who are D.C., 1986.
advanced? Basically, they are the ones who Manual of Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C,
have achieved the most in preparing for Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C.,
advancement. They were not content just to 1986.
qualify; they went the extra mile in their
training. Through their extra effort in training Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
and work experience, they developed greater Personnel Classifications and Occupational
skills, learned more, and accepted more Standards, NAVPERS 18068E, Bureau of
responsibility. The secret to their success is Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C., 1987.
sustained superior performance. March 1988 (Cycle 119) Navy-wide

In your role as ESO, you will be a guiding Examinations for Advancement in Rate of
influence for the members of your command Active Duty Members to Petty Officer Third
striving for advancement. You will hear Class Through Petty Officer First Class,
questions about the various programs the Navy BUPERSNOTE 1418, Bureau of Naval
has to offer and what members can do to better Personnel, Washington, D.C., 1988.
prepare themselves for advancement. When The Navy Enlisted Performance Evaluation
answering these questions, always ensure you System, NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1616.1A,
have the most up-to-date information. Naval Military Personnel Command,

Washington, D.C., 1983.

REFERENCES Naval Military Personnel Manual
(MILPERSMAN), NAVPERS 15560A, Naval

Bibliography for Advancement Study, Military Personnel Command, Washington, D.C.,
NAVEDTRA 10052-AK, Naval Education and 1987.
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CHAPTER 6

EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to do the following:

1. Identify preexamination procedures. 4. Identify the postexamination procedures to
be followed.

2. Identify the procedures to be followed in 5. Identify procedures to be followed when
preparation for the administration of requesting substitute examinations.
examinations.

3. Identify administrative procedures to be
followed during administration of
examinations.

INTRODUCTION When reviewing the preexamination
procedures, be sure the following steps have

In this chapter we will discuss the Navywide been taken:
advancement examinations and the procedures
to be followed in administering the * Advancement handbooks have been
examinations. We will also discuss the role you made available to all personnel in paygrades
could play, if assigned this duty, in the E-2 through E-8.
ddministration of the examination. Depending
on the command, the educational services A command examination board has been
officer (ESO) could be responsible for all or established and is functioning.
only a portion of the examination
administration. We will cover the three stages * All candidates have satisfactorily
of the examination process-preexamination completed the military/leadership
procedures, examination procedures, and examinations.
postexamination procedures.

Examination procedures are set forth in the * Performance tests have been made
Manual of Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C, available and administered for the required
and the respective BUPERSNOTE 1418 issued ratings.
before each examination cycle. The procedures
in any phase of the Navywide examination * Examination worksheets have been
process that are followed by the examining completed properly.
board, the ESO, and the command are
governed by the Manual of Advancement. Eligibility requirements for advancement

have been or will be met by the deadlines stated
PREEXAMINATION PROCEDURES in the applicable BUPERSNOTE 1418

announcing the Navywide advancement
Before each examination cycle, review the examination for that specific examination

preexamination procedures outlined in the cycle.
Manual of Advancement and the relevant
BUPERSNOTE 1418. Then based on these * The complete examination process has
procedures, make sure examination candidates been carried out according to the pertinent
recommended for advancement have completed directives, and all service record entries have
all requirements and are eligible in all respects. been properly entered.
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LOCAL EXAMINING BOARD custodial personnel who are authorized to
receipt for, maintain, and administer the

Examining boards furnish the necessary examinations. Such commands may order,
materials and give complete instructions on maintain, and administer the examinations
examination procedures. The board forwards separate from the PASS activity. When this
Navywide examinations to other activities to option is elected, the CO or OIC should report
administer on the examination date to the examination results without delay to the
transferred personnel or to those in a transient cognizant PASS office. The PASS office can
or leave status. The commanding officer (CO) then make appropriate service record entries.
or officer in charge (OIC) is responsible for the
custody and administration of Navywide Eligibility Requirements for Military/
examinations. Leadership Examinations

A local command directive establishes local Personnel must successfully complete the
examining boards and guidelines for the applicable military/leadership examination
boards. Commands supported by a personnel before they can take the Navywide examination
support detachment (PSD) provide for advancement to paygrades E-4/5/6/7. The
commissioned officers to establish a military/leadership examinations are developed
consolidated examining board for the area. by NETPMSA and distributed to commands
Provisions for the establishment of an annually. Service members may take the locally
advancement board in areas serviced by a Pay/ administercd and graded military/leadership
Personnel Administrative Support System examination for the next higher paygrade only.
(PASS) are outlined in the PASS Management Members selected for advancement to the next
Manual (OPNAVINST 1000.23A). higher paygrade, but not yet advanced, may

The examining board should be established take the examination for the next paygrade
about 2 months before scheduled examination above that for which they were selected. For
dates. It should consist of at least three example, an E-5 selected for advancement to E-6
members (officer or civilian) with sufficient may take the E-7 military/leadership
experience to perform the duties of the board. examination.
The senior member should be a lieutenant or Personnel enlisted in an advanced paygrade
higher rank. OICs of personnel support program are required to complete only the
detachments are authorized to act as senior mandatory military requirements for the grade
members of consolidated examining boards. in which they enlisted. The mandatory military

Assignments to examining boards remain in requirements are defined as the nonresident
effect until terminated in writing by the CO or training course (NRTC). Persons enlisting in an
01C. Board members must possess a current advanced paygrade or persons electing
security clearance that permits administration accelerated advancement to paygrade E-4 upon
of classified examinations assigned to the completion of an A school may later be
board. reduced in rate. If this happens, the persons

The examination board is more effective if must meet the mandatory military requirements
the ESO and personnel officer are assigned as by completing the NRTC for the paygrade held
members of the board. Board members are before taking the military/leadership
usually designated in writing by the examination. Personnel may take successive
commanding officer. Board members should military/leadership examinations until they
review the Manual of Advancement to ensure satisfactorily complete them. Personnel are
they know their responsibilities involving strongly recommended to complete the
examination procedures. appropriate military requirements petty officer

MILITARY/LEADERSHIP training course (NRTC) before taking the
EXAMINATIONS military/leadership examination.

Service Record Entry for SuccessfulCOs or OICs having custodial or

administrative responsibility for the Completion

examinations determine the schedule for Successful completion of the military/
military/leadership examinations. When leadership examination is recorded on
enlisted service records are maintained by NAVPERS 1070/604 in the member's service
PASS activities, unit COs or OICs should record. No service record entry is required if
follow the examination schedule developed by the member fails the military/leadership
the PASS activity. Some commands have examination.
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1. ADVANCENANT
2. MILITAKY LEADERSHIP RECOMMENDATION

Circle Us

ACTIVITY EPARTMENT DIVISION
TO:

li ,,I.i Personnel are recommsnded for participation in Military LeadershiplNavy-Uide Examliation as indicated.
ic'r ,, 'lI c ul .,Iornc Lactnrs have been advised of the deadline date for completion of all factors.

itPART ART 11_OK

PEIRAUNNKL IEL rIFICATION IL L /ADV nMPLLfE
Nm.SOCIAL PRLES- M/L

SECURITY ENT EXAMH PA t PROF MIL PERF REQ M/L MOT
L- ~t F1 r~r Init I~tBR RATE RATE It TIR O11 e I F PARS TEST aCL CMI E ~

,,bASIc -,acate List(s) for each pay grade ** JAN CPO exam - compute TIE to I JAN soc non g yer

Fur ws, by offlcals designated by the Comanding Officer MAR £4156 exam - comp te Ul R to 3 JUL oars ye.rC

SEP £41516 exam - compute TI: to 1 JAN succeeding year

Figure 6-1.-Recommendation for advancement/mil/lead form.

Disposition of Answer Sheets Classifications and Occupational Standards,
NAVPERS 18068E. Required performance

After the military/leadership examination tests are ae i seo mafte
answr seetsaregradd ad th reultsare tests are also indicated in section C of the

answer sheets are graded and the results are Advancement Handbook for Petty Officers.
recorded, the answer sheets are forwarded Local examining boards designated by COs
quarterly to NETPMSA (Code 0321), administer performance tests. The performance

Penscol, F 3259-555.NETPSA sesthe test examining boards are composed of at least
answer sheets for statistical purposes only; it oe commisine offce and assised by pet

doesnotmaitainrecrdsof core orpubish one commissioned officer and assisted by petty
does not maintain records of scores or publish officers senior in paygrade to those persons
the results of military/leadership examinations, being examined. Candidates may take the

PAYGRADE E-3 APPRENTICESHIP performance test for the next higher paygrade
EXAMINATIONS only.

Performance tests are graded locally on a
Paygrade E-3 (SN, FN, AN, CN) pass/fail basis. Successful completion of the

examinations and scoring keys are available on performance test is entered in the person's
request from NETPMSA (Code 0322), service record on NAVPERS 1070/604.
Pensacola, FL 32509-5400. Although the use of After the results are recorded, performance
the examination is not mandatory, all tests should be retained for further use until
commands are encouraged to use these exams NETPMSA directs destruction. When the
in the interest of uniformity. The examinations performance test answer sheets are destroyed,
consist of 150 questions: 100 questions the method of destruction should be by burning
supported by apprenticeship occupational or other approved methods of destruction of
standards and 50 questions supported by naval classified material, suc-h as shredding or
standards (military requirements). The pulping.
examinations are graded locally on a pass/fail
basis. The same precautions used in the DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY
handling of other examination materials should
be used in the protection and destruction of Before examinations are ordered,
answer sheets. The answer sheets should not be recommendations for advancement should be
returned to NETPMSA. solicited from the departments through the use

PERFORMANCE TESTS of recommendation forms. (Although no
standard form is used for this purpose, figure

Performance tests are required for the 6-1 is an example of a form that can be used.)
ratings indicated in appendix E of the Manual The eligibility of all candidates should be
of Navv Enlisted Manpower and Personnel verified by a comparison of the information on
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NETPNSA

AUTOMATED MAILING ADDRESS INPUT

Date:

COMPLETE THE APPROPRIATE SECTIONS OF THIS FORM AND FORWARD TO:

Comm ending Officer
Nova] Education and Training Progri Management Support
Acti,ty (Code 3Z1)
Pensacola, FL 32509-5!55

Activity's Unit Identification Code (UIC):

Complete Mailing Address fSNDL)

Message Short Title (NTP-3)

If above comend its a PARENT Actilty, coplete the. follouing: List the
coanands for which Enlisted SeTie Reco.ds are nuintained and those for
"hiich ENLISTED Exaination results are received.

UIC SHORT TITLE (NTP-3) COMPLETE MAILING ADDRESS (SNDL) INCLUDE
9.OIuli ZIP

(Continue on Reverse)

If a TENANT Attivity. provide the following information for the co..end uhich

minini s ourEnlisted Service Records and receives your Enltsted Examination
results:

Activity UIC: Coamand Title:

Signature (Author-ized Official)

NETPMSA Form 1400/1 (Rev 6/87

Figure 6-2.-NETPMSA Automated Mailing Address Input.

the forms with the information in their service Although candidates for senior and master
records. chief petty officer are no longer required to

take the advancement examination, they must
The command should set a deadline for the meet all eligibility requirements. These

completion of all requirements before the eligibility requirements include the
examination date. The deadline is usually 2 recommendation of the CO.
weeks before the first day of the month in
which the examination will be administered. NAVYWIDE ADVANCEMENT
This allows prospective candidates time to plan EXAMINATIONS
for completion of the mandatory requirements
such as training courses and PARs. Even All Navywide advancement examinations
though candidates must meet eligibility are prepared at NETPMSA, Pensacola,
requirements by the deadline, examinations Florida. Subject matter experts in the top three
may be ordered for prospective candidates who enlisted paygrades (E-7/8/9) develop these
have not completed all eligibility requirements. examinations. They use naval standards in the

development of the military/leadership
Recommendations for advancement should examinations and occupational standards in the

be entered in the service records of those development of the rate examinations.
candidates determined to be eligible. The
recommendation forms should be filed for EXAMINATION ORDERING
future reference and for verification purposes. INSTRUCTIONS
Then the departments should be notified of the
ineligible personnel and those requirements NETPMSA ships examinations only to
each candidate did not satisfy. those activities whose unit identification codes
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0NAVED0RAPAOOEVCEN NETIOC EXAMINATION ORDER EORM

(" CA A*

IFI

X-~e i. 4V IF C. 0

0E 4orm NETD 1/e-

C- .D IF C A, 9 C C iT

Q0avlm 2 cha e 5, Cn s i r C a ,

DitibtoGLsPat nd 2. Fo rpr aogwthtems eetcyl xmrsls

N C h - n c a

C 0 - G -

e. 'F Ii as P ti IDo m
s e r ') t he ^"iu ex

toal aretcm ands A e s l t I dt l i t io fr d

sumtteNTM A Auomte Maili adancmet xaintinsar funAi
Address Input, TPSA Form 1400/1,A c~aptr oAteMauaAoAdvncmet

shown in Figure 6 -2. NETPDhalCs xmatio Oer Form, instructi418/ (Reul 4-82). wdhe

(cs)reare listed in the Nvyifcomtollsher, NreTri Afwad examinations.Och ordbering
cmnas volu 2,uchatr5 andeor who iruions eamntode fors benetermned 141/6
addEsses are lieina the istandar Navyrec formthenex s-holrughe E-6 exaiatinacycle

andhielyr istribuon ofTMS exmticoun, orderin isructoNsEnd forms6 for. the nx

parentl activities, (4 ad m c orr trtio fM
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Examination orders may be submitted by Ordering CT Examinations
letter, speedletter (upon depletion of
speedletters in supply stocks, NAVGRAMS Ashore and afloat commands inside
should be used), or message; however, order CONUS should order Cryptologic Technician
forms are preferred. To avoid the shipment of (CT) examinations by mail from the following
a double examination order from NETPMSA, address:
do not send a second order form with a follow-
up letter. Instead, include a reproduced copy of Naval Education and Training Program
the original order form with the letter. In Management Support Activity (Code 0355)
addition, the follow-up letter should only Pensacola, FL 32509-5035
reference the original order form.

As the ESO, you may be required to
determine the number of examinations to order All commands outside CONUS, both
for your command. To determine the number, ashore and afloat, should order CT
review the recommendation forms prepared by examinations from NETPMSA, Pensacola,
the department heads and the new personnel Florida, by message.
named on the prospective gains list of the The Naval Security Group (NAVSECGRU)
command Enlisted Distribution Verification Division, NETPMSA, maintains a Defense
Report (EDVR). Using this method ensures a Courier Service address file. It sends
more exact determination because prospective Cryptologic Technician (CT) examinations only
gains are considered. For example, information to commands authorized to receive sensitive
from the EDVR would be helpful to you in compartmented information (SCI).
making a determination in the following
situations: CT examinations for active-duty CT

personnel attached to recruiting stations, Naval
1. The command does not have a particular Reserve training centers, NROTC units, or

rating, such as an HT3, on board at the time Naval Reserve security group divisions are
you are deciding the number of exams to order. forwarded to the cognizant regional activity
However, the prospective gains list indicates an duty cryptologic officer (RADCO). The
HT3 is reporting on board before the second RADCO is responsible for ordering,
class examination date. accountability, further distribution, and

2. After reviewing the EDVR, you find out administration of the CT examinations.
that several new MM2s are due to report Because of inherent delays in Defense Courier
aboard before the first class examination date. Service delivery schedules, forward requests for

CT examinations in time to reach NETPMSAIn both situations, you would order an atlat7dysbfrthexmniodt.

examination for each of the prospective gains if at least 70 days before the examination date.

you could not determine whether an Requests for CT examinations should be

examination was ordered by the transferring formatted as shown in figure 6-4.

command. Before ordering exams, ensure that a
Regardless of the method used, you should qualified person indoctrinated for SCI has been

ensure that sufficient examinations are ordered assigned to receipt for the exams or other
for all candidates eligible to take the exam. authorized arrangements have been made.

NOTE: When applicable, be sure to include
examination requirements for POI limited duty Ordering Examinations for SSBN and
officer candidates who are ineligible for SSN Submarines
advancement to CPO because of insufficient
service in paygrade but who must take the CPO If their operating schedules permit, SSBN
examination to obtain eligibility to apply for and SSN submarines should order examinations
LDO. by standard ordering procedures. However, if

Commands may order Navywide the operating schedule prevents regular
advancement examinations by mail from the examinations from being received on time, they
following address: may order substitute examinations for

administration during patrol. If substitute vice
Naval Education and Training Program regular examinations are desired, the
Management Support Activity (Code 0321) Examination Order Form (NETPMSA 1418/6)
Pensacola, FL 32509-5555 should be forwarded to NETPMSA under a
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Sample Format

(Classified as appropriate)

From:

To: Commanding Officer, Naval Education and Training Program Management

Support Activity, Pensacola, Florida 32509-5555

Subj: REQUEST FOR CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN NAVY-WIDE COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS
FOR CYCLE XXX

Ret: (a) BUPERSINS1 1430.16C

1. Per reference (a), the following CT examinations are required for

administration during the __ examining period:

RATING PAY GRADE PAY GRADE PAY GRADE PAY GRADE
E-4 E-5 E-6 E-7

CTA
CTI
CTM
CTO
CTR
CTT

2. Request forward the following examination(s) to the command(s) listed

for use by the candidate(s) indicated:

SOC SEC PRESENT EXAM

NAME NUMBER RATE RATE COMMAND

(Signature)

Copy to:
(All Commands listed in paragraph 2)

Figure 6-4.-Format of requests for CT examinations.

letter of transmittal specifying the required PREPARATION FOR THE
delivery date. ADMINISTRATION OF NAVYWIDE

Nuclear submarines deploying before re- EXAMINATIONS
ceipt of examinations should notify NETPMSA
of nonreceipt. Substitute examinations will be Once the examinations have been ordered,
provided for administration after the patrol is commands should follow certain procedures to
completed. properly prepare for the administration of the
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R ECOMMENDATION FOR ADVANCEMENT IN
RATE OR CHANGE OF RATING (WORKSHEET)
NAVEOTRA 143012 (Rea. 442) SIN 011,1Sl4 3WO NOTE hint legbly. Use block krters

2 . 3. 4 . 5. G
NAME (LAST, FIRST. -3DO..E) FRENTATE1j EIOA M ATE OCIALSCRT I6 faI IL r CL
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S. 9 o 1112.Is. 14.
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16 1.0 AR0LOD CANO ONLY 0 DIVER

N M ICI ER/S VALIOATION * 0 NAVY SAND
TEMMO RRROAC CAN/NEC 10 CAP VALIDATION 0 PER
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Is 09. 20. 21.1 toll. -A - , of mi. O..nogI.
f1 _( _________ fd EIGCHC Al Teronllllgbi DotIII 01 (TED) Is' 5R~

a-"'"'R" II 'MIDI IR 0 Z USE BELOW FORMULAS 0O COMPUT ES PG AND A^S TO CHECK TIN
A ~ ~ ~ ~ A CCOE EYSMS M LIO AND VERIFY SIPG/TAS ON RCA/ESVR DAT A MAILENS-

IQII LL LLU LLL LLLi L *, SaND CHECK TAS CHECK

TAS R Data

-OlW.1 (Mal O i.0 Oall 014 .000qalfid (N I 0,50(
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CHANGE OF RATING AUTHORMITY nt "I nurSn TIN "O4NiiOY to I.- C5001

(2) INACTIVE RESERVE PEAS - MiaR 00 at les In SIoCO

PairticiR.(. In.........7 .. bbonr00 fo .1.9.n o"asot I GR. (fli~t all TinmR In 5.r,,0 ana4 TiHrn In GeR4.

*0000000________re _____________ (F)l i (0010..20 & 21.

INACTIVE RESERVE PERSONNEL. ONLY
IFORooROCERROFEO 090 00 .Ofl 50tONTO 01000 0,05 05 000 (D) NII. Oay$ ACDIJTRA ACOUTRA RoSIN. tPafROW.. Y.0

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE EXAMINING BOARD IG. AMO, - Ma f n oo,1I N

(Sf10110 ac0t4500Ra Ith0 I0000000 R~j, IowtiIn OS UPEASINST 1430.1 OWLETE WHEN EXAM RESULTS ARE PUBISHRED

(Exam eaIRI N.4.!X Oa CY0IR .L.:W was sot.e. off .1CI ___ AUTH: NETPOC AOV LTN....
I LetOO ONNrO of .rt.atorOized.

0 .o10I o.1,100 010011...
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'M'Ao~k ro_ I PSOGons e. LOO SstIort"&i 100,0 ERNIRN.

(001DowS) (E) (HI (Dow0 (10050&/

IThis pace for ocal use as destrdl.

AUTHORNITY TO REQUEST THIS INFORMATION IS DERIVED FROM 5 UNIT ED STATES CODE 301. DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS. THIE PURPOSE Of
THI WORKSHEET IS TO PERMIT AN INDIVIDUAL TO COMPETE N A NAVY-WIDE EXAMINATION FOR ADVANCEMENT IN NATE ON CHANGE Of
NATINO. THE INFORMATION IS RECORDED IN THE AUTOMATED NAVAL ENLISTED ADV ANCEMIENT SYSTEM UNDER THE NAVAL T RAINING
INFORMATION SYSTEM AND IS USED TO SELECT THE REST QUALIFIED PETTY OFFICERS THAT THE N AVY REQUIRES TO MAN ITS SHIPS0 AND
STATIONS3. IN ADDITION. THIS INFONMATION MAY RE USED IN STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAINTAINING THE INTEGRtITY OF.
AND IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ADVANCEMENT SYSTEM. COMPLETION OF THIS WORKSHEET IS MANDATORY FOR ADVANCEMENT CONSIDERA
TION. IF THE INDIVIDUAL DOES NOT PROVIDE THE INFORMATION REQUESTED. HE OR SHE WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR ADVANCEMIENT.

Figure 6-5.-Recommendation for Advancement in Rate or Change of Rating (worksheet), NAVEDTRA 1430/2, Rev
(4-82).

examination. The first procedure we will cover PREPARATION OF THE
is the preparation of the Recommendation for WORKSHEET
Advancement in Rate or Change of Rating
(Worksheet), NAVEDTRA Form 1430/2 (fig. A Recommendation for Advancement in
6-5). Lengthy delays in examination results will Rate or Change of Rating (Worksheet),
occur if incorrect information is transcribed NAVEDTRA 1430/2, should be prepared for
from the worksheet onto the answer sheet each candidate who will take the Navywide
forwarded to NETPMSA. Carefully screen advancement examination. Detailed
each answer sheet to ensure all the correct instructions for preparing the worksheet are
information has been properly transferred from contained in the Manual of Advancement,
the worksheet and all circles have been BUPERSINST 1430.16C. Worksheets for
completely darkened. eligible candidates should be prepared at least 1
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Figure 6-6.-Answer sheets (blue), NETPDC 1430/2.

month before the scheduled examination date. information transcribed from their service
This includes worksheets for members in records. Inaccurate information could prevent
paygrade E-6 who have applied for the Limited a fully qualified candidate from being
Duty Officer Program, E-8/9 candidates, and advanced.
Command Advancement Program (CAP) Examining boards and candidates use the
personnel. Preparing the worksheets in advance worksheet as a checkoff list when transferring
decreases the chances of computation errors the information from the worksheet to the
and of incorrect transcription of service record examination answer sheet. The information
information onto the worksheet, on the worksheet may be transferred to the

After the worksheet has been completed by answer sheet, shown in figure 6-6, before the
administrative personnel, the candidates should scheduled E-4 through E-7 examination
review the worksheet for accuracy of the administration date; however, the verbatim
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instructions for filling out the answer sheet Code NMPC-221, and the command's
must still be read to all candidates just before administrative superior.
they take the examination. Candidates whose When CT examinations are received by the
information has been transferred beforehand command, only authorized personnel may sign
may use this time to verify the dorksheet. The the receipt (located inside the package). The
worksheet is later filed in the candidate's only person who has this authorization is a

commissioned officer, warrant officer, or
Care should be taken not to damage the civilian employee who holds an interim or final

answer sheet. Stray marks on the answer sheet Top Secret clearance and who is currently
or tears in the paper could delay examination indoctrinated for SCI. This person should
results. immediately return the receipt to NETPMSA

(Code 0355), Pensacola, FL 32509-5035.
ACCOUNTABILITY OF Based on DOD Directive C-5105.21-M-1,
EXAMINATIONS BEFORE report any evidence of missing, lost, or
ADMINISTRATION compromised CT examinations. Send copies of

the report to NETPMSA (Code 035),
If you are designated as the custodian of Pensacola, FL 32509-5035, and COMNAV-

examination materials, you will be responsible MILPERSCOM (NMPC-221), Washington,
for their security and accountability. DC 20370.
Examination materials include all examinations
and related materials such as completed answer Stow ail Navywide advancement
sheets and answer keys. examinations and other examination materials

unopened until used, or transfer them
The security of examinations does not stop unopened to another authorized activity. On

upon the completion of an exam cycle. All the day of administration of the examination,
apprenticeship, military/leadership, and only the candidate may open the paper
advancement examinations, as well as envelope containing the exam.
performance tests, will be in the custody of a
commissioned officer or designated civilian. A
chief, senior chief, or master chief petty officer TRANSFER OF NON-CT
could have examination materials custody if EXAMINATIONS
assigned as the OIC of a PSD.

Examinations may be transferred between
RECEIPT OF EXAMINATIONS FROM activities for personnel who transfer or depart
NETPMSA on leave before the adrministration date and

when commands request spare exams.
Upon receipt and before administration of However, transferring commands must ensure

the exams, inspect the packages for evidence of that receiving commands are able to administer
tampering. Ensure the number of exams examinations. Examinations for recruiting
included in the package matches the number stations that have a petty officer in charge will
listed on the packing list (fig. 6-7). Also ensure be forwarded to the Navy Recruiting District
the examination serial numbers on the packing for administration by a commissioned officer
list and on the examination booklets match. or designated civilian. Activities should not
Receipt for the examinations by signing the transfer examinations to commands that are
preprinted endorsement on the last page of the not under naval jurisdiction without prior
RECEIPT COPY of the enclosed packing list. approval of COMNAVMILPERSCOM
Then immediately return the list to NETPMSA (NMPC-221).
using regular mail procedures. Candidates may frequently transfer or

In the case of missing examinations, depart on leave before their scheduled
evidence of tampering, or any other examination date. In such cases, the
discrepancies, write a detailed speedletter commanding officer will forward the
report; assign the speedletter the report symbol examinations and worksheets (NAVEDTRA
OPNAV 5510-6B. Submit the report to 1430/2) with a letter of transmittal to the
NETPMSA (Code 0322) as soon as possible. examining activity. Place the letter of
Stud a cop to the Cnmmder, Naval Mitary Pa'- transmittal and examinations in a double
sonnel Command (COMNAVMILPERSCOM), envelope. Prominently mark the inner envelope
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NAA DCTO N RIIGUSS SAWARA SEP 88 00067 457584
PROGRAM DEVELOPMEN T CENTER
07/29/8605 ACTIVITr NAME Order bytJ SAWtARA A ui____ ____ A JRD 110

~ tt~ RATE 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL
-~ ~ ~ DT EXAMt~- __

MM3 1205231 1205232 1205233 1205234 4
r P14% TOTAL ENA BOOKL TS FOR I AY GRADE E-4 4

NARDACP4CLA 10461 '122 10-77)

Date C19 A1rtfqm 1Q BM2 1206392 1-
FIRST ENDORSEMENT
NAVEOTRAPRODEVCEN Ltr BT2 12073891207390 1208391 1207392 1207393 1207394 6

2310AU88 EM2 120829S1208300 2
I.,otrt

COMMANDING OFFICER .EN2. _______fi I___

USS SAWARA 1
FPO SAN FRANCISCO L129 .0.5.____ ___

96670 FC2 12069371206938 1206939 1206940 1206941 1206942 6

GMG2 1 _07791 1
To
Comending Ott icer
Neo, Educ,.,,- and Training MR2 120842 1
Prog '.. lonagotent Support Actitvty
Pon sacola. Florida 52509-5555

RM2 120940 1

Subj, Eoasmnsttons. Rectpto SK 20 3 412 5 0

1 Ascipe of the above examinations i sK 1 0 3 2 5 0

2 A caeful0 in pection of the a m.- TO A. A R 1)KT T . 22 AVr AW .
natiion Packa"e"0 disclosed no
evidence of tamPafig with the SMi 120631: 1'
oasis or the wo. itg._____

3 The *eaminations wre recetved
and checked agatnst alttppng 'tst TOTAL E, AM BOOKLETS FOR PAY GRADE E-6 1

aconmtissioned or waerrant ______
lo o designaed civiltenormpee TOTAL E AM BOOKI ETS FO3R THIS ACTIVITY 2

4. Exertin ttone ov bea n handled

nce it curemttant F INAL ECKAGE
sectinily regutattofl. ______

S. It this liting o classified. it tOSY ANSWER EHEET PACKAGES
be downgraedd to unclasified ______

upon delaechtnent of the exemn.-

NUMBER 01 01 _____ 0)___ __

REGISTER NUMBEF R-255-153-471

ABOVE ADVANCEMENT EYAMINATICNS ARE T)BE ADMENISTERED
.flNLJT IACIVEITY CANDIflA ESAD Q N RGULAR

S. R. Lowe -ENS,ESO SCHHDULED AEMINISTRPTION DAIE OR AS kUTHORIZED BY
(Signeture of Coomeanding Officer) CH R E 7B L ______ ______ _____ ____

SIGN LAST PAGE ONLY

Figure 6-7. -Examination packing list.

as follows: P0 EXAMS. DELIVER receiving activity and the highest classification
IMMEDIATELY TO A COMMISS!ONED of the material enclosed. The examination must
OFFICER. TO BE OPENED ONLY BY AN be carried by an official who meets the
OFFICIAL WHO MEETS THE requirements of the Manual of Advancement,
REQUIREMENTS OF BUPERSINST 1430.16C, BUPERSINST 1430.16C, or transferred by
PARA 601. Also show the address of the registered mail (except for CT examinations).
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Before a command transfers an examination, should return the examinations unopened by
the transferring command should correspond Defense Courier Service to NETPMSA.
with the interim command to ejisure the CT examinations must be transferred byexamination can be accepted and administered. Defense Courier Service or a designated

The letter of transmittal (fig. 6-8) should commissioned officer, warrant officer, or
explain the reason for the transfer of the civilian SCI courier, or as authorized by DOD
examination. It should also state that the Directive C-5105.21-M-1. When a CT
person is eligible to take the exam and has been examination is transferred by SCI courier, all
recommended for advancement. If the travel must be performed aboard military
advancement examination contains classified transportation. The primary method for the
information, be sure to include that the person transfer of CT examinations is by Defense
has the required security clearance to take the Courier Service.
examination. (The Enlisted Transfer Manual CT examinations for personnel transferred
provides guidance for certifying a person's to NTTC, Corry Station, should not be
eligibility for access to classified material.) A forwarded to NTTC, Corry Station, or
copy of the candidate's leave papers or NETPMSA. NETPNSA ill have
standard transfer orders (including leave eaddrss)shold e fowared iththe examinations available for these personnel.address) should be forwarded with the

worksheet and the examination. If you are responsible for preparing CT

Inform candidates of examination examinations for transfer, place the

forwarding procedures so that they can arrange examination(s) and the letter of transmittal in

to report to their examining activity on the double envelopes, Mark the inner wrapper with

scheduled examination date. Candidates' leave the appropriate classification and the followingnotation: CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
papers or standard transfer orders contain the XainA TO(S)C TA I AN

date of the examination and the designated EXAMINATION(S)-CONTA INS SEN-

activity that will administer the examination. MTION C ).P EIAL ING

Candidates should understand that additional
travel to the examining site will be at their REQUIRED. TO BE OPENED ONLY BYtravnel tod th entig sbie. illbe teir THE SPECIAL SECURITY OFFICER-
expense and is not reimbursable taitlure to MUST BE A COMMISSIONED OFFICER,
report to the designated activity normally WARRANT OFFICER, OR CIVILIAN (SCI
disqualifies the candidate for a substitute COURIER) AS AUTHORIZED BY DOD DIR
examination. C-5105.21-M-1. Prominently mark the inner

envelope as follows: PO EXAMS. DELIVER
TRANSFER OF CT EXAMINATIONS IMMEDIATEI Y TO A COMMISSIONED

OFFICER. TO BE OPENED ONLY BY AN
If a CT candidate will be in transit or on OFFICIAL WHO MEETS THE

leave on the scheduled date for examination, REQUIREMENTS OF BUPERS 1430.16C,
the candidate's commanding officer may PARA 601. Also show the address of the
forward the examination. A worksheet receiving activity and the highest classification
(NAVEDTRA Form 1430/2) and a copy of the of the material enclosed. Address the sealed
candidate's leave papers or standard transfer outer envelope or wrapper in the normal
orders will be sent with the examination. The manner. The outer cover should give no
examination will be sent to the NAVSECGRU indication of the contents of the package.
element to which the candidate has agreed to
report for examination. The examination will
be administered on the regularly scheduled STOWAGE OF EXAMINATIONS
date.

The candidate's eligibility for access to SCI The official who is responsible for the
should be certified by the special security stowage and custody of examination materials
officer (SSO) of the command administering must meet the requirements of paragraph 601,
the exa;.iination. When access cannot be BUPERSINST 1430.16C. ihe color of the
certified, COMNAVSECGRU should be plastic envelope identifies the classification of
provided full details of the circumstances the examinations: SECRET-RED;
involved. Commands receiving CT CONFIDENTIAL-GREEN; and FOR
examinations not having an SSO assigned OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO)-BLUE.
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File No.
Serial No.
Date

REGISTERED MAIL
CONFIDENTIAL (SECRET) (Unclassified upon removal of enclosure (1) or
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (if examinations contain no classified information)

From: Commanding Officer, USS FREMONT (APA 44) (99999)
To: Commanding Officer, USS HANSON (DDR 832)

Subj: FORWARDING OF NAVY-WIDE COMPETITIVE EXAMINAT!ONS FOR ADVANCEMENT (OR

CHANGE) IN RATE

Ref: (a) BUPERSINST 1430.16C

Encl: (1) Examination Booklet(s)
(2) NAVPERS 1430/2 (WORKSHEET)
(3) When applicable, copy leave papers or Standard Transfer Orders

1. Per reference (a), enclosures (1) and (2) are forwarded for the
candidates listed below. The candidate(s) indicated by an asterisk have
COMNAVMILPERSCOM authorization to compete for change in rating.

Social Exam
Security Present Exam Serial

Name Number Rate Rate Number

1. Jones, Jefferey T. 324-56-8383 SN BM3 610207
*2. Croft, James F. 786-45-9090 SK3 DK3 611426

2. The above named personnel are elibible for advancement (or change) in

rate and are recommended for participation in the examination on (date).

3. Request acknowledge receipt by completing the first endorsement.

*When applicable, in the case of personnel in a transient or leave status
who will take an examination containing classified information, add the
certification of the candidate's eligibility for access to classified in-
formation. See Paragraph 601.4.

(SIGNATURE)

File No.

Serial No.
Date

FIRST ENDORSEMENT on CO USS FREMONT (APA 44) ltr ser_ of

From: Commanding Officer, USS HANSON (DDR 832) (88888)
To: Commanding Officer, USS FREMONT (APA 44)

Subj: FORWARDING OF NAVY-WIDE COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT (OR
CHANGE) IN RATE

1. Receipt of the examination(s) listed in paragraph one is acknowledged.

(SIGNATURE)

Figure 6-8.-Sample letter of transmittal for transferring examinations.
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Both upon receipt and before administration, * Assign proctors to assist in the
all examination envelopes should be inspected administration of the examinations (1 proctor
for evidence of tampering, for every 25 candidates)

All examination materials should be stowed
in a safe, vault, or some other locked space * Ensure all board members are aware of
secured with a three-tumbler combination lock. the time and place at which the examination is
The lock should be accessible only to an official to be administered
who meets the requirements of paragraph 601,
BUPERSINST 1430.16C. * Ensure all materials required to

Except as specified in paragraph 601 of administer the exam are available
BUPERSINST 1430.16C, the ONLY time
enlisted personnel should have access to * Ensure a copy of the latest examination
examinations or performance tests is when they instructions, the latest BUPERSNOTE 1418,
are taking the exam. and the general and verbatim instructions are

REPORT OF LOST OR available

COMPROMISED EXAMINATIONS Approximately 10 days before the

In case of lost or compromised examination scheduled date of the examination, the
materials or evidence that loss or compromise is examination board should take the following
possible, forward a preliminary report to steps:
COMNAVMILPERSCOM (NMPC-221). Send
a copy to NETPMSA and the command's * Ensure that an examination is available
administrative superior using report symbol for each candidate for whom a worksheet has
OPNAV 5510-6B. Report any evidence of been prepared.
missing, lost, or compromised CT examinations
as outlined in DOD Directive C-5105.21-M-1. * Check for loss or compromise of
Send a copy of the report to NETPMSA (Code examinations.
0355), Pensacola, FL 32509-5035. The
commanding officer responsible for the * Recheck the worksheets for errors and
examination will convene a Judge Advocate make necessary corrections.
General (JAG) investigation, submitting copies
of the completed report in advance to COMNAV- * Prepare a seating arrangement that will
MILPERSCOM (NMPC-221) and NETPMSA. provide maximum comfort consistent with the

space accommodations. If practical, make
arrangements for smoking and nonsmoking

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES areas. The seating should be arranged so that

As examination time approaches, certain candidates taking examinations in the same

administrative matters should be completed. rating do not sit next to or across from one

About 3 weeks before the scheduled date of the another.

administration of the Navywide examinations, * If no examination is available for some
the senior member of the examining board candidates, ensure the A and B method or
should have a meeting with the other board cand i tte e xamiat ion, m e r is
members. During this meeting, board members substitute examination, whichever is
should review the directives pertinent to the appropriate, will be used. (More specific
advancement cycle and discuss any new information on the A and B split-test method
procedures introduced into the system. Any and substitute examinations is contained in
new procedures or instructions will be chapter 7 of the Manual of Advancement.)
contained in the applicable BUPERSNOTE Ensure that no more than two
1418 for the examination cycle. They should c w
also discuss board members' and proctors' candidates will use the same examination
responsibilities during the administration of the booklet.
examination. During this meeting, board Paragraph 707.d of the Manual of
members should make the following Advancement strictly forbids the reproduction
preliminary arrangements: of any part of a Navywide examination,

0 Arrange sufficient space to performance test, or completed answer sheet
accommodate examinees comfortably except by NETPMSA.
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The examining board is responsible for (add, subtract, multiply, divide, equal, square-
providing the following materials for each root, and percent); two clear keys (entry and
candidate: accumulator [C and ACI); three memory keys

(store, recall, and add to memory contents);
* One worksheet, NAVEDTRA 1430/2. and one on/off key. Electronic calculators with

built-in special features, such as conversion
* One unopened examination for the from one number base or measurement unit to

appropriate rating and paygrade. another, are NOT authorized. Candidates may
also use log tables and slide rules, except

* One answer sheet. Only the NETPDC or musical slide rules. Musical slide rules are NOT
NETPMSA 1430/2 (blue) answer sheet is permitted.
authorized. Other than the preceding items, no other

examining materials or instruments will be
* Scratch paper. Normally, two sheets are allowed into the examination room. Proctors

sufficient. The proctors can provide more if should ensure that all candidates observe these
needed. regulations during the administration of the

examination.
* One lead pencil. Candidates should be

provided with a no. 1 or electrographic black EXAMINATION DAY SCHEDULE
lead pencil. If any other type of pencil is used, Examinations will normally be administered
it may cause the answer sheet to be improperly by paygrade on the days indicated in the
processed by the scanning equipment. following schedule. Any deviations from this

* A smooth, firm surface on which to schedule will be announced in the
BUPERSNOTE 1418 issued for that specificcomplete the answer sheet. When answer sheets examination cycle. Deviations from the

are marked, any type of soft table covering will schedule may be made only as outlined in
result in marks that will not be properly chapter 7 of the Manual of Advancement,
processed. BUPERSINST 1430.16C.

* Maneuvering boards, parallel rules, and PAYGRADE DAY ADMINISTERED
dividers as appropriate for candidates taking Petty officer The first Tuesday in March
the Quartermaster, Signalman, Operations third class and the first Thursday after
Specialist, Ocean Systems Technician, abo Day instemers o as
Boatswain's Mate, and Electronics Warfare Labor Day in September or as
Technician exams. announced in the applicable

BUPERSNOTE 1418

* Ten-point dividers and an air navigation Petty officer The Thursday following the
computer for candidates taking the Aviation second class P03 examination in March
Antisubmarine Warfare Operator (AW) exam. and the Tuesday following

the P03 examination in
* Two sheets of musical manuscript paper September or as announced in

for candidates taking the Musician (MU) exam. the applicable BUPERS-
NOTE 1418

* A U.S. Navy calculator for verticalariAl U.S ph gay calcultographerMae Petty officer The second Tuesday in Marchaerial photography for Photographer's Mate first class and the Thursday following
the P02 examination in

All candidates may use battery- or solar- September or as announced in
operated electronic calculators of the applicable BUPERS-
the NONPROGRAMMABLE/NONSPECIAL NOTE 1418
FEATURE KEYS variety; however, candidates Chief petty The third Thursday in
must furnish their own calculators. The types officer January or as announced in
of electronic calculators allowed are limited to the applicable BUPERS-
those with no more than the following 25 NOTE 1418
single-function buttons/keys: twelve number-
entry keys (0-9, decimal, and sign change NOTE: Although no examination is

+/-]) seven arithmetic-function keys administered for senior and master chief petty
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officers, the command must follow certain muster the candidates and seat them in the
requirements each examination cycle for these examination room according to the preplanned
two paygrades. Approximately mid to late arrangements. After distributing the required
August each year, commands receive the examination materials, a member of the
BUPERSNOTE 1418, which provides the basic examining board will read the general and
eligibility requirements for senior and master verbatim instructions for the administration of
chief petty officers. It also provides the examinations. The reading of the verbatim
information and procedures to be used for that instructions should be clear and concise,
particular examination cycle, allowing each candidate enough time to

complete each block on the answer sheet before
RECOMMENDED TIME SCHEDULE the next verbatim instruction is read.
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF
EXAMINATIONS The examination room must be under the

direct supervision of at least one member of the
The commanding officer of each activity examining board. This examining board

schedules the exact time of day Navywide member must be present at all times during the
examinations will be administered. However, administration of the examination. Proctors are
the commanding officer must not allow assigned to assist the examining board. At least
candidates to exceed the time limit of 3 hours 1 board member or proctor should be provided
for Navywide examinations and 2 hours for for every 25 candidates. Although enlisted
military/leadership exams or allow them to personnel normally cannot serve as members of
take any breaks. This precaution prevents the the examining board, chief petty officers (E7/
possibility of fraud or compromise. The 8/9) may serve as proctors for E-4 through E-7
following time schedule is normally followed examinations. For information on assigning
unless the commanding officer considers a proctors, refer to paragraph 705 of the Manual
deviation to be absolutely necessary: of Advancement.

0730 Candidates muster (military ID cards Before each examination is administered,
required). Proctors muster at the the command should provide guidelines for

same time. proctors and examining board members to
follow. The following information should be

0745 After candidates are seated, sealed included in the guidelines:
examinations, worksheets, and all
other materials required for 0 Ensure the health and comfort rules are
administering the examination are understood and in agreement with command
distributed, and Navy policy.

0800 The General and Verbatim In- 0 Ensure that candidates bring no
structions for the Administration of unauthorized materials, such as TRAMANS
Navywide Advancement Exami- and notes, into the examining room.
nations are read (verbatim instruc-
tions are provided by NETPMSA). 0 Help distribute all examining materials
The verbatim instructions tell (pencils, examination booklets, worksheets,
candidates how to fill in the answer scratch paper, and so forth).
sheets from the information providedonthes wrorkshee inforaion w soter Perform an individual ID card check toon the worksheets, as well as other

pertinent information, verify each candidate's identity before issuing
that person an examination booklet.

0830 The examination begins. TIME
LIMIT: 3 HOURS. * Randomly inspect the answer sheets

while the candidates complete the
1130 The examination ends. administrative section (blocks 1 through 21) as

the verbatim instructions are being read.
Ensure candidates darken answer sheet circles

ADMINISTRATION OF sufficiently to be detected by scanning
EXAMINATIONS equipment.

On the date the examination is * Patrol the examining room to guard
administered, the examination board should against cheating.
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* Escort candidates to and from the EXAMINATION COMPLETION
examining room if the need arises for health or PROCEDURES
comfort trips outside the examining room.

Upon completion of the examination,
I Interpret the meaning of the information candidates must turn in all examination

on the examination booklet cover for the materials to an examining board member as
candidate if necessary; however, DO NOT they exit the room. The examining board
DISCUSS, INTERPRET, OR ANSWER membcr will recheck and reverify the circled
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN ANY information and correct the answer sheet
WAY! (Examining board members and before it is forwarded to NETPMSA.
proctors may explain the meaning of the Corrections should be made to the answer sheet
instructions on the face of the examination based on paragraph 423.a of BUPERSINST
booklet. They may not interpret examination 1430.16C.
questions, engage in a discussion about
questions, or assist the candidates in any way in Although the worksheet and answer sheet
their solutions. Examining board members are verified at this time, the examining board is

must NEVER read examination questions to a advised to review them once again before the

candidate without the prior approval of answer sheets are forwarded to NETPMSA for

COMNAVMILPERSCOM.) grading.

As the candidates leave the examining
* Seek any further assistance necessary room, the board member who administers the

from the senior examining board member if in exam should ensure the candidates have taken
doubt about any portion of the exam the following actions:
administration.

* Transferred all information from the
The authority for oral administration of w rksheeo e answ r heet

examinations is requested, with ample

justification, from COMNAVMILPERSCOM, * Made no changes on the worksheet that
Code NMPC-221 or NMPC-932. Authorization
is needed for oral exam administration for
USNR-TAR (Training and Administration of * Darkened in the circles properly below
Reserves), TEMAC (Temporary Active Duty),
CAN/REC (Canvasser/Rec, uiter), and inactive each response area
reserve personnel. If authorized, a S Turned in all testing materials, including
commissioned officer who is a member of the
examining board will read examination scratch paper
questions and answers without interpretation or
explanation. The individual will be examinedThlatpgofecexmninisaldine the Subject-Matter Section Identification sheet.
on the regularly scheduled examination date i This sheet is removed by an examining board
a separate space from other candidates. Oral member and retained by the command until the
administration will not generally be authorized
in the case of candidates who have been examination results are received. When theresults are received, these sheets are attached to
classified as passed but not advanced in the candidate's copy of the Examinationprevious examination cycles. Profile Information sheet and given to the

Candidates are not permitted to leave the candidate. By comparing the profile sheet to
examination room before completing their the Subject-Matter Section Identification sheet,
examination except for emergencies, and then the candidates can identify their strengths or
only if accompanied by an escort designated by weaknesses.
the senior examining board member. A member
of the examining board must take possession of EXAMINATION ACCOUNTABILITY
all examining materials during the candidate's AFTER THE EXAMINATION
absence. Any candidate who leaves the
examination room without the permission of an After the examination has been
examining board member will be disqualified, administered, all examination booklets, used
If this situation occurs, the procedures outlined and unused, and scratch paper are destroyed.
in paragraph 705.c of the Manual of They are destroyed by burning or by alternate
Advancement should be followed, methods as outlined in the Department of the
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.\avv Information Securit v Program prepared for each paygrade. The letter of
Regulation, OPNAVINST 5510.11H. transmittal should list all used, unused, or

transferred examinations, including the rateabbreviation, examination series, and
presence of at least two witnesses-at least one examination serial number. The letter should
officer and a chief petty officer (E-7/8/9) or a list candidates alphabetically by name within
designated ivilian. Destruction of Cryptologic each rate on enclosure (2), as shown in figure
Technician (CT) and Mess Management 6-9 When personnel from more than one
Specialist (MS) examinations requires special 6-9 h e pe e l frm the tandi ae

hiand iI -1 activity have been examined, the candidates
should be grouped by activity as shown on

Normally the destruction of CT enclosure (2).
examinations will be witnessed by two officers.Thcs oficer mut hod a intrimor fnalThe original letters of transmittal are sentThese officers m ust hold an interim or final t o m n i g O fc r E P S C d
Top Secret clearance and must have received t omnigOfcr EPS Cdstven ived 0322), Pensacola, FL 32509-5400, by registered
Current indoctrination for mail. Copies of the report of destruction should
compartmented information. If two officers areoneoffce an a esgnaed not be sent to COMNAVMILPERSCOM or
unavailable, one officer and a designated the command's administrative superior unless
civilian or a chief, senior chief, or master chief otherwise directed. The answer sheets should
petty officer who meets the clearance and not be folded or stapled and should be enclosed
indoctrination criteria may witness the in cardboard backing for protection.
destruction. Sometimes only one officer or
civilian is attached to the command who meets Copies of the reports of destruction and
the clearance and indoctrination criteria. In receipts for transfer of examinations are
such cases, if this person is the CO or has by maintained on file for 2 years as an official
direction authority, he or she may sign as both record for the command.
the CO and the person witnessing the
examination destruction. For specific details, DISPOSITION OF WORKSHEETS
see paragraph 707 of BUPERSINST 1430.16C.

The commanding officer, executive officer, Upon completion of the examination, the

or officer in charge who witnesses the senior member of the examination board must
derufceion g NS e tionesstsg the fill in the appropriate area of the worksheetdestruction of MS examinations must sign the adsg t l okhessol ertie

letter of transmittal to NETPMSA. A special and sign it. All worksheets should be retained

statement of the witnessing of the destruction Rating Change Authorization (RCA),

of MS examination booklets must be signed as Examination Status Verification Report

shown in paragraph 4.a of the NETPMSA (ESVR), or data mailer. Upon receipt of the

letter of transmittal (fig. 6-9). RCA, ESVR, or data mailer, the board

FORWARDING OF EXAMINATION member annotates the appropriate section of
RETURNS the worksheet and indicates the candidate's

examination status. The board member then
After the examination, all completed staples the copy of the examination profile

answer sheets are handled and stowed as sheet to the worksheet and files it in the
described in paragraph 602.1 of BUPERSINST person's service record. The worksheet should
1430.16C. not be forwarded to NETPMSA with

examination returns (except CommandWithn 5 orkng dys fterthe Advancement Program ICAPI worksheets).
administration of the examinations, the answer

sheets and a report of destruction/
administration must be sent to NETPMSA by a POSTEXAMINATION
letter of transmittal, as shown in figure 6-9. PROCEDURES
The number of examinations reported as
destroyed or transferred must match the total After the examination cycle, certainnumber in the Examination Packing List (fig. Atrteeaiaincce eti
6-7), including examinations received from procedures must be followed. These procedures
other commands. ensure examination results are received for each

candidate, the candidates selected for
Separate letters of transmittal, assigned advancement are advanced correctly, and the

report symbol BUPERS 1418-1, should be service record entries and disbursing forms are
completed properly.
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Report Symbol BUPERS 1418-I LETTERHEAD

REGISTERED MAIL
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

From:

To: Commanding Officer, Naval Education and Training Program Management
Support Activity, Pensacola, Florida 32509-5555

Subj: CYCLE # EXAMINATION RETURNS FOR PAYGRADE XX

Ref: (a) BUPERSINST 1430.16C

(2) isting by Activity, Ship or Station

(3) Listing of Unused and Transferred Examinations

1. Enclosures (1) through (3) are forwarded per reference (a).

2. All examination envelopes were given to the candidates with seals unbroken
and unopened by the candidate concerned in the examination room in the presence of
a member of the local examining board.

3. (Strike out this paragraph, if not applicable,) The candidates listed in
enclosure (2) whose examination serial numbers are identified by (DUP) were
forced to use the "A/B" method (duplicate use of an examination). Test booklets
were examined and markings, if any, were removed before use by second candidate.

4. All examination booklets for personnel listed in enclosure (2), and all
complete examinations listed in enclosure (3) as being unused have been destroyed
by 'method of destruction) in the presence of the authorized personnel whose
signatures o ow:

Name, Rank Name, Rank

(Strike out this paragraph, if not applicable)
a. Destruction of Mess Specialist (MS) examination booklets per paragraph

707.9.2 of reference (a) witnessed by:

Name, Rank, Title Name, Rank

5. The examinations of the personnel listed in enclosure (2) were conducted as
outlined in Chapter VII of reference (a).

(Signature of Commanding Officer or
officer with by direction authority)

For Official Use Only

ACTIVITY AND CODE (7) ANSWER SHEETS

USS FORMAT 11111

Social Series and Branch
Security Present Exam Exam Serial of

Name Number Rate Rate Number Service

COOPER A. 987-65-4321 BMl BMC 1064331 USN
WINNIE C. 123-45-6789 MS1 MSC 1060779 USN
JAGGER M. 333-33-3333 MUl MUC I06008g(DUP) USN
RICHARDS K. 123-45-6789 MUl MUC 1060089(DUP) USN
ACKROID 0. 321-54-9876 RM1 RMC 1061078 USN
SMITH D. 224-90-7026 YN1 YNC 1061251 USN
VASHEY P. 155-52-3722 YN1 YNC 1061252 USN

ACTIVITY AND CODE (1) ANSWER SHEET

USS NEVERSAIL 22222

RICHMOND M. 212-21-1212 PNI PNC 1062456 USN

Enclosure (2)

Figure 6-9.-NETPMSA letter of transmittal.
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CYCLE 123 (MAR 89) EXAMINATION STATUS VERIFICATION REPORT

USS CARRIER CV-007 THIS REPORT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AUTH FOR ADV OR CHG
UIC 99999 OF RATE. VERIFY ALL FMS DATA PRIOR TO ZFFECTING ANY

ACTION. TO CLEAR DISCREPANCIES, SUMIT INFO/DOCUMENT
BY LTR, SPDLTR OR MSG, REFER PARA 427 ADVNAN.

-------- C- VERIFICATION DATA - - - ------

NAME SSN PRATE ERATE BR/CL D S AN TAS OTIS SIPC DSPG PHA PNEC PER? A STATUS

PN3 PN2 USN A 00 0500 0000 0100 0000 00.0 0000 4.00 PNA-PTS 0.0 1.5
PN3 PN2 USN A 00 0310 0000 0200 0000 00.0 0000 3.90 PNA-PTS 0.5/1.0

NA-NE- PNSN PN3 USN A 00 0202 0000 0202 0000 01.0 0000 3.54 PNA-PTS 0.0/1.0
PNSN PM3 USH N 00 0210 0000 0202 0000 03.0 0000 3.86 PNA-PTS 0.0/1.0

PNSN PN3 USN N 00 0203 0000 0109 0000 01.1 0000 3.96 SELECTEE
PN2 PN1 USH N 02 0609 0000 0306 0000 02.0 0000 4.00 SELECTEE

AND PN3 PH2 USN N 00 0309 0000 0200 0000 05.0 0000 4.00 SELECTEE
PN3 PN2 USN A 01 0409 0000 0300 0000 07.5 0000 3.89 SELECTEE
D1SN D3 USN A 00 0105 0000 0009 0000 00.0 0000 3.75 E SELECTEE
SN R43 USN N 00 0110 0000 0010 0000 00.0 9700 3.67 SELECTEE

SOCIAL SECURITY DK2 D1 USN A 02 0509 0000 0300 0000 00.0 0000 3.92 E SELECTEE
YN3 YN2 USN A 02 0411 0000 0206 0000 05.0 0000 3.80 SELECTEE
PNSN PN3 USN A 00 0205 0000 0105 0000 00.5 0000 4.00 SELECTEE

NUMBERS PN2 PN1 USN A 02 0611 0000 0400 0000 00.0 0000 3.71 PAML
PN2 PNI USN N 05 0609 0000 0300 0000 00.0 0000 3.54 FAIL
D03 DR2 USN A 00 0211 0000 0100 0000 00.0 0000 3.64 FAIL
BT2 BT1 USN N 02 0511 0000 0000 0000 00.0 0000 3.95 E PAIL

HAVE PN2 PI USH N 02 0708 0000 0306 0000 01.0 0000 3.63 FAIL
TMO2 TMO1 USH N 00 0607 0000 0300 0000 00.0 0000 . E FAIL

D03 DK2 USN N 02 0510 0000 0008 0000 01.0 0000 3.85 ACTIVITY rIVAL
BEEN SN D3 USN N 00 0202 0000 0102 0000 00.0 9760 3.80 INVAL - WPA

PNSN PN3 USH N 00 0210 0000 0110 0000 00.0 0000 PER? MARE ERROR

RE4OVED
THE DATE(S) ON THE ANSeR SHEET (ADSDA AND/OR TIRDA) FOR THE CANDIDATES LISTED BELOW ARE IN DISAGREEENT
WITH THE DATE(S) CONTAINED IN THE NAVY MASTER FILE. TAS AND/OR SIPG SHOWN HAS BEEN COMPUTED USING THE
MASTER FILE DATE. REFER TO PARAGRAPH 425, ADVMAN, FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION IF NAVY MASTER FILE DATE IS IN
ERROR. 'OK" INDICATES THAT DATES AGREE.

NAME SSN PRATE ERATE ADSDE ADSDA TAS TIRDE TIRDA SIPG

N ES AND SOCIAL D03 D2 O OR 0202 83/07/01 53/01/01 0100
SECURITY NUMBERS PNSN PH3 OR OR 0210 82/05/16 83/04/08 0202
HAVE SEEN REMOVEDT 2  iT1 O OR 0511 / / 81/07/01 0000

Figure 6-10.-Sample copy of an Examination Status Verification Report (ESVR).

RESULTS OF NAVYWIDE by the commands approximately 3 months after
ADVANCEMENT EXAMINATIONS the candidates take their examinations. Chief

petty officer candidates normally wait
After the examination, the candidates and approximately 3 months for SELECTION

the commands anxiously await the examination BOARD ELIGIBLE results published by
results. The E-4 through E-6 exam results are NETPMSA. They then wait another 3 months,
published by NETPMSA. Results are received while the selection board completes the
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CYCLE 123 (MAR 89) RATING CHANGE AUTHORIZATION JUN 01 1989
ADVANCEMENTS/STRIXERS/CHANGES OF RATE EFFECTIVE 09/16/89

JSS CARRIER CV-007 PROVIDED ELIGIBILITY IS MAINTAINED, CANDIDATES LISTED
'IC 99999 ARE AUTHORIZED ADVANCEMENT OR CHANGE OF RATE. VERIFY

ALL FMS DATA PRIOR TO EFFECTING ANY ACTION. AUTHORITY
IS NETPKSA DC ADV LTR 3-89.

- - ---- VERIFICATION DATA .---.-.----.
AUTH C E

NM SSN PRATE RATE BR/CL D S AW TAS DTIS SIPG DSPG PNA PNEC PERF A

NAMES AND SOCIAL DKSN DX3 USN A 00 0109 0000 0109 0000 01.5 0000 3.78
PNSN PN USN A 00 0106 0000 0106 0000 02.0 0000 3.92 E

SECURITY NUMBERS HAVE DKSN DX3 USN A 00 0110 0000 0102 0000 00.0 0000 3.93
SN SK3 USN N 00 0203 0000 0201 0000 00.0 9710 3.74

BEEN REMOVED PNSN PN3 U'SN N 00 0210 0000 0110 000 04.T 0000 3.98

iTHE DATE(S) ON THE ANSWER SHEET(ADSDA AND/OR TIRDA) FOR THE CANDIDATES LISTED BELOW ARE IN DISAGREEMENT
WITH THE DATE(S) CCNTAINED IN THE NAVY M,;STER FILE. TAS AND/OR SIPG SHOWN HAS BEEN COMPUTED USING THE
MASTER FILE DATE. REFER T. PARAGRAPH 425, ADVMAN, FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION IF NAVY MASTER FILE DATE IS IN
ERROR. "OK' INDICATES THAT DATES AGREE.

NAME SSN PRATE ERATE ADSDE ADSDA TAS TIRDE TIRDA SIPG

NAMES AND SOCIAL DKSN OK3 82/09/24 82/09/14 0109 OK OK 0109
SECURITY N)IMBEPS
HAVE BEEN REMOVED

Figure 6-11.-Sample copy of a Rating Change Authorization (RCA).

selection process, to find out whether or not The results of each examination cycle are
they are SELECTEES. The E-7 selection results published by NETPMSA. The examination
are published in a CNO message (NAVOP). results forwarded to each command consist of
Senior and master chief petty officer candidates the Examination Status Verification Report
are recommended and nominated in November (ESVR), Rating Change Authorization (RCA),
of each year. They normally find out whether and Examination Profile Information sheet.
or not they are selectees in a NAVOP published (See figs. 6-10 through 6-12.) Results for the
about 6 months later. candidates who took a late substitute
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM

MANAGE NEM I SUPPORT ACTIVITY

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 325S09 SEA ES DATE C CD

TO 0i. JAMLS CARL 9d71I54321 YN2 YNI 1110O057-MAR 86 99119

SuP 1 11 fA.II VINF DR).I . I -,

LARNLD P NA PIS (INC I , II FMS) C O8-2.0 * C107-0.0 * C104-0.0 * C103-L.5 * C100-2.0

PROJECTEL, PNA PIS. - CI 1-1.0/0.I

r. INFORMATIO PAO1,100 Sftow .S A PROFIL OF YOUR RELATIVE STANOING RIT. ALL OTHERS ,N YOUR RATE IN EACH
SIUJOECTI MATTE R StCTION TH

E 
INIORMATIO IS TO NE USED wrTH T E SUBJECT MATTER IDENTIFICATION SH E I TO YIlE ERAM

'NATION SER ES NDICATEO SYTANUINGS ARE BASED ON OVER 9ON RETURNS NO SIGNIFICANT CHANCE RITN ALL RETURNS IN

I I .. Y .OUR. 1. .I NIMU
STRTUS FINL I I ItI W IRY SECTION I 1 NF2T NM UE I T ILI E ',1 

0ED
Feampe, 6 197.28 115. m ST hatDG y. a ea A Au standard-----e-----0

____ TO /01, . . . :'. .,-.. .. -I " P .-1

A UYAYFNLMIACT OURESOFORO.AUSDO1o y fOURamULItPlECOPUTTIS

EXAMINATION PROFILE INFORMATION

I. EXAMINATION STATUS-Shows whether you passed or fai led and your exam standard score.
For example, PASS/SS 56 would mean that you passed the exam and your standard score was 56.

2. YOUR FINAL MULTIPLE-Shows your final multiple score (FMS).

3. MINIMUM MULTIPLE REQUIREI.--Shows the minimum FMS required for advancement in your rate.
If your final FM was equal to or higher than this figure, you are a selectee for advancement.

4. SECTION/STANDING 1-l2.--Shows exam section and your standing compared to others who took the same exam.
Section number corresponds with "Examination Section" on SUBJECT-MATTER SECTION IDENTIFICATION sheet.

5. PNA POINTS ASSIGNED.- Shows PNA points you previously received (included in your FMS) and projected PNA
points from this exam for the next exam cycle. Automatically added to your FMS on the next exam.

Figure 6-12.-Sample copy of an examination profile information sheet.

examination are normally issued by data will receive their authorization by a data
mailers (fig. 6-13) or separate correspondence. mailer.
Once the Rating Change Authorization (RCA)
and the Examination Status Verification Report Examination Status Verification Report
(ESVR) are verified, they should be posted on (ESVR)
the command bulletin board.

The ESV R lists all personnel not listed on
Rating Change Authorization (RCA) the RCA whose status is one of the following:

The RCA (fig. 6-11) is the actual Selectee
authorization for advancement of candidates.
The command must verify this report upon Passed not advanced (PNA)
receipt; no candidate may be advanced until all Failed
information has been verified. Examination invalidated

The RCA lists all personnel being advanced A discrepancy exists preventing publication
on the 16th of a particular month. For of the results
instance, all personnel being advanced on 16 When the command receives the ESVR (fig.
February will be on the same RCA, all 6-10), it must be verified against the
personnel being advanced on 16 October will be information on the candidate's worksheet. The
on a separate RCA, and so forth. If the command also uses it to verify that the
command has no one being advanced duringany given month, no RCA will be issued, personnel listed are still recommended for

advancement. This report is not to be confused
Personnel who participate in late with the command Enlisted Distribution Verfication

examinations and are aut] orized advancement Report.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Pensacola. FI 32509-5555
In reply refer to

To UIC Code 321

Examination Status for Ser
Suo, Cycle

Standard Score
Ref (a) Exam Serial

VERIFICATION DATA
r_ e ... 8 .. _. S . ..s S nG . s.. _ . S A2 D PN PTS

EXAMINATION PROFILE INFORMATION
2 J 2 5 5 8 5 0.

- - - - - - - --- - - - - -- -- .... . .... .- -- -.----

... n AC11 1.1, a

Figure 6-13.-Data mailer.

COMMAND ACTION UPON RECEIPT 3. A NAVGRAM or speedletter must be
OF EXAMINATION RESULTS sent to Commanding Officer, NETPMSA

(Code 321), Pensacola, FL 32509-5555,
If the commanding officer withdraws a invalidating the member's advancement

member's recommendation for advancement examination results. Report symbol BUPERS
after receipt of advancement authorization or 1430-16 should be used to identify the
selectee notification, the following steps must speedletter. The report should include the
be taken: reason the examination results were invalidated

and a statement that the invalidation was done
1. Service record entries must be recorded according to paragraph 819.2 of BUPERSINST

on NAVPERS forms 1070/609 and 1070/613 as 1430.16C.
shown in paragraph 819.2 of BUPERSINST
1430.16C. 4. If the recommendation is withdrawn

after the first of the month of the authorized
2. A service record entry stating that the effective date of advancement, the Navy

member has been informed of the right to Finance Center, as well as NETPMSA, must be
request redress under article 138 of the notified of the withdrawal by message. This
Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) notification will prevent the v rr, paygiade-
must be prepared. The member's signature is from being entered in the person's record. In
required as acknowledgement of this entry; addition to completing the following actions,
however, the inadvertent omission of this an SDS (Source Data System) event M-63 or
notification or acknowledgement will neither DMRS (Diary Message Reporting System)
alter nor invalidate the action of the message should be submitted at least 3 days
commanding officer in withdrawing before the effective date of advancement.
advancement authorization or withholding the Procedures for submitting this information
advancement. may be found in the Source Data System
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Procedures Manual, Volume 1!, NAVSO PNA points, if any, earned by the candidate
P-3069, and the Diary Message Reporting during the current examination cycle or
Svstem Users' Manual, EPMAC control previous cycles are also reflected on the profile
number 1080#1. sheet. No FMSs are indicated for those

members who fail the examination or
If a person listed on the RCA or ESVR was participate for lateral conversion. Also no FMS

advanced under the provisions of the is listed if a member is in a discrepancy status
Command Advancement Program (CAP), or if the examination has been invalidated.
Selective Training and Reenlistment (STAR), The examination profile information sheet
Selective Conversion and Reenlistment The roman profi of theet
(SCORE), or other authorized programs after is developed from an analysis of the overall
taking the Navywide exam, NETPMSA (Code examination results in each rating. The profile
0321) should be notified by letter, NAVGRAM, sheet provides lct:cr ccdes indicating the
speedletter, or message. Appropriate guidance relative standing of each candidate on each
should be included in the letter or message to section of the examination as compared with all
request invalidation or cancellation of the others taking the examination in the same
advancement authorization or removal of the rating. Individual subject areas do not contain
person from selection-board-eligible status. the same number of questions; therefore,

"letter codes" cannot be averaged against
You may find persons listed on the RCA or another candidate in the same or a different

ESVR who are not attached to your command rating.
or a newly reported member to your command
who is not listed on the RCA or ESVR. The The examination profile sheet is designed
names of these personnel and other pertinent for use in conjunction with the Subject-Matter
information about them should be sent to Section Identification sheet (fig. 6-14). This
NETPMSA (Code 0321). sheet shows the subject areas covered in each

section of the examination. It is numbered to
Unfortunately, the RCA or ESVR is not correspond with the areas on the examination

always verified by the command upon receipt, profile sheet and the subject areas contained in
although many times errors occur that make a the Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and
difference in a candidate's advancement status. Personnel Classifications and Occupational
The ESVR contains examination results and Standards, NAVPERS 18068E. By comparing
multiple factors for all candidates except those the examination profile sheet and the Subject-
listed on the RCA, but it cannot be used as the Matter Section Identification sheet, candidates
authorization for advancement. can identify their strengths and weaknesses in

Following each Navywide examination, comparison with other candidates who took the
NETPMSA forwards an examination profile same examination. Proper use of the
information sheet (fig. 6-12) for all E-4 through examination profile sheet will result in a greater
E-7 candidates. Examination profile knowledge of rating requirements.
information sheets are forwarded in duplicate The passed not advanced (PNA) points are
to the commanding officer. The duplicate copy included in the FMS factor for persons
is used as a source of information for icded in the E tror Eoevaluating the effectiveness of the command participating in the E-4 through E-6

advancement examinations who received a
training program in the various ratings. relatively high test score or an exemplaryNETPMSA does not retain copies of theeama pole nortain sies. othe performance mark average on past Navywide
examination profile information sheets. The advancement examinations. The maximumoriginal profile information sheet and the number of PNA points attainable for one exam
Subject-Matter Section Identification sheet are cycle is 3.0, awarded in increments of one-half
delivered and explained to each candidate by poit . a ai cre dits hethe ESO or an examining board member. point. NETPMSA automatically credits the
Candidate o aeat inboats membee PNA points earned for the most recent five ofCandidates who take late examinations receive the last six exams. The maximum PNA point
profile information in the data mailer (fig. credit an E-6 candidate may earn is 12 points.
6-13). An E-4 or E-5 candidate may earn a maximum

The examination profile information sheet of 10 points. PNA points WILL NOT be
contains the candidate's status (PASS/FAIL), automatically credited for persons who have a
standard score, final multiple score (FMS), and name change. Proof of the past PNA points
the minimum FMS required for advancement, should be forwarded to NETPMSA so that the
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GIVE THIS SHEET TO YOUR PROCTOR

SUBJECT-MATTER SECTION IDENTIFICATION FOR ALL

XYZ3

EXAMINATIONS WITH SERIAL NUMBERS FROM

1200001 TO 1209999

1 . T l i n e n a m t n a t i o n i s I n t o _ 1111 11 .( CT - M A T I K H S E ' I I ,N 4 . ' " t~t l e s o r N ,. 5 '
SC¢ttO0.5 Ji'. jcneain naI'si and t.glt th, .cupatOnal rcquiremcnts 01 you- rat0S.
ile n'h bh I,,,vau.v both the Se't'tonal I,-r-, kdown to Hll .m,?Uil.t on and the
Occupat onal Standards from SeCtion Iot the Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel
ClassLficatons and OCenpaLtonal standa-ds, NAVPENS 18U6.L, used to Support the qwestions.

2. The basic bibltogi.phy or THIS examination is contained in Bibliography tor
AivancesMnt Study, NAVEDrRA 10052-AK. This basic bibliography and your Occupational
Standards are rpt tnted in tne Advancement Handbook tor Petty Officers for your rating.
This handbook may be obtained trom your ESO.

3. The SUBJECT-MATTER IUENTIFICAFION SHEE.T IS to be retalned by your command until
receipt ot your examination results and your EXAMINATION PROFILE INFORMATION FORM. Fill in

your NAME, RATE, DIV, and SHIP/SA in the spaces provided below before handing this sheet

to your exam proctor.

4. Your EXAMINATION PROFILC INFURMATION F oIM (explained on the back Of this sheet) will

be sent to you by separate correspondence. Using the SUBJECT-MATTER IDENTIFICATION SHEET
and yoir EXAMINATION PROFILE INFORMIATION FORM will assist you in identifying your strengths

and weaknesses in comparison with all other candidates who took this examination.

EXAMINATION SUBJECT-MATTER SECTION STANDARDS SUPPORTING THE QUESTIONS

SECTION TITLE (FROM NAVPERS IO6E) o

I FOOTIALL XXXXX. XXXXX

2 BASEBALL XXXXXI XXXXX, XXXXX, XXXXX

3 GOLF XXXXX

4 TENNIS XXXXX, XXXXX, XXXXX

5 VOLLEYBALL XXXXX, XXXXX _

6 SOCCER XXXXX, XXXXX, XXKXX, XXXXX, XXXXX

7 BASKETBALL XXXXX, XXXXX, XXXXX

8 SOFIBALL XXXXX, XXXXX

9 BADMITTON XXXXX, XXXXX, XXXXX, XXXXX

I0 BOWLING XXXXX

THIS SHEET MUST IN USED WITH THE MANUAL OF NAVY ENLISTED MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL

CLASSIFICATIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS (NAVPERS 8069E)

Figure 6-14.-Exam Information Subject-Matter Section Identification.

previous points can be added to the final Action for Personnel Transferred
multiple score. All pertinent information listed
in paragraph 427 of BUPERSINST 1430.16C Examination results of personnel who are
should be included in a letter or speedletter. If no longer attached to your command may be
a person has had a name change, the person's found when the RCA or ESVR is verified.
previous name and any past examination cycles These personnel have been transferred to a new
in which the candidate has earned PNA points duty station, separated from active duty, or
are included. This must be done for each exam discharged. Service record entries for these
cycle, people should be made after the Navywide
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examinations have been administered and to inactive duty that advancement may be
before the exam results are received, effected on return to active duty or on

Be sure to make the following servi~e affiliating with a Naval Reserve drilling unit.
record entry for personnel who are permanently Personnel released from active duty or
transferred from your command: transferred for separation should be notified of

[DATE]: [NAME] participated in the [JAN/' advancement or change in rating authorization
NIAR/SEPJ 19 Navywide by a NAVGRAM or speedletter. The member's
advancement examination and name, rate, SSN, examination results, complete
results have not been received by home address, date of separation, and the
this command. Upon receipt, the activity where the member participated in the
results will be forwarded to examination should be included in the
[ACTIVITY TO WHICH speedletter. A copy of the advancement
MEIBER IS TRANSFERRED]. authority should be forwarded to the

separation activity or to the recruiting district
in which the member's home address is located.

You may sometimes receive a Rating A copy should also be sent to Commander,
Change Authorization authorizing the Naval Reserve Force (Code 215), 4400
advancement of a candidate who will be Dauphine Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70146-
transferred before the effective date of 5000.
advancement. In this case place the following
service record page 13 entry in the candidate's Frocking of Enlisted Personnel
service record:

[DATE]: Provided eligibility is maintained, Frocking is an administrative authorization
[NAME] may be advanced to to assume the title and wear the uniform of a
[RATE] effective [DATE]. For higher paygrade without entitlement to the pay
the purpose of final multiple and allowances of that grade. Frocking
computation and determining provides early recognition for members selected
eligibility for advancement to the for petty officer third class through master
next higher paygrade, [NAME'SI chief petty officer. After individual eligibility
service in paygrade dates from data has been verified, members may be
[DATE]. AUTH: CO, NET- frocked as follows:
PMSA ADV LTR NO. OF
[DATE]. The data listed on the * Qualified E-8/9 selectees may be frocked
verification section of the RCA upon receipt of selection board results. The
h a s b e e n v e r i f i e d p e r selection results are usually transmitted by an
BUPERSINST 1430.16C. OPNAV message.

Some candidates who are transferred may
be in a selectee (no RCA received) status on the
ESVR. The following service record page 13 no earlier than the first advancement increment
entry should be recorded in these persons' (normally 16 September) and after completing
service records: the Chief Petty Officer Indoctrination Course.

Commanding officers of training commands
[DATE]: [NAME] participated in the may authorize frocking for student chief petty

[JAN/MAR/SEP] 19 Navywide officer selectees before they complete the
advancement examination and indoctrination course if the course is not
was designated as a selectee. available at the training command.
Advancement date has not been
determined. Upon receipt, the
advancement authorization will * Qualified E-5/6 selectees may be frocked
be forwarded to [ACTIVITY TO no earlier than 30 days after tile date of the
WHICH SELECTEE IS initial RCA or ESVR.
TRANSFERRED].

* Qualified E-4 selectees, including those
Commanding officers inform advancement in a training status, may be frocked no earlier

selectees who are being discharged or released than the first advancement increment (normally
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16 January and 16 July) and after completing To effect frocking, commands must make
the Petty Officer Indoctrination Course. the following service record entries:

Frocking does not change the permanent [DATEI: Selectee for advancement
status of a member nor authorize payment of to [RATE from participation in Cycle
entitlements governed by statute or regulation. Navywide examination held in [DATE]
Frocking is subject to the following restrictions: and frocked to that rate per

BUPERSINST 1430.16C.

* Enlisted members selected for officer
appointments may not be frocked. [Signature of official with by

direction authority]
* Navy members serving in joint

commands may be frocked with the
concurrence of the joint command. [DATE]: I understand frocking is an

administrative authorization to wear the
Members may elect not to accept uniform and insignia of a higher

frocking. paygrade without pay entitlements or
allowances of that grade. I further

Frocked members are entitled to military understand that frocking is effected at
my option; that any cost for additional

identification cards and privileges of the higher uniforms or insignia will be defrayed by
paygrade except as restricted by law; that is, me; and that no retroactive pay,
clubs, messing, berthing, housing, and parking allowances, or reimbursements are
privileges, authorized. I volunteer to be frocked to

the rate of [RATE].
* Obligated service of E-7, E-8, and E-9

advancees is computed from the actual
advancement date and not the frocking date. [Member's signature]

* The weight limit for shipment of
household goods on permanent change of Effecting Advancements
station (PCS) orders is the weight limit
authorized for the permanent paygrade. Advancements to all petty officer grades

are effected on the 16th of the month. The
* Any administrative or punitive action is member's relative FMS among contemporaries

based on the member's permanent paygrade. who participated in the same Navywide
competitive examination for advancement

* Frocked members will purchase determines the effective date of advancement to
additional uniforms and insignia at their own paygrades E-4 through E-6. The effective
expense. Payment of any uniform allowance is advancement date for members selected for
authorized only on permanent advancement, advancement to paygrades E-7 through E-9 is

determined by the member's seniority among

* If member elects not to accept contemporaries in the same rate. The effective
date of advancement authorized in the

advancement or recommendation is withdrawn, advancement notification is the earliest date on
the frocked rate will be vacated. avneetntfcto steeris aeowhich the member may be advanced. The

commanding officer may effect advancement
SMembers who fail the physical readiness on a later date for a specific cause. However,

test or exceed body fat standards as described the commanding officer may not delay a
in OPNAVINST 6110.1C may not be frocked. member's authorized advancement for the

express purpose of according the member
* All diary entries and pay action future monetary gain or other personal benefit.

documents will reflect the permanent paygrade. This could include delaying advancement until
Performance evaluations shall be prepared in the member's expiration of enlistment so that
the member's frocked paygrade based on the member could receive the full reenlistment
NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1616.1A. bonus. If a member's advancement is withheld
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beyond the authorized effective date, the completion of 30 years. Advancement does not
procedures i n paragraph 808 .4 o f eliminate the requirement to request authority
BUPERSINST 1430.16C should be followed, to remain on active duty beyond 30 years as

Some selectees for CPO, SCPO, or NICPO required by NAVNIILPERSCONIINST 1133.1.

may not have 2 years of obligated service Personnel not eligible to execute an
remaining from their authorized date of extension of enlistment or to reenlist to obtain
ads ancement. These selectees must reenlist or the required obligated active service because of
execute an extension of their enlistment to their medical status as described in
obtain the mninimum obligated service on or NAVMILPERSMAN 1040300 and 1050150 are
before the effective date of advancement, authorized a waiver of obligated service
Waikers to provide for advancement before requirements. They may be advanced if
reenlistment or an\ alternate method, such as a otherwise qualified. Such personnel must sign
NAVPERS 10"0 613 agreement to extend the following agreement on NAVPERS 1070/
enlistment or reenlist, is not authorized. An 613 when advanced:
Ag reem ent to Extend Enlistment (NAVPERS
1070 621 or 622) must contain the following[n
statement: advancement to [E-7, E-8, or E-9] with

waiver of obligated service authorized
To accept ads ancement to [E-7, E-8 by BUPERSINST 1430.16C, I agree to

or E-2. I understand this extension obligate for any remaining period of
becomes binding upon execution and act iv e ser v i c e req u i red by
may not be cancelled except under BUPERSINST 1430.16C if returned to
\IlI.PERS\IAN 1050150. full duty.

Selectees exceeding allowable extensions of
current enlistment must request authority for
discharge and immediate reenlistment from [Signature of' selecte]
CONINAV%\ILPERSCONI (NNIPC-243) before
their advancement is effected. Witnessed:

[Sigrnacure of officer
Requests for transfer to the Fleet Reserve authorizedto service

will not be approved before completion of the record LLe,
minimum obligated service of 2 years from the
effective date of advancement to CPO, SCPO,
or \ICPO. Selectees who have sufficient SUBSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS
obligated service remaining on their current
enlistment but who will become Fleet Reserveeligible during the required obligated service Substitute examinations are administered to

eligbledurng te rquied bligtedserice individual candidates who, through no fault of
period must sign the following statement on iniid canae woe hugh natofNAVPERS 1070/613: their own, wvere unable to take the examination

at the regularly scheduled time. Supplies of
[DATE]: In consideration of examinations used for this purpose are
advancement to [RateL, I agree not to extremely limited; reproduction and processing
submit an application for transfer to the procedures are expensive and time consuming.
Fleet Reserve on a date that will occur
during a 2-year period from the JUSTIFICAIION OF REQUESTS FOR
effective date of advancement. SUBSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS

Requests for substitute examinations must
justify the circumstances preventing the
candidate from taking the regular examination.

[Signature of selectee They must also justify the reasons for
noncompliance with the regular exam schedule.

Advancees who will complete 30 years of Requests are considered on individual merit.

active service in less than 2 years from the Administrative delay in submitting requests
effective date of advancement to CPO, SCPO, to COMNAVMILPERSCOM for waiver of
or MCPO may request retirement upon eligibility requirements for advancement,
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change in rate, or request for service record Substitute examinations should be ordered
information is not justification for a substitute by NETPMSA Examination Order Form
examination. Each request for substitute (NETPDC 1418/6), letter, speedletter or
examinations must contain valid justification NAVGRAM, or message. Requests should list
based on the following criteria: the required examinations alphabetically by

rating. Enclosure (1) to the NETPMSA
* The candidate(s) concerned must havc ordering letter lists all available examinations.

been recommended for advancem,'nt and Substitute CT examinations should be ordered
eligible to take the regularly scheduled as described in paragraph 501. Ie of
examination. BUPERSINST 1430.16C.

* The candidate's absence from the Order forms should not be sent with
regularly scheduled examination must have follow-up letters or message orders. Only the
been through no fault of the individual; in original order form or message order should be
general, the absence should be the result of one referenced. This will prevent double shipping of
of the following circumstances: examinations.

NETPMSA will normally approve requests
Emergency leave (normally annual for substitute examinations based on the

leave is not adequate justification unless following schedule:
extenuating circumstances are involved).
When a candidate is on emergency leave SUBSTITUTE
on the exam administration date, a EXAMINATION REQUEST
substitute examination should be
ordered on that date. E-4/5/6 By 1 May following

Illness or hospitalization verified by administration of the

a medical officer's statement that taking March examination cycle
the regularly scheduled examination ing administration of the
would have been harmful to the September examination
candidate's health. cycle.

Operational commitments of such a
nature that a short delay in the E-7 By 1 March following
administration of the regular scheduled administration
examination series was not feasible. of the January examina-

tion cycle.
* The fact that a candidate's exact date of

return to the command cannot be determined
should not preclude the command from
ordering a substitute examination before or Orders should be requested 14 days or more
within a day or two after the regularly before the cut-off dates shown. Message
scheduled advancement examination. The requests should be used for orders submitted
substitute examination should be administered Within 14 days of the cut-off dates. Departure
as soon as possible after the candidate's return, from these cut-off dates is authorized only for

message condition MINIMIZE.
REQUESTS FOR SUBSTITUTE
EXAMINATIONS ADMINISTRATION OF SUBSTITUTE

Requests for substitute examinations often EXAMINATIONS

result from administrative errors or poor
administrative planning on the part of Substitute examinations should be
individuai commands. Therefore, commands administered and the answer sheets returned to
are urged to anticipate requirements for NETPMSA as soon as possible. The procedures
substitute examinations, when possible, before for accountability, administration, and
the regular examination dates. The need for a processing of substitute examinations are the
substitute examination can normally be same as those for regular Navywide
determined before or within a day or two after advancement examinations. These procedures
the scheduled Navywide advancement are outlined in chapter 6 of the Manual of
examination. Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C.
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SUMMARY Department of the Navy Information and
Personnel Security Program Regulation,

Navywide advancement examinations are OPNAVINST 5510.1H, Office of the Chief of
like stepping stones to every enlisted member in Naval Operations, Washington, D.C., 1984.
the Navy. Members normally must successfully
compete in each examination, from petty Manual of Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C,
officer third class to chief petty officer, to Bureau of Navy Personnel, Washington, D.C.,
advance in rate. Therefore, examinations 1986.
should be ordered on time and administered March 1988 (Cycle 119) Navy-wide
properly, and the results should be publicized Examinations for Advancement in Rate of
as soon as they are received by the command. Active Duty Members to Petty Officer First

Certain procedures must be followed before Class, BUPERSNOTE 1418, Bureau of Navy
each examination, during the examination, and Personnel, Washington, D.C., 1988.
after the examination. By following these Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel
procedures, you can prevent the loss of an Classifications and Occupational Standards,
examination or the possible compromise of an NAVPERS 18068E, Bureau of Navy Personnel,

examination. If at any time you are not sure of Washington, D.C., 1986.

the procedures, consult the Manual of

Advancement, BUPERSINST 1430.16C. The Navy Enlisted Performance Evaluation
System, NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1616.1A,
Department of the Navy, Washington, D.C.,
1983.REFERENCES Pay/Personnel Administrative Support System

Command Advancement Program (CAP), (PASS) Management Manual, OPNAVINST
BUPERSINST 1430.17C, Bureau of Navy 1000.23A, Office of the Chief of Naval
Personnel, Washington, D.C., 1988. Operations, Washington, D.C., 1984.
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APPENDIX I

WHERE TO FIND IT

Appendix I is included for your convenience as a quick reference to aid you in the performance
of your duties. It contains most of the references that you will frequently use in providing your
shipmates with the answers they are looking for. Keep a copy on your desk.

SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

ACADEMY APPOINTMENTS MILPERSMAN 1020220

ADVANCEMENT IN RATE BUPERSINST 1430.16C

General Requirements BUPERSNOTE 1418
BUPERSNOTE 1430

By Selection Boards BUPERSINST 1430.16C
BUPERSNOTE 1418

Acceleration BUPERSINST 1430.16C
MILPERSMAN 2230150

Advancement Handbook for Apprenticeships NAVEDTRA 71700

Advancement Handbook for Petty Officers NAVEDTRA 71000 Series

After Reduction in Rate MILPERSMAN 2230200
BUPERSINST 1430.16C

AVIATION OFFICER CANDIDATE (AOC)
PROGRAM MILPERSMAN 6610360

AWARDS SECNAVINST 1650. 1E
MILPERSMAN 3410200

BOARD FOR CORRECTION OF NAVAL
RECORDS MILPERSMAN 5040220

BOOST (BROADENED OPPORTUNITY FOR MILPERSMAN 1020360
OFFICER SELECTION AND TRAINING) BUPERSNOTE 1500

BROKEN SERVICE MILPERSMAN 1040300
MILPERSMAN 1020330

CAREER COUNSELING PROGRAM BUPERSNOTE 1440

Career Counseling and Retention Team Concept
Career Counseling Manual NAVPERS 15878

CHANGE IN RATE OR RATING BUPERSINST 1430.16C
MILPERSMAN 2230180

CHIEF PETTY OFFICER INDOCTRINATION
COURSE NAVEDTRA 10825-A I

CITIZENSHIP MILPERSMAN 5030450
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

CLASSIFICATION

Enlisted MILPERSMAN 1440180
MILPERSMAN 1440220

Officer NAVPERS 15839F

CLOSED/CONTROLLED/MONITORED RATINGS OPNAVINST 1430.5B

COLLEGE NAVPERS 15878

GI Bill CNETINST 1560.3

Tuition Assistance CNETINST 1560.3

COLLEGE DEGREE PROGRAM (OFFICER) OPNAVINST 1520.26

CONGRESSIONAL CORRESPONDENCE MILPERSMAN 5410120

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES NAVPERS 10061-AT

College and University NAVPERS 15819

DANTES (DEFENSE ACTIVITY FOR
NON-TRADITIONAL EDUCATION
SUPPORT) DANTES P-1560/27 (5-86)

American College Testing Program (ACT)

California High School Proficiency Examination
(CHSPE)

Certification Programs

College Level Examination Program (CLEP)

College Level GEO

DANTES Subject Standardized Tests (DSSTs)

Experimental Learning Assessment (ELA)

External Degree Programs

Graduate Records Examinations (GRE)

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)

Servicemembers Opportunity Colleges (SOC)

Test of General Education Development (GED)

The ACE Guide/Military Evaluations Programs

DEFENSE LANGUAGE PROGRAM OPNAVINST 1550.7B

DISABILITY

Discharge MILPERSMAN 3860340

Findings and Actions MILPERSMAN 3860360

Retirement MILPERSMAN 3860300

Separations MILPERSMAN 3620200
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

DIVING PROGRAM OPNAVINST 3150.27

DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM MILPERSMAN 3410300
BUPERSINST 6710.1
BUPERSNOTE 6710

EDUCATIONAL/CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ENLISTED MEMBERS CNETINST 1560.3

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAVPERS 15124D

CNETINST 1560.3

ENLISTED COMMISSIONING PROGRAM (ECP) OPNAVNOTE 1530

ENLISTED EDUCATION ADVANCEMENT
PROGRAM (EEAP) CNETINST 1560.7

ENLISTED EVALUATION SYSTEM MILPERSMAN 3410150

ENLISTED PERFORMANCE NMPCINST 1616.1A

ENLISTMENTS MILPERSMAN 1040150

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY SECNAVINST 5350.6B

EXAMINATIONS

Accountability BUPERSINST 1430.16C

Advancement in Rate, Effecting BUPERSINST 1430.16C

Examination Returns, Forwarding of BUPERSINST 1430.16C

Local Examination Board BUPERSINST 1430.16C

Loss or Compromise of Examinations BUPERSINST 1430.16C

Military/Leadership Examinations BUPERSINST 1430.16C

Schedule of Examinations BUPERSNOTE 1418

FITNESS REPORTS (OFFICER) MILPERSMAN 3419199
NMPCINST 1611.1

FLEET RESERVE

Application for Transfer to MILPERSMAN 3855180

Materials Available to Assist Members MILPERSMAN 6220120

Preseparation Ceremony MILPERSMAN 3810200

FLIGHT OFFICER CANDIDATE (NFOC) BUPERSINST 1120.35
PROGRAM NAVPERS 15878

FLIGHT PAY MILPERSMAN 2620300

FLIGHT TRAINING MILPERSMAN 1820240

FRAUDULENT ENLISTMENT MILPERSMAN 2650220
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

FROCKING OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL BUPERSINST 1430.16C
MILPERSMAN 2230130

GI BILL CNETINST 1560.3
NAVPERS 15878

GUARD (GUARANTEED ASSIGNMENT BUPERSNOTE 1133
RETENTION DETAILING PROGRAM) NAVPERS 15878

NAVPERS 15980

HAZARDOUS DUTY PAY MILPERSMAN 2620150

HEALTH BENEFITS NAVPERS 15878

Dependents NAVPERS 15203
NAVPERS 15891

HOME OF RECORD MILPERSMAN 5010140

HONORABLE DISCHARGE MILPERSMAN 3640490

INDEPENDENT STUDY SUPPORT SYSTEM DANTES P-1560/27 (5-86)

LANGUAGE PROGRAM CNETINST 1550.9A
OPNAVINST 1550.7B

LATERAL CONVERSION MILPERSMAN 1020150

BUPERSINST 1133.25

LAW EDUCATION PROGRAM (OFFICERS) SECNAVINST 1520.7D

LIMITED DUTY OFFICER (LDO) PROGRAM BUPERSNOTE 1120
MILPERSMAN 1820280

MCPOC (MASTER CHIEF PETTY OFFICER OF
COMMAND) OPNAVINST 5400.37C

MEDALS AND AWARDS SECNAVINST 1650. 1E

MEDICAL ENLISTED COMMISSIONING
PROGRAM (MECP) OPNAVINST 1530.7

MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS MILPERSMAN 1020318

MERITORIOUS MAST MILPERSMAN 3410200

MILITARY APPEARANCE NAVPERS 15665A
MILPERSMAN 3420440

NAVAL ACADEMY PROGRAM MILPERSMAN 1020220
NAVPERS 15878

NAVAL MILITARY PERSONNEL COMMANDS MILPERSMAN 5410160
CORRESPONDENCE WITH MANUAL NAVPERS 15560A

NAVAL RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS OPNAVNOTE 1533
(NROTC) SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM MILPERSMAN 1020210

NAVAL RESERVE PROGRAM NAVPERS 15878

NAVY EQUAL OPPORTUNITY MANUAL OPNAVINST 5354.1B
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

NAVY RACE RELATIONS EDUCATION OPNAVINST 1500.42

NAVY RELIEF SOCIETY MILPERSMAN 3450150
BUPERSINST 7040.3
SECNAVINST 5760.14B

NAVY STOCK LIST OF FORMS AND
PUBLICATIONS NAVSUP 2002

NUCLEAR PROGRAM NAVPERS 15878

Nuclear Propulsion Training MILPERSMAN 6610300

Nuclear Weapons Personnel Reliability Program
(PRP) OPNAVINST 5510.1G

OBESITY OPNAVINST 6110.1C
MILPERSMAN 3620250

OCS PROGRAM NAVPERS 15878

ORDERS

Definition of Types MILPERSMAN 1810100

Delegation of Authority to Issue MILPERSMAN 1810160

Reimbursement MILPERSMAN 1810280

ORDERS (OFFICER) MILPERSMAN 1810240

OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENTS MILPERSMAN 6810105
BUPERSNOTE 1306
NAVPERS 15878

OVERSEAS DIPLOMACY OPNAVINST 5400.36

PACE (PROGRAM FOR AFLOAT COLLEGE CNETINST 1560.3
EDUCATION) NAVPERS 15878

PASSPORTS MILPERSMAN 4640100

PAY AND ALLOWANCES MILPERSMAN 2640255
BUPERSNOTE 7220

PAYGRADES MILPERSMAN 2210200

PEP (PERSONNEL EXCHANGE PROGRAM) NAVPERS 15878
OPNAVINST 5700.7F
NAVPERS 15980

PERFORMANCE

Officer MILPERSMAN 3410100

Enlisted MILPERSMAN 3410150

PERSONNEL ADVANCEMENT REQUIREMENT
(PAR) MILPERSMAN 5030480

PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION STANDARDS
(PQS) NAVEDTRA 43100-5B
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

PETTY OFFICER INDOCTRINATION COURSE NAVEDTRA 108020-BI

PHOTOGRAPHS (Officer) MILPERSMAN 5020140

PHYSICAL FITNESS OPNAVINST 6110.1C

POSTGRADUATE PROGRAM (Officer) OPNAVNOTE 1520

PREGNANCY, INFORMATION CONCERNING MILPERSMAN 3810170

PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS ON DOD
INSTALLATIONS DODINST 1100.15

PRIVATE VEHICLES

Travel Under Orders MILPERSMAN 6810110

Registration and Marking OPNAVINST 5560. 10B

PST (Prescribed Sea Tour) BUPERSNOTE 1306

QUALIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE (Officer) MILPERSMAN 5020180

QUALIFICATIONS

Enlisted NAVPERS 18068

Officer NAVPERS 15839

QUALITY CONTROL REVIEW BOARD (Petty
Officer) MILPERSMAN 3410180

RACE RELATIONS EDUCATION (RRE) OPNAVNOTE 1500

RACE RELATIONS FOR ARMED FORCES
PERSONNEL; DOD EDUCATION IN DODINST 1322.11

RED CROSS MILPERSMAN 3450150

REDUCTION IN RATE MILPERSMAN 3420140

REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS NAVMILPERS- 1571.1
COMINST
NAVPERS 15878

REENLISTMENT

Ceremony MILPERSMAN 1040290

RELIGIOUS SERVICES MILPERSMAN 5810150
NAVPERS 15664
BUPERSNOTE 1730

REQUEST FOR TRANSFER AND SPECIAL DUTY NAVPERS 15909
MILPERSMAN 5440250

RESIGNATION (Officers) MILPERSMAN 3830340

RESTORATION OF RATE MILPERSMAN 2230200
MILPERSMAN 2230240
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

RETIREMENT

Applications MILPERSMAN 3860300

Effective Date MILPERSMAN 3860200

Laws Governing Nondisability Retirement MILPERSMAN 3860100

Orders and Authorizations MILPERSMAN 3860180

RIGHTS AND BENEFITS NAVPERS 15885C

SABBATH OBSERVANCE POLICY MiLPERSMAN 5810100
NAVPERS 15664
BUPERSNOTE 1730

SAFETY PROGRAM OPNAVINST 5100.8B

SAVINGS BONDS SECNAVINST 5120.3G

SCHOLARSHIPS

Navy Medical/Osteopathic Scholarship BUPERSINST 1520.104

Navy Dental Scholarship BUPERSINST 1520.105

Dependents MILPERSMAN 6210110
NAVPERS 15003

NROTC OPNAVNOTE 1533

SCORE (SELECTIVE CONVERSION AND MILPERSMAN 1060010
REENLISTMENT) NAVPERS 15878

SEA PAY MILPERSMAN 2620100

SECURITY PROGRAM OPNAVINST 5510.IG
OPNAVNOTE 5510

Clearance Requirements for Course of Instruction NAVPERS 15989
MILPERSMAN 6650250

Security Investigations and Clearances OPNAVINST 5510.1H
BUPERSINST 5521.2E

SELECTION BOARDS; COMMUNICATION WITH
OFFICER PROMOTION AND CONTINUATION MILPERSMAN 2220110

SELECTION OF NAVAL OFFICERS (TAR
PROGRAM) MILPERSMAN 1020200

SELECTIVE CONVERSION AND REENLISTMENT
(SCORE) PROGRAM MILPERSMAN 1060010

SELECTIVE SERVICE; REPORTS TO MILPERSMAN 1860140

SELECTIVE SERVICE REGISTRATION UPON
SEPARATION MILPERSMAN 3640497

SELECTIVE TRAINING AND REENLISTMENT
(STAR) PROGRAM MILPERSMAN 1060020
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

SEPARATION; PLACE OF MILPERSMAN 3640476

SEPARATION IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE
SERVICE MILPERSMAN 3630900

SEPARATION LEAVE MILPERSMAN 3020250

SEPARATION OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Active Duty (Including Active Duty for Training by
Reason of Physical Disability) MILPERSMAN 3620270

Convenience of the Government MICPERSMAN 3620200

Convenience of the Government - Alien MILPERSMAN 3620260

Convenience of the Government on the Basis of
Dependency or Hardship MILPERSMAN 3620210

Convenience of the Government on the Basis of
Designation as a Surviving Family Member
(Inductees Only) MILPERSMAN 3620240

Convenience of the Government on the Basis of
Pregnancy/Childbirth MILPERSMAN 3620220

Convenience of the Government on the Basis of
Being a Sole Surviving Son or Daughter MILPERSMAN 3620245
Convenience of the Government on the Basis of
Obesity MILPERSMAN 3620250

Definitions and Policy Concerning MILPERSMAN 3610200

Inactive Duty by Reason of Physical Disability MILPERSMAN 3620275

Reason of Alcohol Abuse Rehabilitation Failure MILPERSMAN 3630550

Reason of Defective Enlistments and Inductions -
Defective Enlistments MILPERSMAN 3620283

Reason of Defective Enlistments and Inductions -
Erroneous Enlistment MILPERSMAN 3620280
Reason of Defective Enlistments and Inductions
Due to Fraudulent Entry Into Naval Service MILPERSMAN 3630100

Reason of Drug Abuse Rehabilitation Failure MILPERSMAN 3630500

Reason of Expiration of Enlistment, Fulfillment of
Service Obligation, or Expiratior of Tour of Active
Service MILPERSMAN 3620150

Reason of Homosexuality MILPERSMAN 3630400

Reason of Misconduct MILPERSMAN 3630600

Reason of Misconduct Due to Drug Abuse MILPERSMAN 3630620

Reason of Security MILPERSMAN 3630700

Reason of Selected Changes in Service Obligation MILPERSMAN 3620100
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

Reason of Unsatisfactory Participation in the
Ready Reserve MILPERSMAN 3630800

Reason of Unsatisfactory Performance MILPERSMAN 3630300

SEPARATION OF NAVAL RESERVE OFFICERS
ON INACTIVE DUTY MILPERSMAN 3830300

SEPARATION OF OFFICERS AT THE
CONVENIENCE OF THE GOVERNMENT ON THE
BASIS OF PREGNANCY/CHILDBIRTH MILPERSMAN 3830310

SEPARATION OF OFFICERS PURSUANT TO
VARIOUS STATUTORY PROVISIONS NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER ARTICLES MILPERSMAN 3860140

SEPARATION ORDERS FOR OFFICERS MILPERSMAN 3830240

SEPARATION ORDERS; FINAL ENDORSEMENT
ON OFFICER'S MILPERSMAN 3830260

SEPARATION ORDERS FOR ENLISTED
PERSONNEL RELEASED TO INACTIVE DUTY MILPERSMAN 3640430

SEPARATION PAY OF REGULAR AND
RESERVE OFFICERS AND RESERVE ENLISTED
PERSONNEL; INVOLUNTARY SEPARATION MILPERSMAN 2650280

SEPARATION PROCESSING OF PHYSICALLY
DISQUALIFIED ENLISTED NAVAL RESERVISTS
ON INACTIVE DUTY; ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES FOR MILPERSMAN 3810460

SEPARATIONS; ENLISTED ADMINISTRATIVE MILPERSMAN 3610100

SEPARATIONS; GENERAL PROVISIONS AND
RESTRICTIONS RELATING TO ENLISTED MILPERSMAN 3610320

SEPARATIONS GENERAL; OFFICER MILPERSMAN 3830220

SERVICE COLLEGES; POLICY AND
PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE GOVERNING
SELECTION AND ASSIGNMENT OF OFFICERS
TO MILPERSMAN 6620130

SERVICE RECORD OF ACTIVE DUTY OFFICERS MILPERSMAN 5030160

SERVICE RECORD OF INACTIVE DUTY
OFFICERS MILPERSMAN 5030180

SERVICE RECORDS, GENERAL; ENLISTED MILPERSMAN 5030200

SERVICE RECORDS MICROFICHE;
AVAILABILITY MILPERSMAN 5030150

SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE
(SGLI) MILPERSMAN 5030240

SHIPMENT OF PRIVATELY OWNED VEHICLE MILPERSMAN 6810110
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

SICK IN QUARTERS (SIQ) STATUS MILPERSMAN 3020380

SIGNATURES IN SERVICE RECORDS MILPERSMAN 5030100

SIGNATURES ON DISCHARGE CERTIFICATES
AND SEPARATION ORDERS MILPERSMAN 3640495

SINGLE SPONSOR/MILITARY COUPLE WITH
DEPENDENT(S) MILPERSMAN 3810190

SIX-YEAR OBLIGATION; FULFILLMENT OF
THE MILPERSMAN 3640457

SHORE PATROL MILPERSMAN 3420340

SHORE PATROL ORDERS AND EXPENSES MILPERSMAN 2650240

SOCIAL SECURITY ENROLLMENT AND
COUNSELING MILPERSMAN 6230100

SOLE SURVIVING SON/DAUGHTER MILPERSMAN 1860100

SPECIAL OPERATIONS OFFICER (DIVING/
SALVAGE, EXPENDABLE ORDNANCE
MANAGEMENT [EOM], AND EXPLOSIVE
ORDNANCE DISPOSAL [EOD]) MILPERSMAN 420180

SPECIAL PAY FOR DUTY SUBJECT TO
HOSTILE FIRE MILPERSMAN 2620250

STAR (SELECTIVE TRAINING AND

REENLISTMENT) MILPERSMAN 1060020

STRIKERS (IDENTIFICATION OF) MILPERSMAN 2230220

SUBMARINE DUTY MILPERSMAN 6610320
MILPERSMAN 1410360

SUBSPECIALTY (OFFICER) MILPERSMAN 1430200

SUPPORT OF DEPENDENTS MILPERSMAN 6210120

SURVIVAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS MILPERSMAN 6610140

SWIMMING QUALIFICATIONS MILPERSMAN 6610120

TAR PROGRAM MILPERSMAN 1020200

TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL FOR
CONFINEMENT IN A BRIG MILPERSMAN 1850300

TRANSFER OF PRISONER TO BRIG MILPERSMAN 1850300

TRANSFER OF REGULAR NAVY ENLISTED
PERSONNEL TO THE NAVY RESERVE TO
FULFILL SERVICE OBLIGATIONS; PROCEDURES
FOR EFFECTING MILPERSMAN 3640482

TRANSFER OF SERVICE RECORDS AND
HEALTH RECORDS (ENLISTED) MILPERSMAN 5030140
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

TRANSFER OF SERVICE RECORDS AND
HEALTH RECORDS (OFFICERS) MILPERSMAN 5030141

TRANSFER TO THE RETIRED RESERVE
WITHOUT PAY; PROCEDURE FOR
REQUESTING MILPERSMAN 3860580

TRANSFER TO THE RETIRED RESERVE
WITHOUT PAY BY REASON OF AGE MILPERSMAN 3860540

TRANSFER TO THE RETIRED RESERVE
WITHOUT PAY, GRADE IN WHICH EFFECTED MILPERSMAN 3860600

TRANSMITTAL OF RECORDS AND ORDERS

UPON TRANSFER MILPERSMAN 5010260

TRANSPORTATION OF REMAINS MILPERSMAN 4210140

TRAVEL

Orders Authorizing With or Without
Reimbursement MILPERSMAN 1810280

Orders for Patients and Attendants MILPERSMAN 1810420

Student Dependents MILPERSMAN 6810305

Temporary Duty MILPERSMAN 6810200

UNAUTHORIZED ABSENCE AND DESERTION
OF NAVY MEMBERS; POLICY REGARDING MILPERSMAN 3430100

UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE;
MEMBERS OF FLEET RESERVE SUBJECT TO
THE MILPERSMAN 3420300

UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE;
RESERVISTS SUBJECT TO THE MILPERSMAN 3430320

UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE AND
THE TYPES OF DISCHARGE CERTIFICATES;
REQUIRED EXPLANATION OF CERTAIN
PROVISIONS OF THE MILPERSMAN 1010150

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY AND
AIR FORCE ACADEMY; PREPARATORY
SCHOOLS MILPERSMAN 6620120

UPWARD MOBILITY MILPERSMAN 1020357

VERIFICATION OF SERVICE RECORD MILPERSMAN 5030120

VOLUNTARY OR INVOLUNTARY EXTENSION
OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL BEYOND
EXPIRATION OF ENLISTMENT, FULFILLMENT
OF SERVICE OBLIGATION, OR EXPIRATION OF
TOUR OF ACTIVE SERVICE MILPERSMAN 1050155

VOLUNTARY RECALL OR CALL TO EXTENDED
ACTIVE DUTY FOR RESERVE OFFICERS;
APPLICATION FOR MILPERSMAN 1820320
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SUBJECT REFERENCE NUMBER

VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF TEMPORARY
APPOINTMENTS FOR LDO'S AND CWO'S MILPERSMAN 3830200

VOTING MILPERSMAN 6210220

WHITE HOUSE FELLOWS PROGRAM NMPCNOTE 1560

WORTHLESS CHECKS (ISSUED BY MEMBERS
OR THEIR DEPENDENTS) MILPERSMAN 3420480
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INDEX

A Commission, paths leading to a, 5-14 to
5-19Administration, elements of, 2-7 to 2-11Amman,2-9 to 2-10 Correspondence courses for LDO and CWO,command, 2-9 to 2-10 recommended, 5-18 to 5-19

control, 2-10 to 2-l Courses, 4-3 to 4-5, 4-7
organization, 2-8 to 2-9 Corsesg 4-3 tour4-5, 4-7
planning, 2-7 to 2-8 grading of courses, 4-7Administration of examinations, 6-16 to ordering courses, 4-3 to 4-5

6-18 CPOIC (Chief Petty Officer Indoctrinationdisposition of worksheets, 6-18 Course), 4-13examination accountability after the CT examinations, 6-6, 6-12examination, 6-17 to 6-18 ordering CT examinations, 6-6examination completion procedures, 6-17 transfer of CT examinations, 6-12forwarding o" examination returns, 6-18 CWO (Chief Warrant Officer) program,

Advanced Education Program, 3-28 the, 5-16 to 5-17
Advancement examination, Navywide, 5-9
Advancement, factors that determine, 5-4 to

5-6 D
Advancement in the Navy, 5-7 to 5-8 DANTES (Defense Activity for Non-

early advancement, 5-7 to 5-8 Traditional Education Support), 3-12 to
high-year tenure, 5-8 3-19
regular advancement, 5-7 DANTES Examinations Program, 3-14 to

Advancement requirements, special, 5-3 to 3-15
5-4 DANTES Independent Study Catalog, the
citizenships and security clearance (DISC), 3-18

requirements, 5-4 Disbursing/military pay office, 2-7
required service schools, 5-4 Distribution statements, 4-3

Advancement, studying for, 4-14 DSSTs (DANTES Subject Standarized Tests)
American College Testing Proficiency 3-16

Examination Program (ACT/PEP), 3-16
Answer keys, 4-6 to 4-7
Answer sheets, 4-6, 6-3 E

disposition of answer sheets, 6-3
Apprenticeship examinations, paygrade E-3, ECP (Enlisted Commissioning Program),

6-3 3-21 to 3-22
Educational programs and benefits, 3-1 to

3-33
B Defense Activity for Non-Traditional

Education Support (DANTES), 3-12 toBIB (Bibliography for Advancement Study, 3-19
4-9 to 4-10 certification programs, 3-16 to 3-17BOOST (Broadened Opportunity for Officer college credit by examination, 3-15 to

Selection and Training), 3-19 to 3-20 3-16

American College Testing Proficiency

C Examination Program (ACT/PEP),
3-16

Certificate programs, 3-16 to 3-17 College Level Examination Program
Chief Warrant Officer (CWO) Physician's (CLEP), 3-15 to 3-16

Assistant (PA) Program, 3-24 to 3-25 DANTES Subject Standarized Tests
CLEP (College Level Examination Program), (DSSTs), 3-16

3-15 to 3-16 DANTES Examinations Program, 3-14
Colleges, junior and service, 3-29 to 3-15
Command Advancement Program (CAP), College Admission Program, 3-15

the, 5-13 to 5-14 high school equivalency, 3-15
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Education programs and benefits-Continued Education programs and benefits-Continued
Defense Activity for Non-Traditional professional development education
Education Support (DANTES)- programs for enlisted personnel-
Continued Continued

experiential learning assessment (ELA), Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps
3-14 (NROTC) Scholarship Program, 3-22

independent study, 3-17 to 3-18 to 3-23
DANTES Independent Study Catalog, active-duty applicant, 3-22

the (DISC), 3-18 Three/Four-year and Two-year
ease of enrollment, 3-18 NROTC Scholarship Programs, 3-22
educational publications, 3-18 to 3-19 to 3-23

Navy Associate Degree Program Uniformed Services University of the
(SOCNAV), 3-13 to 3-14 Health Sciences Program, 3-23

nontraditional education, 3-12 to 3-13 United States Naval Academy (USNA),
purpose of DANTES, 3-12 3-23
Servicemembers Opportunity College professional development education

(SOC), 3-13 programs for officer personnel, 3-26 to
introduction, 3-1 3-30
Navy Campus, 3-1 to 3-12 Advanced Education Program, 3-28

academic credit, 3-2 to 3-3 College Degree Program, 3-27
advantages for Navy personnel, 3-2 defense language programs, 3-29
command support, 3-8 to 3-12 junior and service colleges, 3-29

National Apprenticeship Program, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey
3-11 to 3-12 and other advanced education

Navy Campus Functional Skills programs, 3-29
Program (NCFSP), 3-9 to 3-10 Office Law Education Program, 3-27

Program for Afloat College Scholarship Program, 3-28
Education (PACE), 3-10 to 3-11 Uniformed Services University of the

education services workshops, 3-6 Health Sciences, 3-29 to 3-30
how Navy Campus works, 3-3 White House Fellows Program, 3-27 to
key role of Navy Campus education 3-28

specialists, 3-3 to 3-5 Veterans' Administration (VA) educational
tuition assistance, 3-6 to 3-8 assistance programs, 3-30 to 3-32

applicant responsibilities, 3-8 Montgomery GI Bill (MGIB) Act of
approving TA applications, 3-6 to 1984, 3-31

3-8 selected Reserve and National Guard
tuition assistance applications, 3-6 benefits under the MGIB, 3-31 to
tuition assistance policy, 3-6 3-32

professional development education Veterans' Educational Assistance
programs for enlisted personnel, 3-19 to Program (VEAP), 3-30 to 3-31
3-26 Vietnam Era GI Bill, 3-30

Broadened Opportunity for Officer charges against entitlement, 3-30
Selection and Training (BOOST), 3-19 entitlement, 3-30
to 3-20 Educational services office, 2-1 to 2-13

Chief Warrant Officer (CWO) command coordination, 2-6 to 2-7
Physician's Assistant (PA) Program, disbursing/military pay office, 2-7
3-24 to 3-25 personnel office, 2-7

Enlisted Commissioning Program supply office, 2-7
(ECP), 3-21 to 3-22 elements of administration, 2-7 to 2-11

Enlisted Education Advancement command, 2-9 to 2-10
Program (EEAP), 3-20 to 3-21 coordination, 2-10

health care administration section of exercising command, 2-9
the Medical Service service Corps, supervisory responsibilities, 2-9
3-24 control, 2-10 to 2-11

Medical Enlisted Commissioning criticize properly, 2-10 to 2-11
Program (MECP), 3-25 to 3-26 encourage initiative, 2-11

Medical Service Corps, 3-26 evaluation, 2-10
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Educational services office-Continued Educational services Officer fundamentals-
elements of administration-Continued Continued

control-Continued recommended references, 1-2 to 1-6
reports, 2-11 basic educational services officer
review, 2-11 references, 1-3 to 1-5
supervision, 2-10 Navy Campus/Defense Activity for

organization, 2-8 to 2-9 Non-Traditional Education Support
clearly defined duties and (DANTES) references, 1-5 to 1-6

responsibilities, 2-9 EEAP (Enlisted Education Advancement
personnel, 2-8 to 2-9 Program), 3-20 to 3-21
related tasks properly grouped, 2-9 ESVR (examination status verification

planning, 2-7 to 2-8 report), 6-22
basic office products, 2-8 Examination procedures, 6-1 to 6-30
flexibility, 2-8 administration of examinations, 6-16 to
quality of service, 2-8 6-18
understanding existing office system, disposition of worksheets, 6-18

2-7 to 2-8 examination accountability after the
workload, 2-8 examination, 6-17 to 6-18

office arrangement, 2-2 examination completion procedures,

appearance, 2-2 6-17
arrangement of furniture and office forwarding of examination returns,

equipment, 2-2 6-18

comfort, 2-2 administrative procedures, 6-14 to 6-16
supervision, 2-2 examination day schedule, 6-15 to

tools of the trade, 2-2 to 2-6 6-16

office equipment, 2-2 to 2-3 recommended time schedule for

publications and directives, 2-3 to 2-6 administration of examinations, 6-16

access, 2-5 to 2-6 introduction, 6-1

control and check-out procedures, 2-6 postexamination procedures, 6-18 to

maintenance, 2-3 to 2-4 6-28

supplies, 2-3 command action upon receipt of

stock, 2-3 examination results, 6-23 to 6-28

supply petty officer, 2-3 action for personnel transferred, 6-25
to 6-26

training, 2-11 to 2-12 effecting advancements, 6-27 to
command, 2-12 6-28
control, 2-12 frocking of enlisted personnel, 6-26
division training, 2-12 to 6-27
formal schools and seminars, 2-12 results of navywide advancement
on-the-job training (OJT), 2-11 to 2-12 examinations, 6-20 to 6-22
organization of the program, 2-12 examination status verification report

Educational services officer fundamentals, (ESVR), 6-22
1-1 to 1-7 rating change authorization (RCA),
basic functions of the educational services 6-22
officer (ESO), 1-1 preexamination procedures, 6-1 to 6-14

chain of command for ESO, 1-2 preeamiato edure s - o-
duties and responsibilities of the accountability of examinations before

educational services officer (ESO) 1-1 to administration, 6-101-2 determining eligibility, 6-3 to 6-4
command library, 1-2 examination ordering instructions, 6-4

educational programs, 1-2 to 6-7
examinations, 1-2 ordering CT examinations, 6-6
training office and training, 1-2 ordering examinations for SSBN

organizational relationships of the ESO, and SSN submarines, 6-6 to 6-7
1-2 local examining board, 6-2
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Examination procedures-Continued Military/leadership examinations, eligibility
preexamination procedures-Continued requirements for, 6-2

military/leadership examinations, 6-2 to Montgomery GI Bill (MGIB) Act of 1984,
6-3 3-31

disposition of answer sheets, 6-3
eligibility requirements for military/

leadership examinations, 6-2 N
service record entry for successful

completion, 6-2
navywide advancement examinations, National Apprenticeship Program, 3-11 to

6-4 3-12
paygrade E-3 apprenticeship Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey and

examinations, 6-3 other advanced education programs, 3-29
performance tests, 6-3 Navy Associate Degree Program (SOCNAV),
preparation for the administration of 3-13 to 3-14

navywide examinations, 6-7 to 6-8
preparation of the worksheet, 6-8 to
6-10 Navy Campus Functional Skills Program

receipt of examinations from (NCFSP), 3-9 to 3-10
NETPMSA, 6-10 Navy Campus/Defense Activity for Non-

report of lost or compromised Traditional Education Support (DANTES)
examinations, 6-14 references, 1-5 to 1-6

stowage of examinations, 6-12 to 6-14 Navy enlisted advancement system, 5-1 to
transfer of CT examinations, 6-12 5-19
transfer of non-CT examinations, 6-10 advancement in the Navy, 5-7 to 5-8

to 6-12 early advancement, 5-7 to 5-8
substitute examinations, 6-28 to 6-29 high-year tenure, 5-8

administration of substitute regular advancement, 5-7
examinations, 6-29 advancement preparation, 5-8 to 5-9

justification of requests for substitute candidate responsibilities, 5-9
examinations, 6-28 to 6-29 how the ESO can assist the candidate

requests for substitute examinations, in preparation for advancement, 5-8
6-29 change in rate or rating, 5-9 to 5-10

Experiential learning assessment (ELA), 3-14 introduction to the navy enlisted
advancement system, 5-1

Navy enlisted advancement system, the,
F 5-2 to 5-7

enlisted advancement system video
FMS computation, 5-5 to 5-6 presentation, 5-6 to 5-7
Frocking of enlisted personnel, 6-26 to 6-27 factors that determine advancement, 5-4

to 5-6
requirements necessary for qualification,

H 5-2 to 5-3
special advancement requirements, 5-3

High-year tenure, 5-8 to 5-4
citizenships and security clearance

requirements, 5-4
L required service schools, 5-4

Language programs, defense, 3-29 navywide advancement examination, 5-9
LDO (Limited Duty Officer) program, 5-17 paths leading to a commission, 5-14 to

to 5-18 5-19
Chief Warrant Officer (CWO) program,

M the, 5-16 to 5-17
Limited Duty Officer (LDO) program,

MECP (Medical Enlisted Commissioning the, 5-17 to 5-18
Program), 3-25 to 3-26 recommended correspondence courses

Medical Service Corps, 3-26 for LDO and CWO, 5-18 to 5-19
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POIC (petty officer indoctrination course),
Navy enlisted advancement system- 4-13

Continued Postexamination procedures, 6-18 to 6-28
programs and methods of advancement, PQS (personnel qualification standards), 4-12

5-10 to 5-14 Preexamination procedures, 6-1 to 6-14
accelerated advancement, 5-14 Preparing for advancement, 4-1 to 4-15
advancement by selection boards, 5-10 advancement, studying for, 4-14

to 5-13 course-administering activities, 4-7 to 4-9
composition of the E-7 and the E-8/9 Naval Dental School, 4-8

selection boards, 5-10 to 5-11 Naval Education and Training
quidelines provided to each board, Command, 4-8

5-11 Naval Oceanography Command,
improving chances for selection, 5-12 National Space Technology Laboratory

to 5-13 (NSTL), 4-8
what does the board consider, 5-11 Naval School of Health Sciences

to 5-12 (NSHS), 4-8
command advancement program (CAP), Naval Security Group, 4-8

the, 5-13 to 5-14 Naval War College, 4-8
selective conversion and reenlistment other armed services, 4-8 to 4-9

(SCORE) program, 5-14 courses for advancement preparation, 4-9
selective training and reenlistment to 4-14

(STAR) program, 5-14 Bibliography for Advancement Study
NROTC (Naval Reserve Officers Training (BIB), 4-9 to 4-10

Corps) Scholarships Program, 3-22 to advancement handbooks, 4-10 to
3-23 4-11

mandatory publications, 4-10
study guides, 4-10

occupational standards and naval
0 standards, 4-9

naval standards (NAVSTDs), 4-9

Occupational standards and naval standards, occupational standards (OCCSTDs), 4-9

4-9 personnel advancement requirement

Office arrangement, 2-2 (PAR), 4-11 to 4-12

appearance, 2-2 personnel qualification standards (PQS),
4-12arrangement of furniture and office 41

equipment, 2-2 petty officer and chief petty officer
comfort, 2-2 indoctrination courses (POIC and
supervision, 2-2 CPOIC), 4-12 to 4-13

Officer Law Education Program, 3-27 chief petty officer indoctrination

OJT (on-the-job training), 2-11 to 2-12 course (CPOIC), 4-13

Occupational standards and naval standards, ordering CPOIC and POIC Student's

4-9 Journals and Instructor's Guides,

Ordering instructions, examination, 6-4 to 4-13 to 4-14

6-7 Petty officer indoctrination course

ordering CT examinations, 6-6 (POIC), 4-13

ordering examinations for SSBN and SSN TRAMAN'S and NRTCS, 4-2 to 4-7

submarines, 6-6 to 6-7 answer keys, 4-6 to 4-7
answer sheets, 4-6
delivery of course to the student, 4-5
distribution statements, 4-3

p enrollment, 4-5
grading of courses, 4-7
ordering courses, 4-3 to 4-5

PAR (personnel advancement requirement), Program for Afloat College Education
4-11 to 4-12 (PACE), 3-10 to 3-11

Performance tests, 6-3 Publications and directives, 2-3 to 2-6
Personnel office, 2-7 Publications, educational, 3-18 to 3-19
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R Training, 2-11 to 2-12
command, 2-12

Rate or rating, change in, 5-9 to 5-10 control, 2-12
RCA (rating change authorization), 6-22 division training, 2-12
Refeiences, 1-6 to 1-7, 2-13, 3-32 to 3-33, formal schools and seminars, 2-12

4-15, 5-19, 6-30 on-the-job training (OJT), 2-11 to 2-12
Results of navywide advancement organization of the program, 2-12

examinations, 6-20 to 6-22 Training and training office, 1-2
TRAMAN's and NRTC'S, 4-2 to 4-7
Tuition assistance, 3-6 to 3-8

applicant responsibilities, 3-8
approving TA applications, 3-6 to 3-8
tuition assistance applications, 3-6

Schedule, examination day, 6-15 to 6-16 tuition assistance plic , 3-6
Schoarsip rogrm, -28tuition assistance policy, 3-6Scholarship Program, 3-28

SCORE (selective conversion and
reenlistment program), 5-14 U

Selection boards, advancement by, 5-10 to
5-13 Uniformed Services University of the Health

Servicemembers Opportunity College (SOC), Sciences Program, 3-23, 3-29 to 3-30
3-13

SSBN and SSN submarines, ordering USNA (United States Naval Academy), 3-23
examinations for, 6-6 to 6-7

STAR (selective training and reenlistment V
program), 5-14

Substitute examiaations, 6-28 to 6-29 VEAP (Veterans Educational Assistance
Supervisory responsibilities, 2-9 Program), 3-30 to 3-31
Supply office, 2-7 Veterans' Administration (VA) educational
Supply petty officer, 2-3 assistance programs, 3-30 to 3-32

Video presentation, enlisted advancement
system, 5-6 to 5-7

T Vietnam Era GI Bill, 3-30

Time schedule for administration of
examinations, recommended, 6-16 W

Tools of the trade, 2-2 to 2-6
office equipment, 2-2 to 2-3 Where to find it, Al-I to AI-12
publications and directives, 2-3 to 2-6 White House Fellows Program, 3-27 to 3-28
supplies, 2-3 Worksheet, preparation of the, 6-8 to 6-10

-U.S. GOVERWIW IT PRINTING OFFICE : 1989 631-071/80082
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A FINAL QUESTION: What did you think of this TRAMAN? Of the course material used with
this TRAMAN? Comments and recommendations received from enrollees have been a major source
of course improvement. You and your command are urged to submit your constructive criticisms
and your recommendations. This tear-out form letter is provided for your convenience. Typewrite if
possible, but legible handwriting is acceptable.

Date

From: SSN:
NAME (RANK, RATE, CIVILIAN)

ZIP CODE

To: Naval Education and Training Program
Management Support Activity (Code 318)
Pensacola, Florida 32509-5000

Subj: EDUCATIONAL SERVICES OFFICER, NAVEDTRA 10460-A

1. The following comments are hereby submitted:
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.................... (Fold . ao.dotted.line. and. staple. or.t . ..................

(Fold along dotted line and staple or tape)

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVAL DUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM POSTA. ANO P669 PAID

MANAGlNDT SUPqORT ACTIVITY (Cod* 318) NAVY EPARTYU-t4

PIENSACOIA, K 3259-500 -3,0

OFFICIAL BUSINESS

PENALTY PON PRIVATE USE. S30

NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT ACTIVITY
BUILDING 2435 (Cod* 318)
PINSACOLA, FL 32509-5000
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